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THEEIE
1. Secular climatic change lias been an importuiit factor in the eiolu.
tion of land vertebrates and the principal known cause of their prcswt

.

distribution.
..I
2 . The priucipal linu of niigration i n later geological epochs I i a \ ~
I J W l l radial from Holarctic centen of dispersal .
3 . The geographic changes required to explain the present divtributioll
o f laid rertebrates are not extensive and for the most part do not aflvct
the permanence of the oceans as defined by the continental shelf .
.1. The theories of alternations of moist and uniform with arid a1141
LonItl climates, as claborated by (,!hnmbcrlin arc in exact accord w i t t i
the course of evolution of land vertebrates, wlierl interpreted with (IIw
i1ll()\viince f o r the probable gap3 1 1 1 the realrct .

.
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5. T h e nuriierous hypothetical land bridges in temperate tropical and
southern regions, connecting continents now separated by deep oceans,
which have been advocated by various authors, are improbable and unnecessary to explain geographic distribution. On the contrary, the
known facts point distinctly to a general permanency of continental outlines during the later epochs of geologic time, provided that due allowance be made for the known or probable gaps iii o u r k i m l p ( l g ~ ~ .

INTRODUCTION
d L T E R N A T I O N S OF ELI:VAIIOS ASI) C1,IMATE D u l l 1 \U ~ i l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ,TI!dE
O~~l~'.~l,

Several years ago,2 I had the honor to give a talk upnn "C'lirnate m1
Evolution" before the Linnzan Society. The subject wns then new to
me-it was an application to vertebrate paleontolo? of tlieories i i i
regard to geological history which had been brought forivnrd hv C'lianiberlin a year or two previously.a I have had these concepts more or less
in mind ever since, and though 1 must admit that 1am far from harinp
the evidence in shape for final presentation, I desire tn wbmit for general considerntion the conclusions thus far reached.
Chamberlin's theories are to-day well known and are year f)v !car
gaining a wider acceptance. So far as they pertain to the prescnt w h ject, they differ from the older prevailing concept of geological climatic
Conditions chiefly in that they involve an alternation of rliinate? t h r o l d l
the course of geologic time from extremes of warm, moist triqknl and
uniform, to extremes of cold, arid zonal climntes. 7'hc fornicr arc' the
results of prolonged base-level erosion and the o r t d h w nf lnrrc rontinental areas by shallow seas. The latter are the results of the rp-adjilstments needed to bring tbe continents once more into isostatic balanrr.
involving the general lift.ing of the continents, especially of their borders.
the expansion of the continental areas to their utmost liniits and the
renewal of rapid erosion.
These alternations of conditions are i r i a r k d bv i l ~ ~ ~ l H l i l ~ l ofl J l the
l ~
prevalent type of formation in the geologicill series. 'I'h iiiiiforrn ba.w
Ic\.clinp corresponds to widesprcad d v p o s i t a t ) f I i i i i c a t o i i c G i i n i l i i i i t 5
waning stapes with coal formations. The periotl? of uplift :\re iriarked
bv thick barren formations, often red i n color, by indimtioils of arid
conditions in salt and gypsum beds and they finallv ciilmiri;itc in great
extension of ,alsciera from boreal arid high moiintain n r i w
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Chaniberlin’s test book of geology may be consulted, for the more exact
and extended esposition of these theories. The present purpose is to indicate their application to the evolution of land vertebrates.
PERIANENCY OF THE OCEAN BAEINE

In the first place, we may note that they depend as a fundamental
basis on the general permanency of the great ocean basins. The conti-

VIG. I.--%oiiloukal rcuiona 011 north polar profectforr
The a r m wlthln the eontlnental shelf (100-fathom h e ) are left unsbnded. Thle map
wiesentq llie true relatlons of land and water In the northern hernlsphere far more
correctly t l m does the usual Mereator projectton. The unity of Arctogrrn nnd the dlrect
r e l n t h 1s O ~ V ~ O U between
R
the varlous degrees of Isolatlon of the soilthern continents
und of Pcciillarlty of thelr f a u n r .

rlents hair been illternately partly overflowrd, separated n n d insular, 01’
m i d to tlirir greatpst extent and united largely into a single mass. The
grcat occan basins

have in the main been permanent. l’l~isprinciple is
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dependent upon the known facts in regard to isostasy. The rocks underlying the oceans are heavier than those underlying the coutinente, 86 is
proved by the deficigncy of gravity measurements in the continents as
compared with those in oceanic areas, the deficiency being most marked
in certain, mostly high-lying parts of the continents. The conclusion
appears unavoidable that in a broad way the present distribution of land
and shallow water on the one hand, of deep water on the other, lias been
substantially unchanged.' changes in past geograpliy have bceii of two
kinds :
1) The continents have been alternutely partly overflowed and then have
emerged to the limits of the continental shelf.
2) Certain lines of unstable conditions have been mbject to foldin:: rind
crumpllng, accompanied wlth great changes of level.
DISTRIBUTION OF LAND AND WATER, P R E S E W ASL) PAST

The present distribution of land and water shows the great land rnassea
located mostly in the northern hemisphere.6 The land areas, extended
to the borders of the continental shelf, form a single great irregular niass
with three great projections, South America, Africa and Australasia,
radiating out from it into the southern hemisphere. A rise of 600 feet
wodd unite all the land into a single maw6 Only Kew Zealand, Madagascar, the Antilles and numerous small oceanic islands would remain
separate. The East Indian islands would be part of the main land. A
lowering of 600 feet would isolate North America, South America, Asia,
Africa and Australia as separate insular continents. Europe would
form a complex of islands and peninsulas much like the East Indies of
to-day.
According to the present theory, we have recently passed through an
epoch of maximum continental extension and zonal climate culminating
in the Glacial age, marked by great aridity in the equatorial zones, by
cold and glaciation towards the poles and in high mountaiii regions. A
much earlier extreme of aridity and glaciation is seen in the Permian,'
md,less marked extremes at the end of the Trias and at the beginning
and end of the Cretaceous. The alternate extremes of warm moist nnd
'In thls connectloo. however, the suggestlon of Ralley W l l l l a thnt the present konlnrlc
compensation mng be unusually complete must be horne In mind.
'It should be observed that the Antarctlc contlnent. accordlog to the Intest dntn nvallnble. equals or exceeds any of the other contlnents In bulk ol emerged land ; but It In s w rounded by deep ocennu of vast extent.
Australla forms n doubtful exceptloo. The soundlugs In the Indo.Aliqtmlnslnn
rrglon nre lnautaelent to determine wlth certnlntp whether or not there Is any contlniiOUR brldxe wlthln the 100-fathom Ilne.
'The enrller Paleozolc extremes of orldlty -Cambrian and Ikvonlan- -do not come
wlthln the scope of thls dlscusslon.
4
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uniform climates are seen in the early Carboniferous, in the Jurassic,
mid-cretaceous and Eocene. Now the base-leveling and overflow conditions are obviously favorable to the expansion and growth of marine
life, especinlly of the littoral and shallow seas. The conditions of complete emergence of the continenta and restriction of the littoral life to
the steep and narrow border of the continental shelf mill be unfavorable
and will tend to what Chamberlin calls restrictive evolution of fauna.

Fro. ?.--?'lie aouthern continenta, aorith polar projection
Ocriiri depths of 100-1000, 1000-2000, and over 2000 fathoms Indlcnted hy progresslve
uhndlog. k f i u than 100 fnthoms unshaded. The steep mnrglna of the contlnental shelf
ure Indlcnted by hndrures. The lsolatlon of the southern contlnenta Is In contrast to
the unlty of the n o r t l i m land areas.

Coriversely on larid, thc great emergence of the continents will tend to
expansions1 evolution nnd cosmopolitan faunae., while their partial overflow and isolation will tend to the restriction of land migration and the
tlerelopment of provincial faunse.
KPFECTS O F AL'~EllXAT1ONS OF ELEVATION Ah'D CLlAiATB UPON EVOLUTION
OF TERRESTRIAL FAUNAS

Associatd wtli the isolated continents,

we have moist tropical uni-

furm conditions of climate, and to this the provincial land fauna, of

.
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these periods will be especially adapted. The periods of continental
emergence were periods of arid and markedly zonal climate, and the
fauiiae must adapt themselves to these conditions. Such conditions,
while favoring the spread and wide distributioii of races, wouId be unkvorable to abundance of life and the ea8e
with which animals could obtain a living.
- The animals subjected to them '
must maintain themselve'e against the
inclemency of nature, the car city of
food, the variations of temperature, as
well as against the competition of rivals
ant1 the attacks of eneniics. In the
moist tropical climatic phase, animals
mould find food abuuclant a i d teniperature relatively constant ; but the larger
pcrwntage of carbonic acid nritl probably smaller percentage uf oxygen in
the atmosphere during thosc phases
\vould tend to slugpisliness.
We should expect, therefore, to find
in the land life adapted to the arid climatic phase a greater activity and
higher development of life, special
adaptations to resist violent changes in
temperature and specializations fitting
them to the open grassy plains and tlesert life. In the moist tropical phase of
land life, we should expect to find
adaptations to abundant food, to relatively sluggish life and to the great expanse of swamp and forest vegetation
that should characterize such a phnrje
of climate.
The oncoming cold a i d arid coiid~
tions should appear first at thc poles
ant1 spread t.owards the temperate and
trol)ical regions. Owing to the tlistriM i o n of the great Innd niasws, thiv
would involve a generol tendency for
...
the great migrations resulting from the . - ~ -- -I *
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eriiergence of the mntiiieiits to be outward from the two great northerly
iliasses, and especially from Asia. The tropical a d soutliern continents
would be the refuge ol the less adaphble and progressive types.
This pliase of climate ~hould,”therefore, favor a higher develop~rierit
and greater activity of land life, while tlie geographic conditions favor
cosinopolitan faunz. When the climatic pendulum began to reverse its
swing, the continents became isolated and their fauna. dcveloped iiidcpendently; but the dominant anirnals of these fauoz alicn first isolated
would be those previously developed during the arid p l i w , and these
would readapt themselves to tlie ncw coiiditioiis of lnoiut niitl uniform
climate, of prevalent for&<[sntl S N W I I ~ J and of abuiicliint food:
COJl1’681SON \V IT1 I TI I I(. I’h I.ROWTOI,OG It’.! L II I<COlIlJ

IIow far do these a priori deductions correspond with tlie facts, as
obtained frorii the geological record? 111 tlie first place, \re should keep
in mind that our record of the land life of the eniergencc phases is very
defective. ‘l‘lie sediments of this phase, where deposited along the continental margins, are limited in area, thick and very barren, the conditions of their deposition being generally unfavorable to the preservation
of fossils. The sediments of the interior of the coiitiiients, river and
floodplain deposits of the Cenozoic era are more widespread and furnish
an extensive record of Tertiary and Quaternary land life; but those of
the preceding periods of aridity have been re-eroded and carried down
to the marginal and littoral areas during the period that has elapsed
since they were first deposited. Of the pre-Tertiary epicontinental deposits, only the coast margin, littoral and marine deposits are extensively
preserved. That means that the record of Mesozoic and Paleozoic land
life preserved to us is chiefly the record of the coilst-swamp and lowland regions and that we know nothing of thc life of the upland, except
by a rare accidental preservation. Tn considering the evidences of climatic ndaptatiori during the Mesozoic, this must be kept clearly in mind.
The great m a w of evidence in favor o l adaptation to progressively
arid climate and of dispersal from the nortlirrii land rcgiolls is tlerivctl
from the recordctl history of the Mammalia during the Tertiary and
Quaternary and from comparison of their former and present gengraphical distribution. I t has long been recognized that the present distribution of mammals i R due chiefly to migration from tllr great northern
land mass, and the connection of this ~onthwar(1marcli \ritll prngrcrtsivc
refrigeration i l l thc polar regions \VRR made nlore tiJan a c.c311tllryago

.I/.
IW / f /,'ll', f'1.1.11 II , / : .I.\/) /{I O l , ( 'T/f)S

1 :!I

(1778) by Uulfoii." \\.it11 a clearer perspwti\e of' geologic tinif! and f a r
more esact records, it is clciir that most of this tleplo~iiienta i i d tlispersiiI
of the iirainiiialiaii rnces has tabcn placc since the Eoceire epoch of tlle
Tertiary, altlioiigli i.cnilratits of aii older tlispcrsal 011 the same lines are
probably traceable in the present habitat ot' riionotrenies, rnarsupials arid
primitive insectivores.
I S'L'I: II I'liET.11'I 0 S
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There has been a disposition i r i rewilt years ariiong stutleuts of geoy q h i c a l distribution to lay weight ripon wrtaiii apparent exceptions to
this general rule, where the gcological r i ~ o r t l has 1101 Fist afforded evidence to support the northerly origin of ccrtain group:' iiow liiiiited to
the southein contiticnts or to the tropics and to infer various equatorial
or southern contincrrtd connections (luring or previous to the 'I'ertiary.
in order to a c w u n t for t l w i * cweption.G.!' '1'0 t l i w 1iy)otIicsw. tlirrc arc'
several objections :
1) The evldence for the genernl permanence of the great ocean basins and
their malnteiinnce formerly. as now, by lsoslntic~I ~ t ~ l i i n c tIN. very strong uiid
tllrect, nntl before ,illowing riiiy c~scvptioiis.wr rlioiiltl lie very sure thnt no
other eslilanntiou will servi'.
'1) The lustunces ndtlueed 111 fiivor of former c*qu:itoriiil or southern con.
nertlons are distinetlg ewt~ptloiitilctiscs i n tlw ftiuii:is. wliich m y . In all the
rwes I hnre esamlnetl. be t i c w u i i t t d for Iiy tiliprliliiig to the Imperfection of
the geologlc record, by [ i ~ i r ; t l l e l f wor 1i.v t l ) c A rnrr citvlcltwtr of over-den trnnsportation.
3) The eslsteuce of such luntl 1)ritl~t.swould preseut the opliortuntty for
migration of other pnrtu or of the whole UP wrtiilii ftiuiiir. wlilrli litis rvideiitly
not occurretl. I can see no good rwson ah) the Irnlj- liiiimnls whlch uvnlled
themselves of such continental Iirltlprr shoriltl 11r the onex wliicli might be
tircounted for in other wtiys. wlille thoxr WIIII-II worilil f i i r i i l s l i ronclusive proof
:ire invarlnbly nbrceiit.
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4 ) Nuil~’students of geogrulilllc distrlbutlull yrucred 011 whut a1)lWr to me
to
wholly fulse premises. They tissuloe thut the habittit Of the most prlmltive living member of a ruce Is the original habitat of the race, the most advunced forms lnliublting the llmlt of Its migration. It 6eems to me that we
hhould assume directly the reverse of this.
I~HIs(’II’LES OP UISI’I:IISAL

\\’hatever agenci(y I I ~ ~ Jbe
’ assigned as the cause of e\rOIUtiOIl of a race,
it should be a t first ~iiostprogressive a t its point of original dispersal,
and it will continnc this progress at that point in response to whatever
stilliulus orjgirial~g caused it and spread out in successive n w e s o f
Iliigration, e w h wa\e il stage higher than the previous OW. At any oiic
tirne, therefore, the niost advanced stages should be nearest the center
of dispersal, the niost conservative stages farthest from it. It is not in
.\~stralia that we should look for the ancestry of man, but iu Asia.
111 the same way, in considering the evidence from extinct species as
I I I the center of dispersal of a race, it has frequently been assumed that
the region where tlic niost priinitive rnember of a race has been found
sjioultl be rcprded as the soiirce of the raw, although in some inetaiices
itiorc dvaticcd spccics of the same race were living at the same tinic i n
other regions. ‘ I h discovery of very primitive sirenians in Egypt wliile
a t the same tiriic 1iiii1~11
more atlvaiiced sirenians were living in Erirupc
Iias been rtyarcltvl iis cvitlcnce that Africa was the center of dispersal of
this order. It is t o my mind good evitlerice that it was not. I t is \vr,v
common to see rcf(Arences to the African facies of the Miocene or Pliocwie
inanimals of Europe; but it is niuch more correct to say that the mcdei-ii
:\fricari faunii I.. of Tcrtiary aspect ontl is in large part the late Tertiary
fauna of the nortliern world, driven southward by climat,ic c l i a n p : I w l
~ h competition
c
of hialier types.
?‘lie chief a r p i i w i t s a h a n c e d in support o € the method here criticized
iippear to he t h a t the riiodification of a race is due t i the changes i i i ‘it.
(tnvironment n n i l t h a t tlte primitive species are altered more an(l I I I I ) ~ ( ~
tliry sprciirl out or iiiigrate into a ne\v environment; hut, assuniilig
the concloaions dra\vll
that a species I.< the protliict of its ~~nvironnicnt,
\I ~ l l l l d olil!
1111111
I r w i f t h e environment rem;lijled congtarlt. ‘l’llis i<
; t N r c d I ! . not t h . <‘ii%’. rind if it were there wo11ltl be no cause ]c3ft f o r
the species to cllilllfie its range. It1 fact, it is the environment it,cc,lf.
biotic 8s well 8s physical, that nii,aates, and thc primitive species arib
t h S C which ~ R \ L ’ followed it, while those which remained have hat] to
;idapt themsel\l.. l o ii I I C W wvironmcnt ant1 become alterPC1 tlierpby,
Probably, i t i s ~ I I ’ \ I * V ~ I w
~ Y I W tIi:it t I i i * I,ii\ironrrlpnt
t l l p marKirlnl
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species is au absolute replica of the older environment of the r ; l ~ l > . I I I
many caes, it must be profoundly modified by its invasion of new regions.
and there are many features in the evolution of a race which appear to
be only partly, if at all, dependent on environmental change. But to
asume that the present habitat of the most generalized ineinbers of a
group, or the region where it is now most abundant, is the center from
which its migrations took place in former times appears to me wholly
illogical and, if applied to the higher animals as it has been tu fishes
and invertebrates, it would lead to results absolutely at \arianw with
the known facts of the geologic record.
REVIEW OF THE EVOLUTION OPJPHTEUIIATI~ I J P E

To my mind, this hypothesis of the evolution of Iautl life i n atluptation
to recurrent periods of aridity supplies a satisfactor! t ~ i i ~ ~ l ~ g r ~ofi i n t l
cause for the whole evolution of the higher vertebrates.
We may set aside earlier periods of aridity and continentnl extensioii
signnlized by the development of invertebrate land types, whose early
terrestrial adaptation is wholly hypotheticnl, since the known portion of
their history is so small ant1 so remote from their origin that we cannot
project it backwards with any sort of cxactncss. As Rarrcll has pointctl
out, the arid period of the late Devonian coincitles with thc prol)iit)lc tinit,
of the first adaptation of vertebrates to terrestrial life. In the ariil period
of the Permian, we see the conditions more clrarly prcval(wt w l i i t h
favored a much more extensive devclopnicnt of lantl life, and t h i s jwriotl
marks the rise and early tlifertntiation of the Ikptilia. rl'lriit rcbptilcs
first differentiated from ampliibia as a dry-land adaptation seems to IIC
obvious; that the period of their rise correspontlrd with the grcatvst estreme of aridity, continental emergence antl glaciation bctwccii ('i111lllrii111
and Quaternary would, I think, be also generally admitted.
(lomirrant order of land reptiles up to the close of thc Mesoaoic was tlrc ( I i i r l ) saurs, preeminently a dry-land adaptation in their inception, since thcir
most marked characteristic lies in their lung h b s , bipedal progrcG)n
and general parallelism in proportion^ a ~ i t lstructure to the large groundbirds of modern times, which are to-day peculiarly iiitiihitants t ~ farid
regions. The relationship antl Grigiir of the murc specializeil. iiiostly
gigantic, dinosaurs of the latcr 3fesozoic cart be best e.upl;iirretl liv r(:giir&
ing them as a succession of derivatives from smaller a i d more lixlitly
constructed upIand dinosaurs, mostly urrkriown to UR,the I r i r p t i r i l l nrirrv
specialized types being re-adapted to a swamp life arid i n h a t ~ i t i i it ~h r
coast marshes whose sediments are still prexervc(1.n l i i l t , t h i ~i i i o r r ( 1 l r v r . f
'

h

b
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ljllc oi tlillosauriAll c'\ oll1tioil itiliabited the uplands, where the sediments,
i f suc.l ,yePC clcpsitetl, \lave long siitce been removed by erosion, and the
faulla i s consequently unknowi to us, except by inference. It is quite
ilnpossible to trace the evolution of the dinosaurian phyla through the
game nearly direct series of known forms can be done in the I h y h of
'l'ertiary mammals. But 1 may observe that if our knowledge of the Tertiary sediments \yere liriiited to the coastal swamp deposits,-if in this
country, for illstarice, we knew only the Tertiary of tllr Atlmtic and
(;ulf coasts,-\ve \vol~ldbe equally at a loss for any direct aiicestral series
illustrating the evolution of the Mummalia.
' ~ I I c stiilic explanation, namely, that the geological record in the Mesozoic' is ,/elective where its cvitleiice would Ilc most direct as to the evolut i o l l of land vertebrates, applies both to birds and to niammals, hut especially to the former. The exceeding scantiness of fossil birds and mamrllals (luring the Mesozoic and their apparently sudden appearance in the
record, alreatly well deplo)ed, is ofteii explaiued by supposing then1 to
have cvulved mainly ill some continent not yet investigated. I t appears
to mc that a simpler aid niorc probable explanation lies in the fact that
the formations of the interior of the Mesozoic contiiients have in general
not bc~eilpreserver1 aiitl that this facies of the Mesozoic fauna is consequently unknown to us.
1 t iiln! tie objected that remains of thy-land animals would be brought
( I i ) \ v n by rivers and deposited in their deltas and thus preserved to our
day. This may, of course, occur in exceptional cases. How rare is the
exception, we may judge from the exceeding rarity of remains of land
aiiimals in true marine deposits, where the chances for their preservation
sl~ouldlie almost equally great.
111 niarked contrast with the evolutionary record ammg dinosaurs,
stands tlw record of development of the non-marillc1 crocodiles and cheIoiiians. whose nornial habitat was the slvalilp regiorls and whose more
direct cvolution is in consequence recorded since the Afesozoic. Remainiitg in a constant environment, they evolved but little, tl1ougll their abunIiiIICc and p g r a p l i ical (I istri hut ioii var ietl.
Throughout all the evolutionary histor! of the vertel)rates, we see
~ ~ ~ m e r examples
ous
of raees which, having Iieconle atlapted to a higher
II]HI1(! O f life, have r c - i f i \ a ~ l uRl lower plane. 111(q(:h ili,qtance, the higher
(JrganizRtiolland greatcar nrtivitp acquired ;it tlie IiigIler 1)larle ]lave caused
them t o become dominant, increase rapidly in size and spread widely
the al)wnce of efficient competition. Thus
find various gi-oups of ma.
rille re~tilesappearin:: with apparent sudilcnness i n tile >fesozoic, 1)ecom111c \-cry h m l a n t a111l [ i f gigantic: s i z P , spr(>a(lingvery \\.i(]ely ailtl tIlrr,
(
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being replaced by new iiivasions from the larid instead of evolving further
in their new habitat. The ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, mosavaurs, scacrocodiles, sea-turtles, are esaniples of this sort among reptiles ; the cetaceans arid seals among mammals. These invasions from a higher to a
lower plaue of active life haw been very frequent, so that their recognition is necetlsary in traciiig evolutionary series. 'l'lie coriver~eiiiovemeiit
from a lower to a higher plane, as from aquatic to amphibious, from
amphibious to terrestrial, from terrestrial to arboreal or aerial, ]lave beet]
slow, difficult and for the most part have occurred but oiicc ur twice ill
the geological history of vertebrate life. The higher field once occupied,
the lower adaptation WHS )iarrilicappetl iii its attempts to rise.
IYPEliFEC1?ON OF 1'HB ( ~ l U L O ~ ; l ( ' . % l I{!.c.olcl)
,

Everyone is familiar with 1)arwin's c4assic illustratioii o f tho itiilierfection of the geological rec:ortl ; l o but I doubt \vtietlicr the majority (11'
paleontologists realize how very imperfect our rcrorcl is, cveii to-tlti\. \Ye
know more about fossil maminals i i i proportioii to their niuderii iiuiiil~ers
than about any other of the larger groups of l a n i l aiiinials; yet the nuniher of species of wliicli w e have an! ailequatc kiiomletlge is hut a niitiute
fraction of tlie nuniber which must l i n w lived siiicv the class first came
into existence. Were it iiot so, the fossil species would vastly outnumber
the living forms; as it is, they form H small niiiiorit,v. Moreover, the
greater number of recorrled fossil species are I i a r d l ~more tliaii ,rorniiia
nuda, each known from a single frapciitary jaw, a tooth, n scale, a
broken bone, indicating iiideed that aii aiiimiil othcrwise u i i k i i o \ ~ n Iivrvl
at a certain time in a certain locnlity bnt pivilip wry little iiiforni;~tioii
as to its entire structure, ih habits, its geograpliicd arid geolopical raiigo.
The relationships of these imperfectly kno\m speciw, provisiwially stated
by the describers aiid ntloptetl without the query t1.v sut)sequrrit writers.
are one of the most fertile sources of error in paleoritolopicd theories.
Mammals urtdouhtetlly existed during the critire Mesozoic. a n ern about
three times a8 long as the Cenozoic. Two thirds of their evolutioil must
have taken place during that time; arid by the end of it, the priricipal
modern orders were already defined. But we have not a skeletoii. o r eveii
a skull of R single Mesozoic nianimaI." Two jaw8 aiitl a Icw trctll froiii
the Triassic, a numher of more or less fmgmentar,v jaws frcm t l i v upper
Jurassic and various teeth and fragments of jaws from tliv iip~wrrnost
Cretaceous represent the snm total of our real knnwledpe 0 1 t l i t . f i r s t t i n )
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thirds of the evolutionary history of the Mammalia. The rest is theory
and hypothesis.
.kssuredly, we have no right to assume that the few species which have
been founded upon these fossil remains represent at all adequately the
number and variety of mammals that lived during the Mesozoic; nor can
we even suppose that they fairly represent them. Only two1* of the
numerow phyla of early Tertiary mammals can be at all directly derived
from known Mesozoic ancestors. The rest are descended froin unknown
forms. We may suppose, from the evidence a t hand, that the known
Jurassic and Cretaceous mammals were arboreal swampdwellers and that
the chief reason why we know so little of the Mesozoic mammals is that
the deposits of the uplarid regions where they chiefly lived have not been
conserved to our day, or at all events have not been recognized and sufficiently explored for fossils.
In the Tertiary, mammals suddenly spring into (apparent) prominence, mainly, it may be assumed, because the fluviatile and eolian formations of the Cenozoic still exist in many localities, although they are being
rapidly eroded and carried down to the coastal swamp and sea margin
areas of deposition. Epicontinental deposits of Eocene age are rare and
scattered, and our knowledge of Eocene mammals is obtained from onljr
a few localities aid largely from fragmentary specimens. Through the
following Tertiar! epochs, these deposits become progressively more exteiisive anti ahundant, and our knowledge of fossil mammals is correspondingly greater. Finally, in the Quaternary, they form a mantle over
most of the earth’s surface, and the fossil mammals are so well known
and so many specimens from so many localities have been found that we
can get a fairly accurate idea as to the range of many species, not merely
as discovered in one or another continent, but as to what parts of that
continent they inhnhited.
If our knowledge of fossil mammals is incomplete, that of fossil birds
is very much more fragmentary. They probably came into existence at
i h u t the same time as mammals, but the early stages of their evolution
arc cven more obscure, and comparisoii of the living memhcrs of the class
affords less evidence than with mammals as to their source and course of
progress. They are even rarer than mammals in the Jlesozoic. Two
skeletons and a feather from the Jurassic of Bavaria, a u m b e r of skeletons and fragments from the late Cretaceous of Kansm and R few fragments of the skeleton from Cretaceous formations in New Jersey and.
Europe,--tliw are RII we know of D. class wiiicI1 was py,~)ablyvery lnrcre
-__-_
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and varied during the hlesozoic. Our kuowledge of Tertiary and Quaterirary birds is much more extensive, but it bears no comparison to our acquaintance with Tertiary mammals, and the materials on which it is
based are for the most part very fragmentary, their identification often
questionable. We may say, however, that Nesozoic birds are more completely known than Mesozoic mammals; that is to say, we know the entire
skeleton of two or three, and in consequence can estimate their a h i t i e s
more certainly and exactly. On the contrary, the fragmentary remains
of Cenozoic birds make our estimates of their affinities proportionately
uncertain and inexact.
The Reptilia are a more ancient class than either Ilirtls or mammals
iiiid include tlie ancestral types of both. Our knowledge of fossil reptiles,
in comparison with their probable numbers and variety, past and present,
is much less than with mammals, more than with birds. \Ve cannot, as
with Tertiary mammals, reconstruct npproxiniatc evolutionary phyla of
the several races from known fossil forms; yet the evidence is sufficient to
give a reasonable basis for iiifercntial phyla of sonie degree of exactitude
among many of the.Mesoxoic a i d Tertiary reptiles. But the origin of
the Reptilia, like that of the Mammalia, is wrapped in obscurity, and the
interrelationship of the more ancieut groups is a puzzle not yet solved.
\Ve have a fairly extensive acquaintance with the Reptilia of certain
habitats at certain epochs ; but there were evidently long intervening
periods and important faunal facies of which we krlow nothinp or next
to nothing.
The Amphibia are not a vcr! important group at present aid arc alniost unknown as fossils, except for the so-called armortd an1phil)ians or
Stegocephalia, whose relatiuiis to the moilern frogs, toads am1 salamanders
:ire still far from clear. This ancicnt group was abuntlnnt and varied 1 1 1
('arboniferous, Permian and Triassic times atid is suppos~ilto Iinve gi\-ell
rise to the Reptilia; but the relationship has not been satisfactorily dcrnonstrated by fysils, nor is there direct evitlence of the illterrelatic)rlship
d the several groups of stegoceph;iliar~.s.
A wide gap separates the ohleat f o i i r - f w k d \t.I'klJl'iltl5 f r w i i i i i ! ~ I I O W I I
lidies, living or extinct.
%oljl,oalcal, l
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Ihe zoological tlivisioilp I J f t h c l i t l l l ~J u r t d w
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3. Seotropiwl

} Srogi~.i~
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4. Bialagasy

5.
6.
7.
8.

Ethiopian
Orieutnl
Holarctic
Sonoran

,
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.\r(.tog*ic

"

"
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'rhe I'olyiesiari 11rit1 I Itiwvuiiari regions haw played no material part i i i
evolutioii 01 iiiiliiiiniilitlii faunas and do not call for any special collsirlrriltioii Iicrc. Tlic limits of the remaining regions are shown on the
;iccoinpaiiying niap. The eight principal "regions" are h.v no meaiis
equall! distinct, a i d their coinbination into three "rcalms" docs not reiiiove this defect. Of the five included in hrctogza, the Sonoran is
~.Ii,sc~st,
tlic Malagasy and Ethiopian farthest removed from the central
Ilolarctic regioii, if we take into account both the recent and extiiict
faunz. The true relatioris uf the seyeral regions niight perhaps be better
rrpresented thus :
tlrc

r

!-

Soiloran
Su bregioii

Boreal Fiibrrgion

I

Holarctic Kegioii
I

Jlediterranean
Suliregion

Neotropical
Region

Oriental Region

EthinpiHii
Iiegion

!
Anetro-inalaynn
Subregion
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region includes most of the I’nitetl States and northern Mexico; the
corre~pondingsubregion in the westerli half of the Old \Vorld is the
blediterrsnean, including Europe south of the Alps and Pyrenees, part
of southwestern Asia and Africa north of the Sahara desert.
The Oriental region corresponds in the eastern part of the 013 World
to tlie Mediterranean and Sonorail subregions, but, partly because it includes the great Eafit Indian islands und partly because of the barrier
interposed by the IIimalayan ranges, it is more clearly differentiated
I’roni the I-lolarctic und may best be regsrdctl as a region of itself.

hf;.5 . 4 l r n r n c t e r f n t i r f e a t t i r e of the mammal fairnu‘ in dtfferent rocilojtii~al i,eu+nIs a t
ntrcreaairc epoch8 sf the Cenozdc

.\ustroniulay~ is the ilchtnhle plouid kwtwrrii tlic 0rie11taI and the
wry distinct Australian region ; but the coiisensus of opinion classes it
by preference with the Australial~. I t rirc41iilrr; t ‘elebes, the Moluccas,
Tinlor antl smaller islaiiils H I N ~ 13 sc1)urtttt:d t’roni the Orierlhl region hy
“Wallace’s Line.”
The .4ustralian region iiicIutIeti ! \ u s t r i ~ i i ~S, e u (iuiiiea aiitl Tamanla
is the most reniote antl archaic of a l l the p i a t (contirienbl) regions
of the globe. New Zealanti is iriclutlecl i i i thcs P~lyrlesinn(island) region.
The Ethiopian repioil is conriectetl with tlre i€olarctic by the Mediterranean suhregioil. I t i s pbrIiap3 intjre di>tiiwt thnii the Oriental, cer-
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hinly less so than the Keotropical region. Tile ,\lalagasp Subregion is
related not to the mo&rll but to the Tertiary Ethiopian region; it8 SUPposed Oriental a5nities will be considered later.
The Neotropica] region is cQnnected with the typical Holarctic through
the Sonoran, as the Ethiopian is through the b1editerranean interm&aka; but the relatioilship is niore remote. L)uring the Tertiary, the
region was much more distinct than it is now.
In considering the records of past faun% of one or another of these
regions as a guide to the dispersal of different groups, it is very necessary
to remember that our records are often chiefly 01’ wholly from a sniall
part of the region, often far from typical.
Our kno~v]e+y( I f Pa1:earctic faunie ill tho early Tertiary is wholly
from western Europe, iiii outlying, ninrgiital piirt. niore or less submerged
and arcliipelagic. Its relations to the mniii hotly of Pnlzarctic land life
were probably much like those of the East Indian archipelago to the
continental portion of the Oriental regioii. In the later Tertiary atitl
Quaternary, we obtain a broader outlook oti the Palsarctic fauna, but
even then it is incomplete.
In the Oriental region, we kiioiv nothing of the land life of tlie early
Tertiary, and in the later Tertiary we know only the life of its northern
borders, close to the Pallearctic region and doubtless more nearly approximating the Palmrrtic fauna then thaii now. as the Himalayan harrier
mas less complete.
The result of these two facts will apparently be that the early Tertiary
Palearctic fauna will appear by the record to he less progressive than it
really was and that tlic Tertiarv Oriental fauna will appear to be more
progressive than it really was. In the Kcarctic Tertiary, the record is
chiefly confined to the Kestern plains; we know little of the Canan‘ian
liearctic-prcsumal)lv more progressive. In the forested regions of the
East nritl South, where we might expect to find primitive survivals, or oil
the l’scific coast, where we might expect to see stronger Palearctic influence, o u r knordedge is sery imperfect, altlioiigh the few avnilahle data
are in coilf()rmitywith a Trioti deductions.
I n thr Seotropical region, our chief dependence is upon thc ;\rgentirlc
faullir which should be both the most progressive and least influenced I)?
Nnrtlicrn immigration.
In
Ethiopinn region, we hare but a single glinipse of the Tertiary
land faillla, and that is derived from Egypt. whrre we nligllt espcct t(,
find 2 tmn AitiOnal fauna, combining true Ethiopia11 autocIltho11es wit11
inlnliprilllts from I’almrctic or nnrthwestern Orieiltal f n ~ 1 ~ 1Rut,
~ ~ . sinrc
the \wt(nr hirriers to tIw nnrtli o f Kgypt \ycrtt nlor,, pstellsi\(>
tlllt
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desert barrier to the south less developed in the early Tertiary t.haii they
are to-day, we should expect that the autodithonic elernent wo~rld be
dominant and that Tertiary Egypt belongcvl to the Ethiopian zoiilogical
region, although niotlern Egypt does not.
These may serve as instances of the caution with w h i d i the geolibgici~l
record must be used in attempting to estimate the positicm and s011rc2e o f '
regional faun=.
The regions here adopted are based primarily upon the present and
past distribution of mammals. Birds, reptiles, arnphibiiiris, fresh-water
fishes and the various groups of terrestrial invertebrates are not wholly
in accord with this arrangement so far as their present tlistiil)riticin is
concerned. This is partly because tlie nieaiis and liiiiittitioiis o I tlieir
dispersal differ, chiefly, as 1 shall attempt to s h w , IJtYilUw SO little is
known of their former distribution.

FORMERBAI~RIUK
.ISD B I ~ I D G ~ : ~
The general priiiciple ol' dispersal on the lines of the prwiit c:oiitiiieiitx
is open to an obvious objection. The outliiirs and oiiiiiertioiis of tlw
coiitinents acre different in fernier. tiniw. 'rile reliitions of laiitl and
water were not the aame. In fact, if one depentls upon a tcst-book knowledge of geology he may find authority flir aii iissiirvtl iiclivi' thiit they
were fundameiitally ant1 altogether differelit i n (Iilfvrerit g(dogic Iic~riotls.
It is necessary thcrefore to point out that thr striitigxpliic~I N ) less than
the life record is a clefectise one, and that the really prwt'ii diiwges i n
the distribution of liiiitl and watrr are liniitrtl to t l i i w suiiiniariml on
page 175. The geotectonic Ii~potliesesso ably ant1 hrilliantly elaborated
by Suess," Hauf and other writers. arc not facts but tlioorirs, and I
must confess to R decidetil! skclptical Rttituiie towards sonic of their conclusions. There are too many giips i n the (.haill of thrir Rr,wnents; too
many known facts with which thvir coriclusioiis appear to he inconsistent.
The permanency of the continciital platt'ormx is intlicati~~l
I)! the absence of abyssal deposits in their sedimentary sirct*rsioii wlierever this
has been adequately studi~d. Tlie platfornts haw I w r i i ~ \ - t r ~ i i s i over~cl,~
flowed by shallow seas, but such sul)mergc.lices ~veret e n i ~ ~ i ~ r i iiri lyl t,l intervening periods of uplift are intlieateil liy g i i p i r i the niiiri~iesuccesion.
Where the geologic records are fragmentary, widely scatterell a n d imperfectly correlated, there often is a teudency to exaggerate the esterit and
permanency of such overflows, as also to assume extensiw u i i k i i ~ ) w nCOIItinenk to account for the existence of cladic sedirni~~its
\vlii,,li n i * i x ~
iiiorr
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probably tlerived from unsubmerged adjoining portions of the existillg
continents. \ve are apt to a m m e that great displacements of strata involve correspon(iingly great changes of level. They do not necessarily ;
more probably, in most instances, the erosion has kept pace more or less
close]y with the displacement. Even where great changes of level have
‘occurre(1, they often have been, and more often may have been, of restricted exteat and compensated by opposite changes in regions immerliakly HtljoiniIig, and most of them have had but little extensive or
permanellt effect on the general configurations and relations of the contiiiental platforms.
Tlte relative permaaency of the Worth American continent is very
clearly brought forward in Schuchert’s map6.l“ Yet even here, if one
may venture a criticism on so thorough and conservative a study, there is a
certain loss of conservatism where the outlines run into territory where
tli: cvideiice is inadequate, as in the Antilles and the Arctic seas. The
imperfect data available for the South American continent appear to indicate general conditions very similar to those of its northern neighbor ;
iior does it appear that Africa and Australia were any less permanent
land platforms. Northern Eurasia appears to have been similarly permanent, but scross Central Europe and extending southeastmardly to the
East Indies lies a broad strip of disturbance where great changes have
occurred (luring later geologic time. But the extent and permanency of
the great central sea which is so frequently depicted as interposing a
broad ocean between the Holarctic and the Ethiopian and Oriental land
masses is by no means certain, especially as regards its eastward extension. I cannot find in the recorded facta proof that it afforded any more
continuously effective bar to dispersal along the lines of the present continental rrlations than did the middle Cretaceous overflow in North
America or the early Tertiary one in South America.
Perhaps the most widely accepted departure from the permanency of
the ocean basins is the supposed Gondwana Land, invented to account
for certain similarities in southern Paleozoic floras, and since used to
;mount for almost dl cases of similarity among southern flora, alld faunz
\r.hic.h were not tlrmonstrably due to dispersal from the northern continent. This theory has in its original form gone so long uncontested that
it i s \cry generslly regar(1ed as incontestable. New discoveries have been
iJlterPrc0t(.(lin terms of it, the weakness of the original evi&nce, the possibility that it might he otherwise interpreted, has been forgottell, and
like the N h l a r Hypothesis, it has become almost impossible to (IisloClge
it from it* place i n the affections of the average geologist.
. .
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If the distribution of animals be interpreted along the lines here advocated, there is no occaaion for a Gondwana Land even in the Paleozoic.
But it is chiefly as affecting Mesozoic or Cenozoic dispersal that we are
here concerned with it. One may summarize the arguments for it by
saying that a considerable number of groups of animals and plants which
are absent in the northern world, either living or fossil, are found in the
southern continents and some of them in certain oceanic islands as well.
Nost of the groups are unknowu or almost unknowu as fossils; those
which have any considerable fossil record are steadily being eliminated
from the list by the progress of discovery, showing that they or their ancestors did formerly inhabit the northern world. The remaining groups
agree witti those southern fauiial groups which have admittedly come
from the north, in being of primitive and archaic type and in that their
representatives in the different southern regions are but distantly related,
the remoteness being in n very direct proportion to the present isolation
of the region.
There are a few instances of exclusively southern types closely related
(e. g., CfuZuzias); but, although they have been cited in corroboration of
the evidence from the groups above mentioned, they are in fact, if thus
interpreted, directly contradictory. For the distant relations of the one
series is interpreted to mean a very ancient connection, but isolation
since; while the other aeries would indicate a very recent coniiection and
earlier isolation. The explanation here lies not in a northern ancestry,
but that the ocean does not form an impassable barrier to their dispersal.
This has been proven in the case of Galazias; it is probably the explanation of all similar distributions.
The relations of the Glossopteris flora are a different aiid far more complex problem of distribution. The clue to its interpretation lies perhaps
in i$ association with Permian glaciation; but it is outside the liniita of
the present essay and will not be discussed here.

REQIONALCORRELATION
The geological correlation of widely distant forrncrtiwu id d u mtiniatel!
bound up with problems of geographical dispersal and migration that thc
two series of problems must needs be studied and solved together. We
cannot arrive at a correct understanding of the history arid causes of the
geographical distribution of animals, present and past, without correct
correlation of the geological succession in different regions. Nor have
we, up to the present time, any reliable methods of exact correlation in
widely distant regions except the comparison of fauna and a considera-

.
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tion of their source and the history of their migration and dispersal.
. Absolute shndar&, a of morld-wide changes in physical Or C h a t i C con-

ditions, may serve in the future to give us broad lines Of correlation independent of paleontolog ; but a t present their universality is hypothetical,
tile exact train of physical phenomena which they entail and t h e indices
by which they may be recognized in the stratigraphic succession are imperfectly known. Paleontology is for the present our sole recourse in
correlation. I’rohably it will always be our chief dependence, a t least in
t,xart and tletaild comparison.
S y S C l l R O X I S X AND H O Y O T A S I Y

Tl1e ortl inary methods of paleontologic correlation can be applied with
at.c.urac.!- and certainty only Over limited areas of the earth’s surface.

\Vhen applied to far-distant regions, we meet first with the difficulty. that
tlirre Is little identity of faun=; onl? an equivalence more or less exact.
S o r can n-e he sure that equivalent or even identical forms were contemporaneous in all parts of the earth. , T h e y certainly are not 80 today.
The nioclern land fauna of Australia, as nuxlcy long ago insisted,” is in
its broad 1inr.G H Mesozoic fauna. Examined in detail, it shows indeed
the marks of a long period of independent evolution and specialization.
Yet the tleprer ant1 amount of specialization is far less than that which
the fauna>of tlie iiorthern continents havc undergone during the Cenozoic. The rn(filern fauna of the East Tndies or of Central Africa has a
great deal in common with the later Tertiary faunw of Europe and northern Asia. (.‘cvrtral hnieriea and tropical South America bear similar
relations to Tort11 America. While Husley‘s dictum that an older fauna
in one region may he honiotasial with a later fauna in another does not
apply to the extent of involving identity of all or most of the species, yet
it very clearly does apply in a broad way to the land f a u n s and probably
to a less extent to the marine fauns as well. The rate at which evolution
and differentiation pro,zrrss varies as between the f a u n s of different regions. It wries as I1c.twen the different constitucmts o f 4 fauna. Neither
the partial i(leIltit?-iior the general equivalence of two faun= is eufficic?llt
to P r tllcm
~ sy~lchron~irls.
~ ~ ~
?Wept under certain contlitjons to he considered later.
-hother method ver? generally used in correlation of fauma: which
(mItaiII little or rlOtlling in common consists in an estimate of their rela.
tiye antiquity as indicated by the proportion of extinct to surviving species w Ernera. This a h involves the assumption that the rate of progress
.--_____
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f evolutionary change is constant in all parts of the earth, at least for
iembers of the .wine proup. Rut if the rate varies in d a e r e n t regions
)r the fauna as IL whole,.we have no reason to believe that it mould be
mstant for common or similar p u p s .
The practical application of this method is very unsatisfactory. In
lustration of this, I may instance the widely divergent views entertained
y different authorities as to the age of the later geological formations of
.rgentina in comparison with European standards. Able and authoriitive discussions of this problem have appeared within the last few years
y Ameghino,'8 R ~ t l i , 'Gaudry,?O
~
Scott,Z' Hatcher:* Ortmann:'
Stanm, von Ihering, Wilekens. Cossmann, Wiman and others, dealing with
ie vertebrate and invertebrate fossils and stratigraphic relations of the
mnations. T h e field work has been extensive, the collections large, the
iuna are large and varied and in large part well known ; but the results
re widely discordant. The anionnt of discordance is indicated by the
irrelation of the four principal terrestrial formations, as given by
meghino, I b t h , Qandry and Schlosser.
The correlation of widely distant formations is so intimately liountl up
i t h problems of geographic distribution and migration that the two
:ries of problems must be studied and solved together. The niethods
died upon by Roth and Ameghino are substantially the same as those
enerally used by northern authors. Why then do they lead to such disordant results? I t is because the data on which they rest prove not eon:mporaneity but homotaxis. (:ra.iiliiig that two faunn iri widelv rcmote
egions contain the same proportion of extinct species, ,rrnntiug that
hey represent equivalent stages of evolutionary progress, they are not
hereby shown to be contemporaneous, unless they are at the same disance (measured not i i i niilea but in tlificnlty of advancc) from the main
enter of dispersal ol' the fauna which they contain. Vrxr? obviously, if
I* Pi,. A x m H I x n : "1,'Agr des Formatlons Sedlmentalres de I'afagonlr." Anal. Soc.
lent. Argent.. fom. I, L I V : pp. 1-281 of separala. 1003. "I.'ormallons Sedimentsires
u (.'relacI Superieur ef du Tertlalre dc I ' ~ f a ~ o n I e ,Anal.
''
Jlo8. Tar. Etuenos .\IrQ% tom.
v. pp. 1-568. 1 S O i .
10 SASTIAGO
1tOTIf : "Hcitrng znr (:liederung drr Sedimentablnlrrllnorn In I'ataxoolen
nd drr Pnmpasrrdon." heries Jnhrb.. l ~ e i l . - I ~ sxvi.
d.
s. 92-150, Inf. xl-Ivll. 100s.
10A. Q A U D E Y : "Foselles d e Patagonle, efc." Ann. de Palbnt. I. l W R .
=IT. U. Scnrr: Mammalla of thr Sanla Cruz Beds In Rep. Prlnc. Vnlv. RXp. Pataonla, r o l . Y. 1003. ~ n t .Conp. 7~01..R Q ~ D C.-B..
~,
pp. 241.247. I I l l G . A I l l u ~ o r y of
he T.and JIammala of rhe Western Ilrmlsphrre. 1RlS.
22 J. R. HATCHER
: "On the Geo1og.v of Southern l~(LtagOn18." .\n!er. Jour. Scl.. vol. Iv.
~ p . 327.351. 1897. "Sedimentary Iloeks of Southern Patagonla." ibid., Val. i s . pp.
S l O R . Ibtd., sol. XI. pp. 4 K - 4 8 6 . 1903.
= A . ORTMAXN
: Trrtlary I n v r r t e l ~ r ~ r eIn
s R e p , r t I'rinc. Unlv. Exp. I'atagonla. vo1. Iv.
IP. 46.332, Pll. XI-xxxix. 100".
See for further refrrencrs the blbllography in Ameghlno. 1007. Bupp8. PP. 3-18.
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TABLE1.4orrelation of the Four Prfncfpal Terrestrtal Formations

(iaiidry, 1906

Roth, 1901)

Schloeser, 1912

Pleistocene
Pliocene
Santa Cruz
Pyrotherium

M ioceiie
~~

SantaCrua

Oligocene
___-

Eocene

--

-1

-

Ranta Crriz

Paleocene
Cretnceoris

Pyrotherium

__ -

Lower
Cretnceor1s

-

Pprotherium

Sotostylops

NOtOEtJ’lOps

I
-

_--

___

1 Pyrotherium
I

. .

Upper

I

;_ _ ~ I

- _

Sotostylops

-isotosty lops

I

the principal center of dispersal of Jlammalia was in the Holarctic region, the fossil mammals in southern regions invaded by that northern
fauna will appear i n their honiotaxial relations to be more ancient than
they really are. The modeni fauna of South America, of Africa, of the
Oriental regions, mill be in the same stage of evolution as the late Tertiary and Quaternary faunat of Holarctica. Tts species will be more
nearly related or equivalent to Pliocene and Pleistocene species af Europe
and North America than to their modern fauna. The late Tertiary
mammals of the southern continents will approximate in homotaxis the
middle or early Tertiary mammals of Holarctica; and the middle Tertiary southern fauns will approximate thr enrlv Tertiary or late (‘retaceous faunre of the north.
On the other hand, if we believe, m does Dr. Ameghino, that the principal theater of evolution of the hammals lay in the temperate regions
of %uth America, and that the mammal population of the North waR
derived by migration from that center (by way of Africa arrosd a tropical
land bridge not now existing), it will he equally ohvio
formations will he more ancient than their
sidered, would lead us to believe. The
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Cretaceous period those southern f a u m which are liomotaxial with the
early Eocene of the Nbrth; to the Eocene those fauna which are Iioniotaxial with the Mitldle Tertiary of the North, antl so on.
To a certain extent, the intercalation of marine formations niay pruvide a check on this relationship, but it must be remembered that the
same theories of dispersal may also apply to marine fauns, wholly or in
part. Homotaxial marine faun= may be far from contemporaneous.
The cbief center of dispersal of marine faun= may be assumed to be
either the equatorial oceans and coasts, the northern, or the southern
seas, or both north and south equally. Only when the movements of diApersal are in opposite directions on land and in the seas will the marine
faunre furnish an adequate check on the homotaxis of laiitl fauiis; and
in that case the true synchronism must be arrived at by balancing conHicting evidence derived from terrestrial and marine faunal comparisons.
It is true that if we eliminate the idea of faiuial dispersal altogether
and regard each race of animals as evolving and tlispersing independently, governed by its own conditions and causrs of change, we may in
the present imperfect state of our knowledge lay out various and intlependent centers of dispersal for different races, whose successive appearance in one or another continent will furnish data for a true correlation.
There has been a strong tendency in the last half century to work on this
theory, but in the present writer's opinion at Icast, tlie supposed evideiice
in. favor of this view is due chiefly to the impcrfection of the geologic
record, and its very rvitle tirtq~tciiicc to ti lack id' aplircc*iation of the
underlying causes of evolutionary progress antl dispersal.
T do not understand how anwne can rtlconcile the theory that each
race of animals evolves and disperses independently and that the commoii
biotic and physical ciivironnient is not a coiltrolling factor, with the plain
fact that regional faunrr:do exist to-llay. The contlitioris that control the
dispersal of one race are largely identical or correlated with those that
control the dispersal of others, nntl evcry change i n these conditions will
affect not one race only, hut a lar,ne part or the whole of a fauna, in II
manner and to a degree largely identical. ransing similar changes in the
range of the fauna.
TISItTI.\RT ~ ' O I I I I I . : I . ~ ~ ' I ' I C I . UI,\ % ) I
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Before setting forth the evidence as to the dispersal of the nianimals.
it i R nececlsary to attn(a)c 8 p r d h i x I i i t 4 i 11x.q c.niisotl mudl acrid controversy, namely, the age o f the later forrnatiorls of tlir Argentine Republic.
The difference of opinion among tiuthoritics has already heen indicated,
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as also the fact that the true correlation is SO illtimately related to the
(lirectio~lof digratio11 that the two problems must be settled together.
view of the great ant1 well merited reputation of Dr. Ameghino and
tile immense array of data which he has marshalled in support of his
tlleories of correlation and phylogeny, it is not surprising that they should
find a very considerable acceptance, not in South America alone but elsewhere. Few scientists indeed are disposed to accept his derivation of the
horse family from pal*ly South American ancestors or of the various
families of Carnivora from the same source, for in these and other easea
the evidence for northern ancestry is almost universally accepted as convincing; but many writers are willing to accept Ameghino’s determination of the age of the Argentine formations, although more critical as to
his phylogenetic views.
The tWo, however, must stand or fall together; and it is precisely because the Equidae, Procyonidae, etc., if their generally accepted phylogenies be admitted, afford incontrovertible evidence against the validity
of Ameghino’s correlations of the formations of the Argentine, that he
has been compelled to devise different phylogenies for these cases. Few
scientists will be milling to believe Ameghino’s assertion that Meqchippus
antl its successors in the equine phylum have nothing to do with the
AnchitheriinLt!which they so closely resemble in teeth, in skull, in feet,
in all details of the skelcton, but must be derived from the South American Notohippidz on the strength of a much more distant resemblance i n
the second upper molar, unsupported by any near resemblance whatsoever
in the remaining teeth or in any points of construction of skull or of
skeleton. It is not my intention to present here any detailed refutation of
Ih. Ameghino’s argument, but to point out that if the northern origin
of tllc Equide be accepted, the age of the Pampean and related formations must be far later than that he has assigned to them. The first appcnrance of true equines in South America is in the Pampean. Thc
three best-known genera arc Bquus, Ilippidion and Onol+pidion. The
first might be regarded as of Palearctic origin ; the second and thirtl have
1 1 0 Old World predecessors, but may be directly derived froln the North
.\merican P l i o h i p p . They are, however, much larger ant1 more proKrcssive than Pliohippus. antl in size, reduction of the lateral digits, etc..
arc equivalent to B ~ U I LK
S c. can liartlly doubt that they came to South
.bnerica from North America, nor can I see any practical alternative to
IJ(’lievingthat E p w arrived by the same route. Now, the first appearance of Equw in North America is at the base of the Pleistocene. Jn
Argentina, it first appears in the middle Pampean. The middle PamW a n Cannot therefore he older and IS jmwmahly younger than Lower
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Pleistocene. Hippidwn and Onohippidion are found (fide Rot11 ) ill
somewhat older levels; but as they are much advanced over anythiiig ill
our Middle Pliocene (Blanco), it mould seem that their first occurreiice
in the Pampean must be placed a t the top of the Pliocene or preferably
in the lower Pleistocene. I conclude that the Pampean formation approximately represents the Pleistocene epoch.
Beneath the Pampean of Ameghino, but included in it by Roth, are
fossiliferous beds in which certain Procyonids and Ursitls are found.
If we admit the North American source of these carnivorn, they would
indicate Pliocene age for the beds containing them. Dr. Amcghino, who
regards them as Oligocene and Miocene, is compelled, therefore, to set
aside the North American ancestors of the Procyonidz and to regard
them as of South American origin and the Ursids as either autochthonous or arriving in South America from the Old Worltl via Africa.
As with the Equida, the only shadow of plausibility for such phIIogenies
lies in the incompleteness and careful limitation of the evidence that is
adduced in their behalf. YIdaoqon of the North American Nioccne,
which is intermediate between Cynodictis and the Procyonida in almost
every detail of the perfectly preserved dentition, skull and skeleton is
merely2' "un vrai Canide sans relations avec les Procyonidb" while the
South American genera are derived through hypothetical ancestors from
the carnivoious marsupials of the Santa Cruz. Here again, Dr. Ameghino
is compelled, in defense of his theories of correlation, to addpt these impossible phylogenies, because if the Procyonids are of North American
origin the Argentine formations are demonstrably of later date than
those which he assigns to them. Phlmcyon is a far inorc primitive
procyonid than any of the South American genera. h p l a r c t v s of the
Upper Miocene may be their equivalent, but it is very imperfcctly
If these Argentine genera are derived from the Oligocene
Cynodictis and related genera of Holarctica, Phlaocvon heiiig about half
way between the two groups, then their age is indicated as Pliocene, not
as Oligocene or Miocene. Also with the Ursidz; to admit them as arrivFL. AMEOHINO
: Ann. bfU8. Nac. Buenos Alrea. tom. xv. p. 380. 19UG. Dr. Yon lheriug
hns since nttempted to prove what Arneghlno merely nsserted. Ills nryunlent rests lipon
nn untenable lnterpretatlon of a slngle Peature In the dentition. 18norlng 811 other chnractera of teeth, sknll and skeleton. nnd, If true. would Involve not only thnt Bawariartir,
has nothlng to d o wlth the Procyonidn! (whlcb he nsserts). but nlno thnt the Procyonidre
hare nothlng to d o wlth the cnrnlvora but are oP wholly dlvcrsr nneratr?..
s e e A. P. I ~ r ~ s l n oSystemntlk,
.
Verhreltllog iind Geschlchte der sudnmerlknnlschen
Rallbthlere. Arehlv f. Naturg., 76 Jnhrg. 1. Bd., 8. 113-178. 1910.
"The type o t Leptarctus Is an upper premolar ot doubtful ntRniliPn. Wortmnn referred to It In 1894 a lower jaw from the Upper Mloeeoe, which Is unrluestionnhly
Procyonld and hardly dlstlngulshable from Proruon. Ameghlno and von Iherlng Imore
thle record.
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ing via North America would compel Ameghino to conclude that their
first Occurrence iu South America in these 6ame sub-Pampean beds must
be materially later than the evolution of the phylum in the Pelcearctic
region (Miocene) arid that the gems rlrctotherium of the true Pampean
ill South America, unkno'wn in North America until the Pleistocene,
jll,]icat,ps, like Epus, that the Pampean is a Pleistocene formation.
'rhe distribution of Smilodon in North and South America is in exact
accord with that of .4rctothe&it.
The relations of the South American
Proboscidea to those of North America correspond to those of the Equidc.
?'he C!anielide, Cervidae, Canidae, etc., also support the Pleistocene age
of the true Pampean. The Edentata, whose migration appears to have
been in the reverse direction, will be discussed later.
In the Santa Cruz fauna, we have not the direct evidence that the
Pampean faunle afford for correlation by means of groups of admittedlv
northern origin. The evidence haa been very fully discussed by Hatcher,
Ortmann, Scott and others, and so far as it is based upon the relations
and age of associated marine formations, I am not competent to criticize
it. 'I'he criterion used by hmeghino and Roth, of proportions of extinct
to living genera, I regard aa untrustworthy, partly for the general reasons
already given (p. 192) and partly because of the personal equation that
most always affect the number of genera and species described aa new,
as compared with those referred to known genera and species. Unless
the standards of diversity for genera and species were approximately the
same, and in this instance they are certainly very wide
the comparison of the proportions of extinct to surviving genera and species in
Argentine formations with those of Europe or North America would be
misleading.
Perhaps the most important correlation is that of the Notost!$ops
fauna, Lower Cretaceous according to Ameghino, Upper Cretaceous according to Roth, Paleocene according to Gaudry, Upper Eocene in Schloss ( 4 s view. Here there is an apparently strong point for Cretaceous
itpc in the presence of dinoeaurs in association with the fossil mammals. Dinosaurs disappeared from the Northern world at the end of
the C r e t ~ e o u s . ~ They
'
are entirely unknown in any Tertiary formation.
Severtheless, the possibility of their survival into the early Tertiary in
South America must be considered.28 The mammalian fauna with which
'*The Ruroprnn fosqll rodents nre. for the most pnrt. referreq In arcordence wlth the
nld conaervntlve atnndnrds of acnere and npeclen. whlle Ameghlno Is much lncllned to
Ilalmpllttlna In generic and npeclnc dtstlnctlons. Scott In bla revhlon Is more conuervntlve. but not so 8s to equalize the standards In qneetlon.
The IntPst dlnosaur lormatlons of North Atnerlca nre. however. regarded a8 Pnleo.
m e hr Rnowlton, Lee. Peale nnd other anthorltlee.
*The =me argoments apply to the wcnrrence of a Mesowlc @pof Crocodile.
1 ~ r ~ ~ s ~ r r hInr i athe
. Tntoaililnp,a f o l l n n
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they are associated is in part closely related to the Paleocene fauna of
Europe and North America arid for this reason has been regarded aa
equivalent. But these genera of Northern affinities are associated with
a large number of larger and more progressive genera, structurally derivable, according to the canons of evolutionary development universally
accepted by paleontologists, from the more primitive types which are
common to the Molostylops beds and the Paleocene of the North, and
leading apparently into the various specialized groups peculiar to the
later South American Tertiaries. These more progressive types arc unknown to any northern Tertiary fauna; they appear to be derived from
the more primitive group whose affinities are so close to the Puerco,
Torrejon and Cernaysian mammals; and they point to the conclusion
that the Notostylops fauna is in reality decidedly later thnn the Puleocene, the more primitive group of its farina being little altered survivals,2D
corresponding to the primitive survivals (Condylarthra, etc.) which are
found in the Wasateh and Wind River f a u n 2 of Xorth America. Taking
the Notostylops fauna as a whole, it nppears to me to represent an Eocene
stage of development, conditioned by aD isolation which began i i i the
Paleocene and hence prevented the iriroming of any Perissotfactyla,
Artiodactyla or Carnivora from North America.s0 This same isolation
will satisfactorily account for H. later snrviIwl of the dinos~~irs,
of Mesozoic Crocodilia and some other primitive cloments, if they were in fact
contemporary with the LVo/odylol).c fa ma.
The age of the Ppotheriwth beds is milch Iew definitely determinable.
I)r. Roth, indeed, doiibts the existence of this fauna ns distinct. If
accepted, it wovonld presumably be intermediate between the ~l;oloslylops
and Santa Cruz fauns and provisionally refernble to the Oligocene.
The sequence of the ArKentine f a u w will then be
Pnmpeiin (s. R . )
Monte Hermow
Snntn Cruz
Pgrotherlurn
ZlotoRtJ-lops

I'lf~irti~t~f~iii~

PI(-. .-

I'lloceuc
Mlorcne

z ? Ollgocella.
.-

1,:otwe.
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spwtively, in the weshrn Plains, and the degree of consolidation of the
matrix is the s&me. We have in the West two fossiliferous formations,
the Bridger (Eocene) and John Day (Oligocene), which are, like the
Santa CrUz, composed of an andesitic volcanic ash, and similar ash strata
are found in different levels of our Weetern Miocene formations. Now,
the Santa Cruz matrix and fossils are very much less consolidated or
thoroughly petrified than the Bridger and decided! less so than the
John Day, while they agree very well with the volcanic ash beds in the
middle and upper Miocene. As there is no reason to suppose that the
rock-making processes work at a different rate in different continents,
this evidence is entitled to some consideration. On similar grounds, the
I'ampean fossils would be referred to middle Pleistocene, and the few
fossils that I have seen from Monte ITermoso agree best with Pliocene
fossil niammals from Sorth America. I should place no weight on this
kind of evidence except when, as in the present instance, the climatic
conditions and the orign and method of deposition of the formations are
substantially similar.
The foregoing digression is somewhat outside the limits of this discussion. It appears, however, to be necessary to show briefly the reasons
on whicli the age assigned to the South American mammalian faun% are
based. It might, indeed, be logically objected that these correlations
are based on the northern origin and migration of certain phyla and
cannot, therefore, be used in support of the theories here advocated. But
the phyla on which the demonstration rests are so universally admitted
t o have arisen ia the north, and the evidence that they did SO is so cornplcte and concIusive, that there is no reasonable alternate to accepting
thcrn as such. And if so, the correlations of South American faiinl~
nlust be npproaimately n!: here stated, a conclusion supported by the
\vllolly independent evidence of the degree of consolidation of the format i o i l and of petrifaction of the fossils contained.
CKSTKRS O F

DISPERSAL

\ \ ' t i d l i ~ t~l lre c~~oliitrori
of a racc be regardeil as conditionr~lwholly b!
the cstcriial cbnviroilmcnt or as partly nr chiefly dependent upon ( U I I k n o w n ) intrinsic fnctors, it is adniittecl by everyone that it did not
appear and progress simultaneously and m p o pede over the whole surface of the earth, or cven over the whole area of a great continent. The
sItwessivc sttips in the progress must appear first iii snme comparatively
limited rrgion, and from that region the new forills must spread out,
rlisplacinp the old am1 driving them before thcrn into more distant
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regions. \\hatever be tlic c'duses of evolution, we Iilust elpect tllelll to
act with niaxiniuni force i i i soiiie one region ; a~itlso Ioiig as the evolutioll
is progressing steadily in oiie direction, we should expect then1 to ~1011tinue to act with masimuni force in that region. 'Illis point tliell will
be the center of dispersal of the race. A t any give11 period, the most
advanced and progressiye species of the race will be those inhabiting
that region; the inust primitive and unprogressi\e species will be those
remote from this center. The renioteness is, of course, not a matter of
geographic distance but of illaccessibility to invasioii, cviiditionetl by the
habitat and facilities for migration and dispersal.
If the environiiicntal conditions i i i the center of tlisliersal pass the
point of niasimuiu advaiitagc f o r ttw r a w t y p e thili i s being developed
and become unfavoriihle to its progrw, we should find its highest types
arranged i n a circle around a ccntml region, which was the former point
of dispersal, and the more primitive types arranged i n cwiwntric external circles. T h e central region will be unoccupied, {)I' inliabited bs
specialized but iiot higher atlaptnt ions.
It would appear obvious that thc prcscrit geographic distribution of a
race must be interpreted in some such way as this by anyone who accepts
the modern doctrine of evolution. Yet there are many high authorities
on geographic distribution who proceed apparently upon a precisely opposite theory. According to these authors, the distribution reliter of a
race is determined by the habitat of its most primitive species, and the
highest and most specialized medbers of the race are most rcmote from
its center of dispersal. This principle may 1)c true enough so far as
concerns the first appearuico of a givcn racc, i. e., provided the most
primitive species are also the oldest geologicaliv; but it appears to nit:
to be the direct reverse of fact as regards the present distribution, or tlie
distribution a t any one epoch of the past. The onlv ground 011 mhicli i t
m i l d be defcndetl would be that the progess of the race is due to its
migration, and those members which did not migrate did not prngrew.
Rut this involves the view that its progressiveness up to tlic timc that
its geographical envirnnment chnncctl w a y tlue to staying a t home, and
tlir same progress after its ciivirorinieiit chanprl u a s due to iiot staying
ilt home. I t seems t o me that the prcvi~1~111~1~
of t h i n \iw riillst be 111ic
to some fallacious notions about inixrnt 1 ~ 1 1 . iiii~~)ii,~i,ii,ii.~l~
rcdairied, i l l ,vol~inga concept of it as ~nnIogou~
to tra\cI iii th indivdiiaI. 'I'hct
siiccessful biisinesg mnn. n o cloiibt, mil: pack i i p Ilk hagpgc i \ ~ l d take t o
traveling, leaving honie an11 going elscwhere and prilfiting much thereby.
Sations Iiave done the Rallle thing, 1ikewi.w to tht'ir adynntage. R l l t
there is y(11.y little alialo,v ~ l ~ - r to
c i ttlo z o i $ y o y x ~ J i i l ~iiiigri1t ion of SII+
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11 qllestioll of eipaiisioii or colttraction of M I I ~ ~ ~. i o tdirectly of transference of habitat, although this may be the final result.
It Seems obvious that the conditions which brought about the early
progressiveness of the race in a particular locality \vould, so far as they
were external, ca11se the continued progressiveness of those individuals
which remainecl in that regioii ; so far afi they were intrinsic, they woiiltl
affect the mail1 bulk of the race, the (-enter of its range, more than aiip
outlying parts of it. The present writer is very thoroughly coiiviiiced
that the whole of c~olutionaryprogress may bc interpreted as a response
to esternal stimuli; and intends here to point out what he regards as the
rnopt iniportant of these stimuli. It is therefore necessary to point out
t hut these postulates regarding centers of dispersal and migration are
llot dependent upon the theories to be proved--we are not reasoning i i i
n cirrle.
O(.I:.~SI(' .IS))C'oSTISl<ST.\I.TSIANDS
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One of the strongest arguments for the relative permanency of tlic
tlcrp orrans, rspeeiallv diiring Cenozoic time, is afforded by the markell
and striking roiitrast between the f a n n r of those large islands which iirc,
and those whicli are not, incdiitletl within the continental shelf. 'I'hr
cmtinental islnntls h a w the fauna of the rontinents to which they belong.
large as well R A small, differing only in the absence of types of recent
cvolutinn or of unsuitable adaptation and i n the surrival of primitiw
types which h a w tlisappcared from the mninland. Hiit no quevtion could
be raised as to thcir former union with the mainlnnd, no other possible
solution wniild esplain their fauna. We arc compelled to assume the
former corinection of the Rritish Tsles with Europe. of Ceylon with Indin,
of #Japan w i t h Korea or Siberia. of Siimatra. .Java anrl Borneo with thr
Mnlayan mainland. o f the Philippines with Borneo. of New Guinea and
Ttimlnniii with .liistrnliti. of Srwfonndland and Cape Rreton with Tlabratlor and Nora Scotia. 111 each ant1 all OF these rases, the evidence is
overwhelming, and, with the rweptions cited, thr faunal irlcntitv is
wmplete.
On the ollwr hand. w i t h all those islands which nre separated by deep
wean froni t h i s rnninland. \rtl find that just that evidence is lacking which
\vould ilfford mn\.inciiip prnof of former iinion \vith the mainlnntl. Their
faunp are d c l ! . diffrrrnl from those of the adjoining niainlanrl ; they
I f i d jllst those nnimnh which m i l d not possibly have reached there
except by land b r i d p s : thcv point often to long periods of independent
~\ollltiorla r i d ~ ~ q ) a n ~ i ci i til rnI ,ttw p r i m n v rlrrncllita o f tile fallnn of e\rery
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one of theni arc such as might possibly at least have reached the island
without continental union, whether by accidental transportation, by
swimming or by other means.
Take for esnmple the maninials of Sumatra, Java aid Horiieo. We
cannot reasonably snppose that the rhinoceroses, tapirs. deer, wild dogs,
felids and niinieroiis other large animals common to them and the adjoining continents Irachetl these islands eswpt by land. They are too
large for tranyportat ioii oii "rafts" of vegetntion such as occasionally
drift to sea from the mouths of tropical rivers. They are drv-land animals not given to swininiiiig long distances. And we would not invoke
the agency of man to ac,coutit for a whole fauna. But most important
is the fact that all the animals that we might fairly expect to find there
in view of a former land connectiou are really present.
Contrast with this the fauna of ?dadaga.~cnr.~~There are no ungulate
tnammals there, except for the bush-pig, possibly introtliicetl by tnnii (in
accord with known customs of the Malays) i ~ ~ i ilt l pigmy hippopotamus
(now extinct) which might have reached the island by swimming, as
hippopotami are known to travel considerable distances by sea from one
river mouth to another. The great majority of the unguiculate groups
I I I the mainland are also absent. The orily representatives are a few
iery peculiar carnivores of the family Viverrido, a peculiar Krorip of
insectivores (Centetide) and a peculiar group of Cricetine ro(Ients, each
apparently evolved on the island from a single type introdaced long ago,
a species of shrew (Crocidura) of more recent introduction and a variety
of bats. There are numerous lemum and no monkeys there; and the
lemurs appear to have radiated out from a single ~ [ r o u pinto
~~ a
number of peculiar types, two I J f which. now vstinc:t. pildlcletl the
ungulates and the higher apes i n several significant features. The fauna
of the island does not resemble the present fauna of Africa, nor can it
be derived from any one past fauna, known or inferential, of that continent. The attempt to derive it from the present or frnnl ariy known or
inferential past fauna of India invol\cs still greater difficulties. On the
contrary, the Malagasy mammals point to a number of cdonizations of
the island by single species of animals at different times and by several
metliods. Of these colonizations, the ('eiitt.titliv HI'? the carliest, perhaps
prc-Tertiary ; thc lemurs, rodciits a n d t i v e r r t t w tire derivable frorn one
or more middle 'rediary colonizatiorl+: ;iriil i r i b o t h ('HSPH the "rdft"
-
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hypothesis may reasonably be invokedS3 The hippopotami may have
arrived by swimming and the bush-pig and the shrew may have been
introduced by man, while the bats may readily have arrived by flight.
The extinct pound birds are easily derived from flying birds.
Dr. Arldt,3* in his discussion of the Malagasy ~ R U D R , points out its
composite character, derived from several successive invasions. This, 1
think, is clear enough; but it seems equally clear that these were not
faunal invasions due to land connection but sporadic colonizations by n
few species all at different times. The characters of the mammalian
fauna, both negative and positive, practically exclude the theory of land
connections during the Tertiary.
The West Indian islands afford another marked instclnce. In spite
of its nearness to Florida, there are no North American mammals in
Cuba, except the manatee,-analogous with the hippopotamus in Madagascar. Nor are the other islands richer in fauna. As also in Madagascar, we have a peculiar and very primitive iusectivore A'olemlorz
(Cuba and Hayti), a number of peculiar extinct ground-sloths, of which
Megalomus is the best known, and which although Pleistocene i n age
are derivable not from the Pliocene or Pleistocene ground-sloths of North
or South America but from the Miocene ground-sloths of Patagonia,
and evidently differentiated through a long-continued period of isolated
evolution, and a couple of chinchillas-the hutias of the larger islands,
the (extinct) iZrrib1yrhiza in Anguilla. The Solenodon may be referred
to a more ancient colonization, the ground-sloths probably arrived during
the Miocene, the chinchillas more recently; and the direction of tlic
prevalent ocean currents poiiitu out the reasoii why tllcse are of South
American derivation. Those who, like Dr. J . \V. Spencer,3a believe i l l
gigantic elevation movements connecting the Antilles with the mai~~l;~nd
in Pliocene and Pleistocene would accouut for the absence of the coutinental fauna by invoking tt subsequent subsidence which drowned out
everytlling else. The iinprobabilities involved in this Ilypothesis on fitlatigrspllic and faunal grounds have bwn pointed out by \V. J I . 1)aIl. I:. 'I'
11 ilPa a i d others.
--

. .

..

.
.

"Thp moist troplcnl condltlons of rarlg 'rertinry tlmes mould favor the formntlt~uUI
wc.h rilfts. llir i mall Rlze ond urbon-nl hnblts of the nnlmnl* cnnccrnt>d would In(:rrIt*k.
the CllnnCrs of their being cniiglit on such rafts nnd the Iinlforni cllnlntr nnd c.8,n.q.
W"1tlS more plncld sen3 wniild Incrmse the dlatnnce over which tlie rnft might br trnn.
portrd brfnre It hroke up.
'' Trrk:oDOnb: A n 1 m T : Entwlcklung der Kontlnrnte und lhrcr [,+lwwelt. pp. 119.14:
1907.

".

YPeRcEn : "lk'conStrUCtlOn of the Antlllenn ('ontlnpnt." ~ " 1 1 . &ol.
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Cuba, whils near in actual distance to the North American continent,
has been comparatively inaccessible to sporadic colonization from that
source, on account of the direction of the ocean currents; but colonizations from South (or possibly Central) America have reached it. New
Zealand is more remote and inaccessible, and, during the whole JIesozoic
and Cenozoic eras, we have evidence of but two colonizations by land
vertebrates, neither implying any necessary continental connection. The
rock-lizard (Sphenodon) may, for aught we know to the contrary, be
derived from a marine form; all its early Nesozoic relatives were aquatic,
some apparently marine. The few other reptilia may be best accounted
for by sporadic colonizations of later date. The moas are probably derivatives from flying birds.
When we come to the smaller oceanic islands, their poverty of fauna
is still more conspicuous. If their fauna is due to sporadic colonization,
this should be expected, as the chances are reduccd directly i n proportion
to the smaller length of coastline on which an irriniigrant niiglit lantl, 8.9
well aa by their effective distance from the mainland. The colonization
of a group of islands one from another may be diie to forriier lantl connection and subsequent isolation, or to the same Inetliotl of ;ic.ciilcntal
transport, subject to the same laws of chance.
It is quite possible that in certain instances the small size i l l i l l unl:ivorable enrironment of islands formerly connected w i t h the continent
may account for non-survival of tlic contincntal fauna. 'I'lic. Falkland
Islands are a case in point; but even here, we find the survivors closely
allied to the continental fauna and including type.? n l i i c l i affon! tlic conclusive proof of continental connection which is uniformly lacking in
oceanic islands.3T
The characteristics of contincntal and owanic island f a u n s haw bern
vcry fully and ably elucidated by Wallace (Island Life), ail11 i t is iritended here merely to assert that tlic progressive incrraac of t ~ i i rk n o \ v l edge of the past life of the worltl tends onl! to rmphavize thc distiwtiona
in the source of their faun2 wliicli lie has so clearly deinomtrntetl a n d .
SO far a
s my acquaintance with tlic subject g o e ~ to
. rcduce .still fui-thcr
the number of continental connections which he re,Tardetl a i ~~erniissihlo.
To the argument so often advanced that the ~ ~ i l I l S p o ~ t l l t lIlJ Jf ia1 .;po':iez
across a widc stretch of sea aiid its survi\iil arid success i r i wlonixing a
new country in this way is an escecdingly rniprohable i i t , r i i l v i i t , i L rnuy
be answered that, if we rnultipl! the almost infiiiitvsiii1;il ~ . l i i i i i ~ : ( ~of this
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Occurrence during the few centuries of wientific record by the almost
infinite duration of geological epochs and periods, we obtain a finite and
quite probable chance, which it is perfectly fair to invoke, where the
evidence against land invasion is ao strong. Furthermore, the fact that
continents have not in general been peopled in this way one from another
is well accounted for by the fact that species already existed there which
filled the place in the environment and by their competition prevented
the new form from obtaining a foothold, or greatly reduced the chances
thereof. In oceanic islands, however, the favorable environment existed
without the animal to fill it. Very often, on account of this lack, some
other type was evolved to fill its place; birds being widely distributed on
account of their powers of flight have in many oceanic islands developed
large terrestrial ndaptations to take the place of the absent or Rcanty
mammals.
ShTCH.\L RAF'TS ASI) TIII: PHUBABlLI'I'II<S OF

OVl?R-SI?AXIORATTUN

THEREBY

The following series of facts ant1 assumptions may serve to give some
iden of the degree of probability that attaches to the hypothesis of oversea transportation to account for the population of oceanic islnntls.
1) Sntural rafts hnre heen severnl timex reported ns seen over a hundred
miles off the mouths of the great tropical rivers such a s the Gnnges, Amnzon.
(zing0 nnd Orlnoco.p For one such raft observed, a hundred hnve probably
drlfted out thnt far unseen or uurecorded before brenking up.
2) The time of such observations covers about three centuries ( I set nside
the Iwriod of rnre iind occnsionnl exploring voynges). The duration of Cenozoic time may be nssumed a t three million years (Wnlcott's estimate).
3 ) Llving mamm:lls hnre been occasionnlly observed in such records of nntural rnfta. Assume the chnnce of thelr occurrence (much greater thnn of their
presence belng noticed) ut one in a hundred.
4 ) Three hundred miles drift would rendily reach nny of the lnrger ocennic
islands exrPr)t New kiliind. Assume as one in ten the probability that the
rnft drifted iri such II tllrection ns to rench dry lnnd wlthin three hundred
miles.
5) In ciise such nnimiils reached the island shores and the environment
aRortled them n fnrornble opening, the propngntion of the race would require
either two liitllvidunls of different sex or a grnvid female. Assume the probribility of tiny of the pnssengers surviving the dangers of landing a s one In
three (hy Iwing drnwn in at the mouth of some tldal river or protected inlet),
of Inndill:. l i t :I point where the envlronment wns sufficiently fnrornble f l ~
(me In ttw t l w rhnncvs of two indlvidunls of differmt seseX bdng together
- - .- -.- - A rrcrnt number of the Popular Bdenre Monthly (5ept.. 1911. POI.
Ixxlr. pp. 803-307)
a nntiirnl mft of thls sort. cclrrrlnr over

C l W tllr rPcnrdrd obsrrvetlons of thr drlft of
(L thniiwnd mllrs of tmrri.
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might be assumed BY one in ten, the alternate of a gravid femnle as one In
Bve. The chance of one of the two happening would be 1/10 1/5 = 3/10.
The chance of the species obtaining a foothold would then be 3/10 x 113 x
1/10= one in u hundred.

+

If then we allow that ten such cases of natural rafts far out at sea have
been reported, we may concede that 1000 have probably occurred i n three
centuries and 30,000,000 (luring the Cenozoic. Of these rafts, only
3,000,000 will have hat1 liviiig mamnlalssu upon them, of these oiily 30,000
will have reached land, and in only 300 of these caaes will the species haw
established a foothold. This is quite sufficient to cover tlic tlozcri or two
cases of Xammalia on the larger oeeanic islands.
Few of these assumptions can be statistically verified. Yet I think
that, on the whole, they do not overstate the probabilities i n each cnsc.
They are intended only as a rough index of the degree of prohahility that
attaches to the method, and to show that the populating of thc oceanic
islands through over-sea transportation, especially upon natural rafts, is
not an explanatioii to he set aside as too unlikely for rnnsitlcrntion.
I have considered the case only in relation to small mammals. With
reptiles and invertebrates, the probabilities in the case vary wi.irlely in
different groups, but i n almost every instance they \voultl he considerably greater than with mammals. The chance of transportation and survival woult! be larger and the geologic time limit in many instancrs much
longer. Kind, birds, small floating drift and other methotla of midental transportation may have played a more important part with invertebrates, although they cannot be invoked to account for tlic (1 istrihution of vertebrates. The much larger variety and wider distribution of
inrra-mnmniiilian life in oceanic islands is thug quite to 1)c e.upcrto(l. .\n(l
the extent and limits of such distribution are in obviouslv direct w o r ( l
w i t t i tlic opportunities for over-sea transportntion in different groups.
On the other hand, the transportation of verv large iinimnls i n this way
map fairly be regarded as a physical impossibility, which could not bc
multiplied into a probability hy ally duration of time. Tlic ollly methotk
of accounting for such animals would be by evolution irs loco from srnnll
ancestors, hv swimming, bv introtluction through the agciicy of lnilrl a n d
actual continental union.
The first hypothesis would involvc evolution in an i s o l d c t l a n d morc
or less altered environment and would result in wide structural differences from any continental relatives. The second applies with greater
probability to large than to small animals, but, except fnr aiiinials o f
~.

"Smsll reptllea nnd inrprtebmtfr would only ran+' trr- u b w v d 1I

VI*-
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more or lees nquatic habits and within certain limits of distance, it is an
apparent physical impossibility. The third may be either intentional or
accitlcntal ant1 should be considered in connection with the known custom
among Malays and other races, of taming various captured animals and
taking thcm along 011 sea-voyages. Its application is, of course, limited
to distributional anomalies of late Pleistocene or modern origin. The
last hypothesis, where it traverses the doctrine of the permanence of ocean
basins, appears to me unnecemary, as I have failed to find a single instance of distribution which cannot reasonably be otherwise explained.
( ~ o ) i S I I ) I ~ : R A T I O X d.%I.‘FI<CTINO

I’II0BABILITII:R OF OVER-SEA

MIaBATION IN

SPECIAL CASES

The proi)iiI)ilities of over-sea transportation to an oceanic island will
obviously bc niiich greater i f the island is large, and correspondingly retluced if it 8c of small size. The distance from the mainland will greatly
reduce the chances of such rafts making a landing, for two reasons: first,
the chanccv of survival of the animals are reduced proportionately to the
length of their journey (or rather, in a vaIying relation, which for convenience w ma! consider as:? direct proportioxif ; second, most rafts will
be curricvl out froni onc or more points along the coast, but not from all
points equally (that is to say, from the mouths of one or more great
rivcrs. \ \ h e tlw miditions are favorable, seldom from any of the small
rivers). IF \re (Ii.crcgartI prevalent winds and currents and consider the
rafts ns drifting out in all directions the prohability of their landinq on a
gi\wi island \ \ i l l IJCtlirect.1.v proportionctl to its length opposite the mainl a n i l , iiivcrsely to the distance. The probabilities of survival of animals,
SO fiir as it di.pcnds on the raft hdlding together, will also be inversely as
t h iiiinilier of (li1ys exposure to the sea, hence as the distance. Comparing Siiirit Ilel(via, 1100 niiles from Africa arid 10 mile8 diameter, with
iir, ?00 niilc’s from .\frica and 1000 miles in length, we see that
tlie prolinl)ilitics of oR’wting a colonization would be 100 x 3%
5M,
or 3025 tinics grratcr in the rase of Matlapsear. Sew Zealand, 800 miles
IOII,~
a r i t l 1200 niiles [rum the Australian coast, will receive 8/10 X 1/6
X I/’(;. or 1/45 as man! colonizations as Madagascar, but 80 X 11/12
X 11/12 or (iT times as matig a9 Saint TIelenn.
I Idicvc that it is to their small size rather than to unfavorable co11tlitions for survival that the poverty of fauna, cspecially of higher verteI d e s , in the snialicr oceanic isIan(1s is (lue.
The oceanic currcwt!: 2 n d prevalent winds do, of course, profoundly
modify th(’
xc’neralitiea in each individual instance. They have

x
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prevented the populating of Cuba from North America, while facilitating
invasion8 from South and Central America. The present set of currente
reduces the probability of mammals reaching Madagascar from tlie African mainland, while increasing the chances of Oriental animals reaching
it. It reduces materially the opportunities for Australian fauna to reach
New Zealand.
We have no adequate data on which to base theories as to the former
set of oceanic currents. A worldwide uniformity of climate would probably reduce the north and south movement of the waters; the east and
west element of their motions is conditioned by the rotation of the earth,
and its velocity NOUld be reduced proportionately to the north and south
movements; so that a more uniform climate would bring about a reduction of velocity rather than change in direction. The third principal
conditioning element is the conforniation of the continents, and doubtless
the flooding of great areas and the opening up of broad though shallow
passageways between seas now separated would profoundly modify the
surface curreuts in many regions. The opening of a broad passage between Xorth and South Anierica wuld allow the Caribbean current to
pass into the Pacific iiistead of being deflected northward and eastward
along the shores of the Gulf of Mexico to find an outlet between Cuba
and Florida. The absence of this initial part of the Gulf Stream would
obviously be unfavorable to North or Central American animals reaching
western Cuba. The great equatorial current would sweep across from
.4frica along the northern coast of South America, and uninterruptedly
into the Pacific; transportation from Africa to South America or from
South or Central America to tlie Galapagos Islands would thus be facilitated.

DISPERSAL
OF MAXNALIA
MANKIND

We may with advantage begin our review of the special evidence in
support of our theory with the migration history of man. This is the
most recent great migration : it has profoundly affected zoiigeographic
conditions; it ie the one where our data are most complete and accurate;
we can perceive it3 causes and coditions most clearly, and we have a
great deal of corroborative evitlcnce in history and tradition.
All authorities are to-day agreed in placing the center of dispersal of
the human race in Asia. Its more exact location may be differently interpreted, but the consensus of modern opinion would place it probably
in o r ahout the great plateau of ccntral Asia. In this region, now barren
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and sparsely inhabited, are the remains of civilizations perhaps more
ancient than any of which we have record. Immediately around its borders lie the regions of the earliest recorded civilizations,--of Chaldea, Asia
Minor and Egypt to the westward, of India to the south, of China to the
east. From this region came the successive invasions which overflowed
Europe in prehistoric, classical and meditevul times, each tribe pressing
on the borders of those beyond it and in its turn being pressed on from

Fio. O.--Dlsperanl and dfstrtbtrtlon of the pvlttrlpul v w r n of mnit
No nttempt Is made to lndlcnte nngtlilng beyond tlir broader llrles of dlnpersul.

behintl. The WIIOIC history o f Ititlia is siniilar,---c)f succcssivc irivasioiiu
pouring down froni tlic i i o r t l i . In the ('liittcsc Empire. the invasions
come from the west. 111 SitrtIi Anierica. tIic wurst (JI
niigratioit was
from Alaska, spreadiitg I'ari-wise to the soutli and southeast and continuing down along the flanks of the Cortlilleras to the fartliest extremity of
South America. Owing to the facilities for southward migration afforded by the great Cordilleran ranges, the n m t remote parts of the New
World are the forests of Brazil and of northeast South 8merica. In the
northern continpiit, Florida is the most distant from the source of rnigration.
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In Africa, the region north of the Sahara has been overrun by successively higher types from the east. The great desert ivds a barrier to
southward migration, being pierced only by the narrow strip of the Nile
valley, from whose head spread out the successive populations of central
and southern Africa. The main trend of niigrhion followed the eastern
highlands, the valleys of the Siger and Congo being more remote.
In the East Indies, the succession of great islands to the southeast,
perhaps more connected formerly t han now, formed stepping stoues of
migration to the distant continent of Australia.
The lowest and most primitive raws of men are to be found in Australasia, in the remoter districts of southern India and Ceylon, in the
Andaman Islands, in southwest and west central Africa and, as far as the
New World is concerned, in northern Brazil. These are the regions most
remote, so far as practicable trawl-routes are concerned, from Central
Ssia. A century ago, the present habitat of primitive races was taken tp
be approximately the primeval lionie of man. With our present understanding of the conditions antl causes of migration, a theory more in accord with tradition and history is generally accepted, and the dispersal
center of man is regarded as situated in central or southern Asia. The
influence of the old opinion is perhaps secn in the tendency to place this
region south of the great Himalayan ridge antl in tropical or semi-tropical climate.
This last assumption-that man is primarily adapted to a tropical climate-is, I think, only partly true at I I C R ~ . Its general acceptance is
perhaps due, among other reasons, to tlic supposed relation between loss
of hair on the body and the wearing of clothes, tlie first being refiarded as
an earlier specinlization in an environmcii t of tropical forests. the second
as a secondary adaptation resultiiig from migration to a cold climate.
Rut here, it seems to me, we are putting the cart heforr the horse. \Ye
may more reasonably regard the loss of hair i n the humail sprcirs as a
result of wearing clothes and conditioned I)y this Iiahit, rnthrr thaii attribuk it to any climatic conditions. This vicw is supported by several points
in which the loss of tiair i n man is cliffvrc>ritiatedfrom the pnrtial or complete loss of hair co~nnioniit tropical aitiniafs. the f o h r i t i g tn-tr beirlg
most clearly sipni ficari t.
1) It Is accompnnipd by ~ I I IV X C ~ ~ , L I U I I U1 I ~ ~ 1progrenalve
, ~
c l c l l c ~ cof
~ skin.
qulte unsuited to trawl in troplcnl forest.... I do not know of ung thln-hatred
O r hnhless troplcnl nnirunl cvliosp skin i s IkJt more or lrvn thickened for protectlon agalnst chnfing. tlie nttncks of irisvts. etc.
2 ) The losq Is most complete on the hnck niitl nhdoniro. The arms nnd the
leg8 and, In the mnln the d i e s t . rptriln halr m u ~ . hmore persistent1.r. This Is
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just what would naturally hnppeii If the losu of Iiuir were due to the weurliig
of clothes,-at 5rst nnd for a long time, a skin thrown over the shoulders und
tied around the waist. Hut if tlic loss of hulr were conditioned by climate it
should, as it Invariably does among animals, disappear first on the under side
of the body and the limbs and be retained longest on the back and shoulders.

It will not be questioned that the higher races of man are adapted to
a cool-temperate climate, and to an environment rather of open grassy

plains thsn of dense moist forests. I n such conditions they reach their
highest physical, mental and social attainments. In the tropical and
especially in the moist tropical environment, the physique is poor, the
death rate is high, it is difficult to work vigorously or continuously, a d
especial and unusual precautions are necessary for protection from diseases and enemies against which no natural immuiiity exists and which
are absent from the colder and drier environment.
This lack of atlaptatiou to tropical climate is also true, although to a
less degree, of the lower races of man. Although from prolonged residence in tropical climate they have acquired a partial immunity from the
environment so unfavorable to the newcomer, yet it is by no means coniplete. The most thoroughly acclimatized r a c c t h e negro-reaches his
highest physical development not in the great equatorial forests but in the
drier and cooler highlands of eastern Africa; and when transported to
the temperate Vnited States, the West Coast negro yet finds the environment a more favorable one than that to which his ancestors have been
endeavoring for thousands of !ears to accustom themselves. In tropical
South America, the Indians, as Bates long ago remarked, seem very imperfectly acclimatized and suffer severely from the hot moist weatlicr ;
much more than tlic negroes, whose adaptation to tropical climate hnt;
Ijeen a much longer one.
In view of the data obtainable from historical record, from tradition.
from the present geographical distribution of higher and lower races of
men, from the physical antl physiological adaptation of all and especially
of the higher r a m , it swms fair to conclude that the center of dispersal
of mankind in prehistoric tinics wag central Asia north of the great Himtilayan ranges, antl that when by progressive aridity that region became
clrsert it was transferred to the regions bordering it to the east, south antl
west. We may further assume thnt the environment in which man prirnarily evolved was not a moist or tropical climate, but a temperate antl
more or less arid oiic, progressively cold and dry during the course of his
evolution. In tlik region arid under these conditions, the race first attained a tloniinaiw which rnahled it to sprratl out in successive waves of
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migration to the most remote parts of the earth. Thc great itiountaiii
ranges to the south impeded migration in this direction, while to east aritl
northeast, west and northwest, migration mas easy antl rapitl. Reaching
the New World by way of the Alaskan bridge, the long uniiiterrupted
chain of the Cordilleras facilitated migration along their flanks to t l i c b
farthest limits of South America.
There S little evidence if any, in the New World, of any migrations of
inferior races long preceding those of the Amerind tribes, which would
seem to have branched off at a moderately high stage in the evolutiriri of
mankind. Per contra, we find in South Africa, in Australia, i r i peninsular India and elsewhere, remnants of what must have beeii aii early
cycle of migrations. Each group of this early cycle, tlcri\ctI priiii:iriIy
from a different part of the central region of dispersal, has specialized
further in proportion to its isolation and Jet retains a pretlomitiaiice of
the common primitive characters representing the stage of development
attained when it left the dispersal center. The populating of Africa 1 q
the negroes may be regarded as the latest phase of this earl? cycle of dispersal, or should perhaps be considered independently.
The later development of the race is coriditioiietl Iiy its splitting i n the
region of dispersal into an eastern or Mongolian and a western or Caucasian stock. This split was presumably conditioned by thc cast-west
elongation of the dispersal center causctl hy the facility of Vsliamion in
these directions and the mountain harriers to the south. .\I1 the eastward migratio’hs from this time on bear a distinctly Mongolian fitamp.
An early phase of this stage is representetl !)I the population of the Xerv
World and the variously mired 3lalayan peoplcs. A later phase appears
in the more typical Mnngolian races. All the westward migratini~s,on
the other hand, are of Caucasian afinities, this stock splitting, a8 thc region of favorable environment widened out westward, into northeastern
or Nordic, southwestern or Mediterraneau groups. The peoples of northern Europe arc derived from the successive migration waves of the first.
those of southern Europe and northeast :\frica from the second; the intermediate Alpine stock of central Europe is considered to represent a
somewhat older migration allied to the Slavic peoples, who are to-day
the principal population of emtern Europe, the latest cycle of Caucasiall
dispersal.
I have gone into this brief recital of t h e riiigratiuii uiid dltjperaal 111story of mankind, not to present anything novel or authoritative, hut because me have more evitlence, direct antl indirect, and more irlsipht into
the conditions and causes which controlletl its course, than with a r i ~Idher
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race of mammals. I believe that these controlling causes have been substantially the same in the lower animals a8 in man and their methode
and routes of diepersal largely identical."'
PRIM ATE$

We have seen that the dispersal center of man is in central Asia; that,
in the present distribution, the survi1,ors of the earliest cycle are found

OISIHIBUTION OF PRlMAJE5 - -

D

Fro. 'I.-Dispereal

of the Prlmatea

The marglnal posltlon of the modern lemurs, the progresslre dlsnppenrance of the order
from the more central redons whlch It formerly lnhnblted nre clearly shown.

i n Africa, peiiinsular India, the East Iutlies and Australia; that the
populating of the New World belongs to a later cycle of distribution,
and we have no good evidence that the earlier cycle ever reached it; that
the tlominaiit migration in the Old World has been east and west, progress to the south being hindered by the transverse mountain system to
the south of which more primitive typcs long stirvived, while in the New
World the dominant line of migration has been to the southward from
Alaska, and eastward migration has been slower.
-

...

Onr notrs, too. tlle same fallncy In Interpretlng the dnte ; some authors nre dlspoaed
to plocr the renter of dlsprrsal of EuropQnn race8 or Innpiloges In western Europe o r In
northern Afrlca bcCorlRe they and there the most prlmltlve sorvlvlng races or langttages.
''I
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I n the liriiig Primates we have survivors of pre-hunian stages in the
evolution of man, specialized to a varying extent in different directions
from him, so that they have not come into direct rivalry with him, alid
have hence survived.
The latest infra-human q d e is represented by the anthropoid apes,
surviving to-day in the forests of West Africa a i d of the East Indies.
\Ve may suppose that these are remnants of a cycle of dispersal from a
central Asiatic source, but we hare no sufficient data to tlcfiiic its extent
or time, except as late Tertiary and probably limited to Arctopa.
Nearest to man in intelligence and habits, this cycle has bwn swept out
of existence, except for the few members whirh were or becanic adapted,
L I V I N G A N D E X T I N C T GROUPS

Oh-
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rope, in the Pliocene of India, in the so-called Pliocene (which may be
a central A8ktiC
Miocene) of China. These may all be referred
The
dispersal
of
this
cycle
must
date
back
a
t hat, to
besource.
g i m k g of the Oligocene, for it had reached 88 far BR Egypt a t the date
of the Fayam fauna 8s &own by Schlosser's recent discoveries."
With
the New World monkeys, the evidence seems rather to point to independent evolution in South America from early Tertiary Primates of an
Eocene cycle of dispersal. For no remains of Primates hare been discovered in any Oligocene or later formation in the United States, while
the later Tertiary formations of the Argentine have yielded remains of
a number of Primates apparently intermediate between Eocene lemurs
and South American monkeys.
The oldest cycle of primate dispersal is that represented by the lemurs.
These are now most abundant in Madagascar; a few exist ih west and
central Africa, peninsular India and the East Indies. Lemuroid primates, lacking certain specialized characters of modern lemurs but otherwise closely related, and equivalent in stage of development, are found
abundantly in the Eocene of Europe and the United Statee. They are
very doubtfully represented in the early Tertiary formatione of the
Argentine. We know too little of the Tertiary of other parts of the
world to make any inference as to the extent of their distribution at
that time, or the course of its subsequent changes. They disappear in
Europe and Sorth America at the end of the Eocene; in South America,
they may have evolved into New World monkeys, while in the Old World
they must have given rise to the higher primates. It is reasonably certain that the theater of their evolution was not Europe, and although
they are not known in the Oligocene Fayam fauna of Egypt, we may
doubtfully ::uppose that they had reached that continent at some time
tlurirlg the Eoocnc~. Madagascar most probably received its lemurs from
Africa, but it is reasonable to suppose that only a single type, allied to
t h e Eoctw .4ilapiO:P, reached the island, and in the favorable cnviroilmerit radinttd nut into B Iirirnber of diverse adaptations taking the place
of v a i o ~ snlilmirlal groups not present in the island fauna.
1.'1.m
t l w fact tliiit tlic Eiiropean and North American lemurs are i r l
; ( l l ( B ( ~ ~ ~ i ~stage
i ~ ~ tof
~ l clevcilopiiient,
~ t
although not \ er,v cloqely related,
" e llla?' fairly irifcr that thcy were derived vev par]! i l l the Tertiary
I"vm~
iiltcrriicilintt~ct:nter of dispersal, presumnbly Asia IlortII of the
'

I I irll;ll;l~il,.
" ?dAs('
l l i . ' c i R B ~ , ' i ~ = I l l l l l j r1 . ~ 1 Kciintulsn drr Ollporilorn [,nrl,i*Uugethleren ,"a
I"twom A ( w N r n '' Rrii ziir l'nl 11. neol. o ~ s t - ~ uR'd
g , ss~,.,
5'3. 1914,
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The modern l a d Carriivoru are spread o w all the great continents
except Australia, where a single species of wild dog, probably introduced
by man, is their only representative. They are found equally in all the
continental islands (i. e., those included within the continental shelf
border), and a €W have reached Mudagascar and other large oceanic
islande.
I
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iilnerica LIlltij tlie I)liocelle, iIieir place beiiig slipplied IIIJ to that time
by carnivorous 11larsupiaIs. I n Australia, their place is still taken by
carnivorous marsilpiaI6. In Africa, primitive Carnivora (creodontti )
;Ippear the Oligocene, represented only by the extinct family of hyiullo(lonts, all of tllenl derivable from Eocene hyanodonts of the Holarctic
region; but the contemporary Holarctic Fissipedia had not yet reached
Africa.
nlodein lalid carnivora are divided into seven families, each IYIJieselhting one or IiiOre broad phyla. T h e various divergent adaptltioiis
of tlie phyla ant1 seronciary Iv-adaptations of subpliyla have brought
;)bout an anloulit of convergeiice and purallelisni which makes it difficult
to disentangle or to state accurately the true genetic relationship in ail!
of classification. Some of the phyla are Holarctic, others P a l w
iirctic or ?;ear&.
I n all of thein, we find the most primitive modern
.iirvivors i n the tropical rcgioiis, the most advanced types in the Holarctic.
(‘unirZ~.-The Canidre are the niost cosmopolitan family of the ortler.
I t is also the most progressive fanlily in its adaptation to the open pIriiii5
iiid ririd climate of the great modern continents. T h e gradual adaptation of the rscc to these conditions from primitive arboreal forest-liviiig
iiricestors call be traced through successive stages i n the ‘l’ei-tiary furlniltions of Europe and North Amrriou, but most completelp in tlie lattvr
voiiritry. ‘l’he lengthening of tlie limbs and their atlaptation f o r swift
running, thr reduction of the long balancing tail to t i short comparatively
unimportant organ, the pt,rfection of the shearing and crushing teeth
illlll, especially, thr steat?! incrcasc. of brain capacity are the chief lints
of progress. \Vliilr most of the surviving (‘anidz conform pretty closely
to il single t p , wc find a tendenc! among their Tertiary ancecstors to
branch off on the one hand into more predaccous, on the other into more
mnivorous types. Most of these have disappeared, but in the 0rient;il
ICtliiopinri and Srotropical repioms w find in tlie genera Cyon, Icticyon
;111(l Lycaon s u n iwrs of a niorc prcdaccous y w u p which is known frolli
11w Olipoccne iiiicl Minrenc of the Holarctic rcgioll. This group 1111s
llis;ippearcvl from llolarrtica hy the rnd of thc Tertiary; two or three
r.I,i”’(’sciitati\c,sa w fouiitl ill thc I’leistoccno of South ilmerica. . \ l ~ i o ~ i g
t h inore ty)iciil riiwlcrri clops. the wolvrr H I I ~ fosca arc tile Itlost pi-(>prersive typc.3. tlw jackals sliylitly lcss so, the !\frican fellriec retairls
mod rlr:irlp tlio priniitivc loriy tail, thr Soiith African O f o c p n , while
i l l l ( l r l l d O l l 8 i f 1 posrc~ssiiigiin extra rnolar tooth, is likewise llorlllnlly primiin s c crid
~ charactvrs niid thr Seotropical “dog-foxes” sI~o\vi1 m a r b t l
rwrlIblaJlce in mnnp didails to tlic l a t p ’I’ert iary (‘ani(ln1 of Sorth :\nIcr1l.i.
T h f i l 1 . t t l l a t t I l ( L ( ‘ a i i i ( I ; i b ;irp pr(mi;iiiiri(aritIy n(laptc(l t o oplnll cnolllltr\
t(1rrnu
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more or less arid climate is of primary iniportance in explaining
their preaent dominance and cosmopolitanism, their close assoriation with
man, their absence from Madagascar and other oceanic islands; and it
makes it most probable that the introduction of the dingo to Australia
was through human agency although undoubtedly as early as the late
Pleistocene. In their adaptation and distribution this family of Carnivora largely parallels the Equide among Perissodactyla.
TARLE
lI.--Dietrtbutim of the Uanfda
Neotropicdl

I

Iiolarctic
-

-

-

Recent

Pleistocene

Pliocene

Miocene

Oligocene
__

I

-1.-

.
- -_I

(No record)
. .

-

.

.

.

UFapdm fauna, Egypt. Although thla IocRllty IS uot to-day wlthln the Ethloplan
provlnce. Its fossll mammals are generally regarded 11s representlog the Ethloplan and
not the Medlterranean fauna of the Ollgocene. My own Impressloo a l t h regard to It la
that I t la transltlonal. 8s the Egyptian fauna Is to-day. but domlnnntly Etblopfan Instead
of domlnantly Medlterranean.
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Procyonidle.-The family Procyonidre includes a member of omnivorom specializations from the central phylum now represented by the
Canidre. A11 of them are arboreal, partly retaining and partly reverting
to the primitive mode of life in this respect. They are mainly Neotrop-

FIG.lO.--D%trlbutfon of the ProcljonMa and VfoenJda, formerly Nearctic nnd
Palsarctic, but now surcidng chiepg fn the peripheral regfone

The geographical posltlon of Aelurrre Is anomalous for a member of the Procyonldoe, to
wblch famlly I t Is usually referred. Ita true af8nltles. however. are doubtful.

ical, but the raccoon, the most dog-like of the family, survives as far
north as the Sonoran region. The panda of the Himalayas is usually
placed with Procyonidae, but its true affinity is not v e j clear.
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TABLEIII.-Dietributlon
I
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of the Procyonfdrr

I

Holarctic
Neotropical

-_

~

I

I

i--

PrOCyOn

Cercolepb

Bwanyon
Bmariacua

Yleistowne

(Not recorded)

fioyon

Miocene

None

Luphrctw
Phlaoyon

None

I
I

I (Affinities question!
able)

Probansuri8m

I

&lurus
(Affinitiee questionable)

I

dmphinnsun
Pachpamta
Qonaaua

1

I

-

Rocyon

Pliocene

Oligocene

'
I

NanUa

Recent

Palearctic

I

Sonoran

'

Parailurn

QiiLictis

(Probably ancestral in part)
I

Mwtelidle.-Primarily
the Mustelida! represent a more predaceous
adaptation than the Canidae. Their derelopment through the Tertiary
in the Holarctic region can be traced almost as completely as that of
the dogs. Like the Canide (though not as early), they perfected during
the later Tertiary a differentiation of the back teeth into shearing and
crushing types, and they are equally progressive i n brain development
but much less so in running powers, retaining to a great extent their
primitive forest-living habitat. They arc to-day chiefly holarctie, the
most progressive typical mustelids being the martens, weasels, ferrets
and wolverenes. E a r l y in the Tertiary there appear divergent side
branches, specialized clescendants of which survive to-day in the badgers,
skunks and otters of the northern world, the intermediate forms being
now extinct or confined to India and Africa.
Ursido.-The bears are regarded by many paleontologista as an offshoot from the can id^, but, on structural evidence, they appear to be
related rather to the Mustelidi~. l'lieir distribution indicates derivation
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from a Palzarctic source. The iiiost primitive bears firs; appear in the
Miocene of Europe; in the New \\rorld, they first appear in the Pleistocene. They are today chiefly Holarctic; the single South American
species is distinctly primitive ; the Oriental sun-bear .and sloth-bear are
partly aberrant, partly primitive. The Thibetan .;E'luropiis is aberrant
and specialized; its relation to the typical Ursidc is not very close.
Viueri-id@.-'l'lie Yii-erridz are now almost exclusively Oriental and
Ethiopian and have conserved the primitive type more than any other

FIO.ll.-Dtetrfbution

of the Urnid@, Plebtocene and Recent

The group nppears to have dlspersed from n Pnlrearctle center, Its Tertlary ancestrnl
aerles belng found In Europe and In the Pllocene of India and China.

Carnivora, except some of the Procyonidae which have a someivhnt corresponding geographic position in the New Rorld. The three most progewive genera, Ilcrpestes, G'snetta and Viverra, survive to-day dong the
southern borders of the Palmarctic region ; the remainder are Ethiopian
or Oriental, the most primitive living genera being west African and
East Indian. Ilerlwdrs and Viuerru occur in the Oligocene and Miocene of Germany and France, and more primitive extinct genera in the
Upprr Eocene of Europe.
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The primitive character of the viverriiies is esptcially seen iu their
imperfect differentiation of shearing and crushing back teeth, their
rather short limbs, long bodies, long tails and relatively small brain
capacity.
Hymidw.--The family Hpnidre is geiierally regarded as il specialized
offshoot from the Viverrida! and is apparently connected with the European Miocene viverride by a series of intermediate forms. The latest
development of the race, the genus f l y m a , inhabited Europe and Central Asia and China in the Pliocene and Pleistocene but is now found
only in India, Africa and southwestern -4sia.
Felide-The Felida: are almost as cosmopolitan as the dogs and are
even more uniform in type, the cheetah being the only marked living
variant. A notably different specialiantion is shown in the extinct
machorodonts or sabre-tooth tigers, and in the Tertiary sequence in
Europe and -4merics we find approxininte genetic series, parallel in the
two countries, by which the true cats and machorodonts converge towards
a common primitive type, in which the upper canines are moderately
elongated. According to this phylogeny, the clouded tiger of Sumatra
and Java is the most primitive living felid, while the double series in
Europe on one hand and North America on the other, would indicate
northern Asia aa the center of dispersal of the race. The range of some
of the modern species is very great. The puma extends in the New
World from Alaska to Patagonia, the tiger in the Old World from Manchuria to Java. We may note, however, that the tiger is regarded by
Blanford as a recent immigrant into southern India; while, on the other
hand, it is known that the northern range of the lion has been progressively restricted during prehistoric and historic times from northern
Europe to its present limits of southwestern Asia and Africa.
PIBNiPEDlA

When dealing with littoral and marine mamrnals we must expect to
find the conditions of their evolution somewhat different. If the hypothesis be valid that the progressive refrigeration of the polar regions wm
the dominant cause of cvo1ution;iry progress and geographic dispersal,
an examination of the map will show that the Arctic-North Atlantic basin
affords the most favorable region. The Arctic basin centers around the
pole, and a broad shelf of shallow water encircles it, extending as far
south aa latitude 46". The North Pacific basin was closed to the northward by the Alaskan lad-bridge during a large part if not all of the
Tertiary, and its shores plunge sudrlcnly to great depths, margined by
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high mountains, affording less opportunity for expansional evolution of
the littoral fauna. The Antarctic continent appears equally unfavorable,
and dispersal from that center would also be hindered by the broad
stretches of ocean.
We may expect, therefore, to find the littoral fauna of the North Atlantic most progressive, that of the North Pacific less so, the tropical
fauns containing many relict types of discontinuous distribution, and
the Antarctic faun= partly composed of types from the north which had
crossed the barrier of warm water when the climatic zones were less
differentiated than they now are; partly of groups developed in the south.
Whether these groups were closely allied on the different southern continental shores would depend on their ability to cross the great barriers
of deep ocean that separate them.
The distribution of the pinnipeds accords with these principles. The
most specialized family is the Phocidae, originating apparently in the
Atlantic-Arctic bmin, where Phoca, the most progressive genus, i R found
in the North Atlantic and Arctic fieas and has penetrated into the North
Pacific as far as California and Japan. Southward in the Atlantic it is
succeeded by the less progressive Monaclius in the Mediterranean and
Antillean region. The Antarctic Phocidze are also primitive and archaic,
related more or less nearly to Monuchus. In the Pliocene of Belgium
are found extinct genera closely related to Plioca and others more primitive allied to Monachus.
The walruses, also Arctic and North Atlantic, have penetrated into
the North Pacific only as far as Bering Sea; they are likewise recorded
from the Pliocene of Northern Europe and along the North Atlantic in
the Pleistocene as far south as Virginia.
The third family, the Otariide, is decidedly more primitive in structure, being less specialized for marine life. They are found in all the
southern seas and on the North Pacific coasts. They are unknown to
the North Atlantic and Arctic shores and have never been found fossil
in either Europe or eastern North America. Desmatophocu and Pontoleon of the Miocene of Oregon are perhaps ancestral types, but more
evidence is necessary before its North Pacific origin can be regarded 88
satisfactorily indicated.
INSECTIVORA

Among the Insectivora we deal with a number of very ancient races,
whose relationship is much more distant than in many other mammalian
orders. They are small, and most of the surviving members are scarce
and little known, while they are still less k n o m m fossils. So far w
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we have any satisfactory evidence, the different races or most of them
appear to have originated in the Holarctic region and spread to the
southward. The most primitive division, the zalambdodonta, includes
four families, the Centetidm of Madagascar, Chrysochloridre of South
Africa, Potamogalidm of West Africa and Solenodontidae of Cuba. Fossil
zalambdodonts are found in the late Miocene in South America, in the
early Oligocene (and recently in the Basal Eocene) in North America.
These indications are in conformity with the derivation of the group

FIa. lZ.--Dtstributton or lortctdc (rtgh: to lert ehadhg) and of Talpldm fkft to right
ehad4ngl

The less apeclaIl7d Sorlcldre are more wldely dispersed, the hlghly speclallzed Talpldm
llmlted to Holarctlca. Ancestral typfs of both are found In the Tertlary of Europe and
North Amerlca. but the rvldence as to thelr phylogeny Is very SmntY.

from very ancient IIolarctic ancestors, the modern zalambdodonta belllg
the last surviving remnante of a divpcrsal from the north in early Tertiary or possibly Pre-Tertiary times. But the evidence is too slight to
be conclusive.
The hedgehop are more clearly of Palearctic origin, the most primitive survivon being the East Indian Qymnum and Hylomys, while the
most progressive genus, &inaceus, is Palmarctic and is preceded in the
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O l p c e n e slid Miocene of Europe by more primitive ancestral forms. A
relatively primitive genus, Proterix, occurs in the Oligocene of fhth
Dakota, 8s a contemporary with more progressive genera in the Oligocene
of Europe. The family is otherwise unknown in the New M'orld.
The moles and shrews are also evidently of northern Origin. Of the
two families, the Soricidz are more primitive in structure and have
spread more widely; the more specialized Talpidrr! are still limited to
Holarctica, and in the extreme north their exclusion from the areas of
permanently frozen subsoil has split their range into two disconnected
are@. The most progressive and abundant shrews are Holarctic, while
the Oriental and African species (Crocidurins) retain somg primitive
characten. Fossil moles and shrews in the middle Tertiary of Europe
and America indicate that the divergence between the two families waa
not then so great aa now. The modern genera are reported to occur
(but on inadequate evidence) aa early aa the Miocene in Europe and
America. Jaws of several minute talpoid genera are known from the
Middle and Lower Eocene of North America. They are unknown in the
extra-Holarctic Tertiary, but this negative evidence is of no weight in
view of their minute size and rarity.
The Tupaiida! of the East Indies and Macroscelidida! of Africa occupy
a somewhat anomalous position, since they are of higher type in brain
development than other Insectivora and in many respects are nearer to
the higher placental mawals.'* Their distribution so remote from the
great northern dispersal center may perhaps best be accounted for by
considering the fact that their specializations, adaptations and habits of
life are of a less unusual kind than m most of the lower insectivores and
would bring them more directly into rivalry with certain groups of
rodents, with which they were unable to contend succefisfully and were
compelled to retreat southward in consequence. No fossil remains certainly referable to these families are known, although quite a number
of early Tertiary genera of Europe and Xorth America have been or
might be provisionally referred to them."
There are a large number of primitive Insectivora in the Eocene of
North America and a few in Europe, which do not seem to be nearly
ancestral to any modern group but rather indicate that the order once
a This anom& In dlstrlbutlon la now removed by the studleg of Gregory and Plllott
smith. which show that the true relatIoUs of Tupala and presumnbly of Macroseelfdes,

are with the Primates. rather thou wlth the Insectivora. Their geographic dlstrlbutlon
1s qufte normal on thls vlew of thelr amnftfes.
U h ~ o m o ~ e Of
8 1the
~ Mlddle Eocene of North Amerlw 1s regarded
~ r Gregory
.
88
prObnb'Y related to Tupo(a. end n number of other small mammala from the Brldgfr and
Wamtch may be related to thln group of InRectlvora.
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took a much more important place 111 the niainmalian fauna: of the world
than i t does now. ‘lliis h u l d be kept in mind in considering the relations of the Insectivora.
CHIROPTEIU

I am not sufficiently acquainted with modern Chiroptera to venture
an opinion aa to whether or not their geographical distribution indicates
their place of origin, but I should not expect to find iiiuch satisfactory
evidence, as they are known to be of very ancient specialization and to
have greater facilities for wide distribution than terrestrial animals.
Dr. Andersen,” in his recent Catalogue of the C‘hiroptera in the
British Museum, remarks : “The evidence afforded by the geographical
distributio? of Bats has generally been considered of doubtful value;
hence they have either been entirely excluded from the material worked
out by zGgeographers, or at least treated with pronounced suspicion as
likely to be more or Iess unreliable documents of evidence. This unwillingness or hesitation to place Bats on an equal zoogeographic footing
with non-flying Mammalia would seem to be due partly to the preconceived idea that owing to their power of flight Bats must evidently have
been able easily to spread across barriers which in ordinary circumstances
are insuperable for wingless.Nammalia; partly to the fact that hitherto
very often whole series of distinct forms have been concealed under one
technical name. . . .” [the author cites a series of instances of this
kind which] “tend to show that the present distribution of the Megachiroptera has not been influenced to MY great, and as a rule not to
any appreciable extent by their power of flight; if it had the Fruit-bat
fauna of islands could not so commonly as is actually the ca8e differ
from that of a neighoring group or continent, and the tendency to differentiation of insular species or forms would have been neutralized by
the free intercourse between neighboring faunas.”
The belief that bats are more easily able to cross ocean barriers than
non-flying mammals is probably based, not on the preconceived idea that
they could, but upon the plain fact that they have done so far more
frequently. Birds and bats are found upon numerous oceanic islands
where no non-flying mammals, and very few non-flying animals at all,
exist. That they have wings arid occasionally use them for so long a
journey, whether voluntarily or involuntarily, is a natural explanation.
I cannot see any other reasonable interpretation of the fact that they
are present and the terrestrial mammals absent in so many remote oceanic
a K. ANDERERN
: Catalozue of the Chlroptern In the f3rltlqh Museum. Vol. I. Megachlroptera, p. Ixxvl. 11311.
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islands. With bate, 8s with most birds, the intervening Ocean acts as a
hind-,
but their wider distribution shows that it is less Of a hindrance
than with terrestrial mammals.
RODESTI.4

The abundant and doiiiiiiant order of Rodentia lends, in general,
strong support to the theories here advocated; but there are certain
serious difficulties which can be reconciled only by appealing to the imperfection of the geological record.
The rabbits and picas form a group apart, the former Nearctic, the
latter Palacarctic since the Oligocene, and both Holarctic since the
Pleistocene, the rabbits having extended their range over most of the
Oriental region and a large part of the Ethiopian and Neotropical. A
single specimen is recorded as from the Pleistocene of South America;
their introduction to Australia is known to have been by civilized man.
Of the remaining rodents, the myomorph families are evidently of
Holarctic origin, as they first appear in Europe and North America in
the Oligocene and the highest and most progressive modern types (e. g.,
Arvicolinac) are now Ilolarctic, while in the southern continents they
are unknown until the Pleistocene and various primitive survivals axe
found still living in Oriental, Ethiopian and Neotropical regions. We
may note, however, that the very abundant and typical group of Cricetins
has its most primitive living representatives in tropical regions, that as
me go south in South America, the genera approsimate more toward the
more specialized arvicoline type, in the same way that they do as we go
northward in the northern c~ntinents.'~ Since there is no doubt that
the cricetines are of northern origin, appearing Grst in South America
in the Pliocene or Pleistocene, while they are common in the Holarctic
regions from the Oligocene to the present day, we must suppose that the
higher development of the Antarctic genera, to which Oldfield Thomas
has called attention, is n. case of parallelism with that of the Arctic
genera and that the colder climate of the far south is the stimulus which
reversed the usual conditions of geographical distribution. A review of
the fauna of the Argentine aa compared with that of tropical South
America tends to show, I think, that this condition is general throughout,
and that the fama is more progressive and more nearly equivalent in
development to those of the northern world than is that of the intervening
tropical zone. This is equally tnie of autochthonic races and of those
which are demonstrably of northern origin. Compare distribution of the
OLDFI~LD
THOMAE.
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genera of Procyonidz, Canidte, Cervidae, Tatuidz and Dasypodidz among
mammals.
Among the sciuromorphs, the squirrels are of early appearance (Oligocene) in the northern mrld but are now most abundant in the East
Indies. .The more specialized and later appearing marmots are chiefly
Holarctic. The highly specialized beavers and pocket-gophers are Holarctic and Nearctic respectively, from their first appearance. A marked
exception to the rule is seen in the survival in the western Sonoran sub-

Flo. Il.-Dlstrlbtrtton of ffeonilloidea, dtioirlnlsrlde and P e d e l f d a
The Geomyoldea are of Nenrctlc orlgln. but the more prlmltlve Iieteromyldne have
sprend Into pnrt of South Amerlca. The Anomolurldre are thought to be the nearest
llvlng relatlves of the early Tertlnry Therldomyldre. The redetldn. nre ad aberrant
spcclallzatlon, derlred perhnps from the 8ame group.

region of Aplodontia, the most primitive living sciurornorph in several
respech. I have no explanation to offer of this anomaly, save that we
have not yet balanced properly the essential qualities of progressiveness
among Eodentia.
Among the hystricomorphs, we find serious diiXculties in the distribution. The most primitive living group Is certainly the Anomaluridae
of West Africa; but, like the Pedctidz of South Africa, they offer a
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puzzling admixture of characters, which makes it doubtful whether they
should be reckoned as pertaining to the same stock as the other hystricomorphs. The remailling families, while chiefly South American, are
also partly represented in the Ethiopian, Oriental and Holarctic regions.
It may be possible, in view of the facts that the European Tlieridomyidre
antedate geologically any specialized hystricomorphs, are apparently directly intermediate between the primitive rodent type (Pamuys and its
allies) and the hystricomorphs and show the early stages of differentiation of several hystricomorph families, that the Hystricoinorp~ia are a

Fm. I4.-Dfstribatlon

of the true poralrpinee (IIgatricidm) and New World porcupine8

(Erethtzontida!)
The Hyatrlcldle appear to be of Palcrarctlc dlsperaal. the Erethlzontldle are apparently
of Neotroplcal orlgln.

group of Holarctic orign which has spread into all the southern conti-

nents and specialized independently on parallel lines. But their entire
absence from the recorded Xorth American Tertiary is then explainable
only by the defective record, and our knowledge of North American Tertiary rodents is so extensive that I Bhould hardly regard this assumption
as justifiable. The fact that the highest and most specialized types are
South American necessarily involves the idea that that continent has
been the most important center of their later development and dispersal,
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and the alliance of the African to the South Aniericnn genera and of
the New and Old World porcupines must be regarded as more remote
than it appears. Dispersal from South -4merica by help of Antarctic
or transatlantic land-bridges will not solve the probleitiu of their distribution much better. The most specialized porcupines iii most respects
are the hystricids of the Old \Vorld-lotc Tertiary in Europe, now chiefly
Oriental and African. The Xearctic porcupiiies (Erelfiizon) are more
advanced in several features than the Scot ropical ( S p e t h e r e s ) . Yet
the ancestors of the New World porcupines at least occur i n the late
Tertiary of South America and are absent o r unrecorded from the Tertiary of North America. The distribiitioii of the Octodontida! in Africa
and South America would possibly adniit of being iriterpreted by parallel
development from theridomyid ancestors ; but the parallelisni must have
been singularly close, and the absence or non-recognition of Theridomyidre from the North American Tertiaries appears surprising. I have
been unable to frame any hypothesis \vliich will fit all the facts of distribution in this
escept by assuming that the South American
Hystricomorpha, which as Scott has shown are all clearly derived from
a single stock, reached South America from Africa in the Oligocene by
over-sea raft transportation. This involves so long a voyage that I hesitate to accept it as a reasonable probability, even though the winds and
currents would obviously favor transportation i n this direction.
The Bystricidae may fairly be asfiumed as of Old World origin, and
probably Palaearctic, since they are represented in the later Tertiary of
Europe and are unknown in the New World. The Erethizontids must
apparently be derived from South America, since they are unknown in
the Old World, and unknown in the North American Tertiary, while
Steiromys of the Patagonian Mioce e appears to be ancestral.
The primary type of the simplkidentate rodents, as I have elsewhere
shown,'8 must be regarded as being represented by the Ischyromyidz of
the American and European Eocene, in particular by P r u m p and Bcizl~ U V W . All other rodents may be derived from this gr up by divergent,
parallel and in some respects convergent evolution. Modern rodents represent a great number of independent tlerirations from this primary
stock, their associatioil into sections and faniilics beirig to n considerable
extent artificial.

P

B

.
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There are no rodents in the Notostylops Beds of South America (Eocene) ; presumably therefore none in preceding epochs. There are none
in the Paleocene of Europe and North America; presumably therefore
their sudden appearance in the true Eocene of these regions was due to
migration from some other region, equidistant from either, as their development is almost equivalent in the two,-therefore probably Asia.
The few Theridomyidae of the Oligocene of Africa are rather primitive
forms, certainly not more progressive than their contemporai-y relatives

FIQ. 16.-Dfstrfbut~on of the Neotrophl famlifee of Ilyetrfcomorpha

The Octodontldce are also found In Afrlcn. and thp Theridornyldrr of the early Tertiary
of Europe are apparently ancestral to these fnmllles of the Hystrlcomorpha. So hypothesls sstlsfactorlly expialns the accepted reiatlonahlp and distribution.

in Europe, affording thus a slight indication that they were Palearctic
immigrants. In Australia the evolution of Marsupial niialogues of the
more abundant rodent types of Arctopa affords strong evidence that the
true rodenb were absent from Notopa until the end of the Tertiary; a
view confirmed by the limited amount of adaptive radiation which the
invading Murida: have undergone in that continent up to the present day.
The Australian hluridae can only be accounted for hy over-sea transportation, for the family appeared and evolved during the middle and later
Tertiary, and the peculiarities of the Australian fauna are explained by
all writers as due to isolation extending through the Tertiary period.
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TABLEIV.-Dfstrlbutlon of the Rodents
L_

Recent

N. Aiueric

S. Americr

-

Asia

MyoinorYyomorPha
Sciuromor Pha
SciuromorPha
La omorPha
fa
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(kie.

MyomorMuridm an
Pha
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a

Europe

a
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P

-
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pha
Pha
Sciuromor. Sciuromor- SciuromorPha
Pha
Pha
Lu omor- La omor- La omorP 18
&a
Pa
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[Pyetricidz 11ystricidc

?

Sciuromor
Pha
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Pha
Leporidle
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kl ystricidie Ochotonidn
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1

SciuromorHystrico- &?moriirorpha
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MyomorPha
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Hyetricomorpha
and
Muridre
La omorP la

B

Pliocene Hystricomorpha

.-
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1

f

t

__

.-.

1

?'

-.

3ciuromorOligocent Yephalomys4g

jciuroinorpha
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&!morPha
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i
Eocene

I w h y ro-

gone

iriyidie

I

Tlieridom idle
IScKyroIlly Ids?

Paleocene
Cretnceous
.

a A hystrlcomorph, recorded by Anlrglilno frolu Ihe P w o f h e r l c l m beds

..
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The ordei Perissodactyla is represented today by three widely separated faniilies-the rhinoceroses, Ethiopian and Oriental ; the tapira,
Neotropical and Oriental, and the Iiorst~s,Asilttic and Ethiopian. The
last group is the iiiust progressive and niotlernized, but the whole order
must be regarded as having seen its best days a i d as passing towards extinction in competition with the better organized and more adaptable

FI5. lO.-Df8#ereal

asd df8tribirtion

Of

the PerfscrO&Ottll5

The Iaplra nre on the whole the most prlmltlvc nnd thelr present dlatrlbutlon wldelg
d~SC0~tlnUOus.The rhlnoceroses are less wldelg dlsperued and the horses the most central In thelr present dlstrlliutlon. All mere lnllnbltnnt8 of Trrtlary Holaretlca, but thelr
dlspersal centcm ngprnr to have been PalrPnrctle, ns Indleated.

Artiodactyla. The geological record affords abundant evidence of the
Holarctic origin of all the Perissodnctyla. The ancestry of each race can
be traced back in the Tertiary faunle of Europe and the United States,
in a series of approximately ancestral stages, sometimes closer in one region, sometimes in the other, to a group of closely allied primitive perissodactyls in the early Eocene of both couiitries. 111 South America, the
order ia unknown until the late Pliocenc at111 Pleistocene. In other re-
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gioiis we h o \ v too little of the early Tertiary faunae to say when the
perissodactyls first appeared, but they are absent from the Oligocene
fauna of Egypt, from the Pleistocene ant1 modern f a m e of Australia
~ ~ of t alll oceanic islands. This accords with the natural inference from
their size, proportions and habits that they would be strictly limited by
la11t1connection in their geographic distributiun.
Besides the survi\ ing groups, the curly perissodactyls gave rise to MYera1 extinct families, the lophiodonts, pal;t~otheres, titanotheres and chali-

FIQ. 17.-Dfutribution of Idquid@, ltdng (nolid black) and Plebtoeens (shaded)
Early Tertlary nncestors are found In h'earctlc and I'alaarctlc regions. The Amerlean
w l r s Is more dlrect lhnn that of Europr untll the late Tcrtlary. Thls nnd other conaldernllons lndlcnre the center of dispersal as In northeastern Aaln or northwestern
Sorfh Amerlca.
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sequence. They are ideiitical or closely allied in the European and North
American sequence. i n North America, the series is more complete, the
approximation to a direct genetic sequence is closer and the successive
stages appear earlier in time. This is reasonably interpreted by supposing that the center of dispersal was intermediate between Europe and the
western United States but nearer to the latter. That is to say, it was
either in boreal North America or in northeaster11 Asiu. The absence of

FIQ. lS.-Qeologlc

rariue nnd ph~logenetlcrelatloire of fosefl E g ~ i l r l c

The overlap In geologlc range of the genera, and the sudden appenmncr of ruch new
stage. Indicate that our record Is not derlved from the center of dlupcrsal oe the race :
although the Amerlean series Is aumelently dlrect to lndleate thnt It WQR not very remote.

primitive survivors of the race in the East Indies is natural ; ns the horses
were very early adapted to open plains. unfitted for mountain or forest
habitat, the great tmnswrse JEimalayan chain would form an almost impasaable barrier and the heavily forested regious of the East Indies woultl
have no attractions to tempt the aricestral horses to pass around ik caste r end.
~ ~
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T A H IV.-Dfett~bictim
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Tapida.--The tapirs are the most primitive living perissodactyle,
retaining the primitive number of digits in fore and hind feet and the
primitive short-crowned grinding teeth. They are to-day limited to the
East Indies and tropical America. In the Pleistocene, they inhabited
the Sonoran region and continental India and the marginal parts of the
Paloarctic region. Their Tertiary ancestry has been traced back in Europe and in North America to the Oligocene Protapirus, which is preceded bg ii less tliiwt ancestral series in the Eocene of North America;

Flo. 19.-Diatr~Butioia of t h e Tapirs lii4ng (aolld black) and Plelatocene (ahaded)
Ancestral types a l p found In the Tertlary formatlons of I3urope and North Amerlca.
The relntlons o! the l i v o serles and the I’lelstocene and modern dlstrlbutlon lndlcate a
dispersal center In eastern Asia.

Itlit

tapirs Iiakt: ilvt IKWI identlhed ill the Eocene of Europe
data are irisufficieiit to determine the center of dispersal except as
probably i i i the I’alzarctic region. Tapirs are urikriown in South America until thc l’ampean (Pleistocene) ; they do not appear to have reached
Africa at all. T l i c arid climate of the Afro-Asiatic connectioii arid the
heavily forested path of migration to the East Indies would seem to be
the features that tleterniinetl the dispersal of the horses into Africa, the
tapirs in to Mala! sia.
‘l’lie

itiKestrtil
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Pleistocene
Pliocene
Miocene

TABLEVI.-Distrlbution 01 the Tapir(&
Neotropiml
Nearctic

I

Tapirua a. a.
Tapirella

Recent

1

I

Tapirtur (9. I.)

None
None

Oligocene

None

Eocene

None

None

1

I

2O.-Dinlrlbutioir

Tapirua

None

( Rhhinwhm)

Iapiriw (Y. 1. j
-

-

-.

__ . _-

Tupirw (a. I. )

-~

__-

"ziapiraviur"

.. ....

.

..

Tapirua (Y. I . )
Puralapirua

Protapirus
ffotapirua
-beclolophus
Helnlete9
Syaternodon
..

I''Ii;.
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.

nf the Rhinoceroses, Ildno (solid black)

9
. . .-

.

-

I

..

.

. .

oiid

Plelntocene (shaded)

k'rlmltlve rhlnoceroses are found In the Palaarctlc and Senrctle l'ertlarlcs nod late
L'ertlary of lhdla and Afrlcn. ('omparlaon of the I'alirarctlc nnd Senrctle ierles Indlcates fbat the center of dlspernal was In west-central or southwestern Asla.
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R1iinoceu.d idu..-‘l’he rhinoceroses are intermediate between horses and
tapirs in adaptation. The Tertiary history of the group is much the
same, approximate series being found in Europe and North America as
far back as the Oligocene or Eocene, but the phyla are less direct and
complete, and there is a greater diversity of type among them. The
Paliparctic series appear to be more direct, and this, in connection with
the fact that the race never reached South America, may be taken to indicate that the center of dispersal was Palsarctic rather than Nearctic, less
northerly than that of the horses, less easterly than that of the tapirs.
At all events, the relations of the later Tertiary rhinoceroses indicate that
Korth America was much more remote from the center of dispersal than
Europe, whilc southwestern Asia was very close to it.
’rAfl1.K
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The great and d i w w o n k r of artiothctJla call fairly he regarded a8
18 a whole. Its distribution can most readily be considered group by group.
l'iys and Peccaries.--These two groups are characteristic of the Old
and Sew Korld respectively. The pigs are now chiefly Ethiopian and
Oriental, the peccaries Neotropical in distribution. The peccaries first
reached South .-\rncrica in the Pleistocene and ranged throughout the
of Holarctic origin

f , ' i i i t ( v l States from tlic 011g0~
VIK
L, , t . i lnfc UJ Itit: ~ ' J C I ~ L ~ C ~ ~ I L ' Pigs
were conirnon in the Oligoccno iillrI ]ale1 Tertiary in Europe ant1 were

present in India in the Miocene, probably earlier. The Tertiary ancestry
of the pigs in Europe can be traced back to a common ancestral group
111 the Kocencl, and the same is true of the peccaries in the western United

States.

_Neotropicnl

Searctic

I

1

Recent

Orientnl

Palmearctic Ethiopian
- -- __ ._._
-1 .

I_,!hcotyk!d

I

I

sus

I
II

'

Sw,Hippoliyw

I Somilhm'utn
,

Potutnochmmr

Ruminants.-Under this term, we may conveniently inclutle all the
sdenodont artiodactyls,-the camels and tragulinep, deer, antelopes, sheep
and cattle, besides various extinct groups.
They are admittedly of Northern origin. I n South ;\nwricii, the? (Iu
not appear until the end of the Tertiary (Jfirrdruqu/u.+, Jloutc Tlcrmoso) ; their representatives in the Oligocerie of North .\frica are J I I U I ~
more primitive thaii the contemporary artiodactyls of Europe ; the highest and most progressive types are found to-day in Asia, and the most
antique and primitive survivals in the East Indies, \\'est Africa fiIId tropical America. The several groups indicate in their present distribution,
and in what is known of their past history, that their centers of dispersal
Schlosser bas shown that Oeniohv,la Is n Il)rucold, I I O I o n .\riludnct>l
"Gal fallnu, regnrded by Pllgrlm ns upper Aqiilfanlun

were in different parts of the iiortlieni world, as we have see11 among the
Perissodactyl groups.
The camels appear to have beeu of American origin. .In aiicestral
series is found in the Tertiary of the western United States, going as far
back as the Upper Eocene.'' I n the Old World, they first appear in the
Pliocene; in South ..\merica, in the l'lcistocene (Panipean) ; and the
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In the later Oligocene of Europe and the Miocene of the United States
appear more definitely deer-like types (Dremotherium, Blastotneryz),
and in the succeeding formations we find progressively higher types of
deer in Europe and North America, but always appearing earlier in thc
Old World. The deer--excepting the isolated primitive survival represented by the "water-chevrotain," closely related to Dorratherium, 11
lliocene gems in Europe-have not reached the Ethiopian region, t)ut
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which served as B barrier to these forest-living ruminants, although not
to the plains-living antelopes.
TABLEX.-DtetiJbution
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Eocrne
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1
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Oligocene
.

No record) ivlosehus
1)orentlierium

Xone

__ --

I

I--

’rimitlve Artiodnctgln

i

Sollr

.___-

None

I

KO record

A . Muakozen ( O d b o v i n d

C . Other A iiit~iripen(:Inlelopins etc.)

B . Eheep and goats (Odnd

D. Cut118 (Borinm)

b’ic. 2.4. - I ~ i . ~ l r r b ~of~ ~[Ire
o n Rocfda‘. erlatfnng (aoltd black9 u ~ t dextinct (sharled)

,

The sheep and goats a r e regarded a s the hlgheat group; the iniirikoien represeut
*Iwclallzfd Arctlc ndnptatlon r r f . Esklmo among manklnd). The cattle a r e n somewhat
xoutherly type ; thelr formerly wlde northern dlatrlbutfon has k e n greatly restricted.
und for the theory thot they ore of Oriental orlgin there does not appenr to be any r e d
wldence. The remalnlng Bovld nubfnmllles. usually grouped under the term “antelopes.”
itre to u varylnl: extent prlmltlve and aberrant. The Aolarctlc groups nre nearer to the
*hrep and gonta iind the more prlmltlve groups arc llmltrd to the Rthloplnn regloo and
the East Iodle*.
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1
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I
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I
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I Cattle
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.,intilocalm , ~iitelopes

I

Sow

I
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1

Cattle ! !
Autelopes : :
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Wenrctic

Recent

None

None

(ffrafla
Ocapia

Sone (unlesu
In Chlnu)

(

I

i

-~

Pleistocene

None

.__

l’llocene

1 None

Slvat henunk

E:f:iyhe-

so record)

Oil-uflaetc.

-

Mlocene

-

-

--

&elladolhenum
Yarnothmuni
etc.

1 None

___
Ollgocene

-

.--

SUndUocerus
nnd Protoceraa

- - --

I

.I--.

I

-

__._

i

( N o record)

-

incestrnl
1
Prlmlttve j None
Rumloants ,

__-

? Uirafla

Progiraffa
rtc.
-

i

:I

I’rogirafla
( 1 ancestral to
the Clrnffidre)

I Remote and archalc collateral relntlvee. Inmlly l’rotocerrtlda’. I t Is bg no nlenns
certaln that Dvomomeryr and other undescrlbed grneru from the North Amerlcan
Miocene provlslonally referred to the Cervldre and IlrHchYodont Bovidm are not related
to the ClrafBdat: but on present evldenre the dlsperanl center of the farnlly nlwenrs to
be Indla. and thelr range eonflned to PaIwoga%.
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Besides these surviving groups of ruminmts, there are several groups
which have not survived. The anthracotheres are one of the earliest of
these specialized races; I have elsewherea6 detailed the data upon which
may be predicated a North Asiatic center of dispersal for this group.
The living hippopotami show a modicum of resemblances to this type,
which may mean that they are derived from some early members of it.
Their present habitat is Ethiopian; but in the Pliocene and Pleistocene
their range was far to the northward-even as far as England on one

FIQ.28.-Dietrtbuttoa

of the -4 ntkracotherea and IiipIiopotamf

The Anthracotheres were a large a n d wldely d l s p r s e d group In the Ollgoeene and
Mlocene. especlally In the Old World, b u t found also In the Ollgocene of North Arnerlca.
The IIlppopotaml appear to be speclallzed snrvlvors from t h e snme stock ; they a r e conklned to the Old World and thelr range h a s been greatly restrlcted slnce I’llwene and
Plelstwene.

harid aiid iiurtbein h d i a uII lie other. \Phile the present distributiw
of the large h i p p o p u t w u y IS (Itbntral Africa, smaller and more primitive
precursors have been strarided on the one side in West Africa, on the
other (now extinct) in Madagascar arid also found refuge in the Mediter-

rarieaii islands until the Pleistocene.

(The aquatic habita of the hippo-
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potamus have enabled it to reach these island retreats more easily than
terrestrial competitors. )
TABLE
XIV.-Dk8trfbutim

of Anthracotheres and Eippotami
- - ___ .-

Palacarctic Ethiopian

Nearctic

Recent

1

None

I Yalagaey

Oriental

-~

I

I

1

Hlppopota.
mu8
None
ChWOp8k8

None

I

Pleistocene

I

- I__-._

I

I

1

Yerycopotamu8

Ylocene

theres

Anthracotherium
Remimerpw
.%vamerUw

etc.

-I .__

4nthracotherium
Incodua

Oligocene

Eocene
.

1

i

Hippopotamus

1 Hippopota-~
mu8
(No record) llexaprotodon

None

Pliocene

-

Hkppopotamue

(dwarf
specles)

. -.

. .-.

None

i

,

I

(No record)

I

.

Anthracotherium
Ancodue
“Brachp
dU8 ”

AnCOdU8

Merucope
H~oboop8
“Brachuodus”
Ant hracotherium

(No record)

_-

None

__

rlncoduv

-

.

,

(No record)
. -

, l

l h e remaining groups of ruiiilnliiita lire uut of eapecial iiiterest in this
discwion. The entelodonts are Holarctic ; the oreodonk Nearctic;
anoplotheres and mnotheres Palaearctic ; there is 110 evidence that they
originated elsewhere or that they reached any other zoological region.
EnteZodon (sensu lalo) appears siniultaneously ill Europe and the United
H. mfncctue le (Ode Hare) congener^^ wlu, ibe l . l l w r h t , v v ~ l c n ‘Ibt: riilex of yrlO d t Y call for the nppllcatlon of Hyopotamu.8 Koup to thls groou. Instrad uf Churopeis.
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States in the beginning of the Oligocene, without direct ancestry in either
continent, and is regarded by Peterson" as probably from an Asiatic
source.

PLElSTOCEA

PLlOCENt

MIOCENE

OLICOCENI

COCENE

PAL.€OCENz

Fla. ?l.--Phglogeny

and dbtrlbatlon of the .Irtlodactula

Most of the famllles appear to bnve orlglnateil In lhe Nearctlc or PalrParctlc redon
and spread thence outwardly to the more perlpliernl reglons. The higher types are of
more recent orlgln and are srlll domlnont In the Holorctlcn.

I'ROBOSCI DEA

The later Tertiary and Quaternary history of the mastodons and elephants agrees with the various groups that me have been considering in
indicating Asia as the center of distribution of the race. Elephants are
now limited to the Etliiopian and Oriental regions, but in the Pleistocene their range was over the whole of Europe, Asia and North America,
as well as Africa. The northern species, altliough of smaller size, are
more progressive thaii the southern specie8 in the specialization of the
teeth, proportionate length of tusks, shortening of skull with concomitant
elongation of trunk. The more primitive mastodons first appear in India
in the Oligocene, in Europe in the lower Miocene, in North America in
the middle Miocene. The intermediate stages leading to the mammoths
and elephants are best shown in the Pliocene and Pleistocene of India; a
less exact series may be found in Sorth America. The mastodons reached
South America in the Pleistocene ; the mammoths and elephants never
reached that contiiient. The earlier stages in the phylogeny of the Pro-
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boscidea have not, however, been found either in Europe or North America but have been recognized in the Oligocene of Egypt. From this fact,
it has been generally concluded that the Proboscidea first evolved in the
Ethiopian region. But it should be remembered that northern Egypt is
not strictly within the Ethiopian region but belongs with all of northern
Africa to the Mediterranean subregion of Holarctica. Owing to its proximity to the Ethiopian region, it contains Ethiopian elements in its modern fauna and may have contained more in the past. But it is not clear
that the Oligocene Proboscidea must be numbered among these. There
is no evidence that their center of dispersal was not Asiatic in early as in
later Tertiary;” but it must have been too far to the south to admit of
their reaching Europe or ?Forth America, until after their spread into
iiortheast Africa. We must therefore conclude, apparently, that the dispersal center was transferred to the north and east during the courfie of
the Tertiary-a quite exceptional feature, beside wliich the question of
its original location, whether in southeru Asia or i n Africa, appears much
less important.
T A ~ LXV.-Distrfbutimi
E

of the Proboscideu

__

._
~I

Neotropical

- I, None

Recent--

Plelstocene
- .-

Ddbelodon

Orienbil

Nearctic

None

None

Losodon

Elephas
Maetodon

Elephas

M a st odon

Elephas
I Trilopho

-~

._
-

Pliocene

None

Dibelodon

Elephas
Yastodon
Tetralophodon

___

don
_.

_.

No record) Stegodon
-.

Trflopho-

Mlocene

I __

..___

Ullgocvne

Trilophodon

None

!

I None

..

- .. ..

don
Dmothedun1
- ___

l-

I

None

Noua

None

Dinotherirn

-

_

-

Tetralophodon
TdEophodon
I h o 1 herium
_.

Palizonias- Bemimaetodon
todon
Dinotherium
M &the? hfwtthdum
rium

I

EoLvne

Blephae

hvllo

.Wlmri 1 he-

Ttum

(No record)
. .

aCertalnly the Proboscfdea of the Ollgocene GaJ fauna of Indla are far more admCed than the Bgyptlan FayOm genera, If I’llgrlm’s correltltlon of the GaJ beds la correct. Thle, by our methods of Interpretatlon. would lndlcate that Indla waa much
nearer than Egypt to the dlsperaal center.
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SIBENIA

The most primitive sirenians are found in the late Eocene of Egypt.
Be these were apparently contemporary with more progressive types in
the Middle and Upper Eocene and Oligocene of Europe, they indicate, if
anything, that the Mediterranean shores held a less progressive fauna
than the North Atlantic. The Oligocene and Miocene types are approximately ancestral to both the modern groups, manatees and dugongs. Apparently the manatees became characteristic of the North Atlantic, the
dugongs of the Indian Ocean shores. The progressive cold of the later
Tertiary and Pleistocene has driven the manatees out of the Arctic and
northerly Atlantic shores and their northern limit is now Florida on the
western, and the African coast on the eastern side. They have not been
found fossil north of 40" N. lat. on the American coast,'O for the excellent reason that there are practically no Tertiary littoral deposits north
of that latitude.
The occurrence of Manatus in West Africa and in the West Indian and
South American coasts is among the arguments used in support of a
transatlantic bridge; but there is no evidence at all that the ancestors of
Manatzls did not inhabit the whole of the North Atlantic and Arctic
basin during the Tertinry. It is certain that they did inhabit parts of
the intervening European and American littoral, and the negative evidence elsewhere is obviously worthless, because there are no formations
known in which they might be found.
CONDYLARTHRA AND SPECIALIZED SUCCESSORS

We may here consider the distribution of a number of extinct groups
of Tertiary ungulates or semi-ungulates, whose rise and culmination took
place at an earlier epoch and under different conditions from those which
we have discussed. The Condylarthra are an extremely primitive group
of hoofed mammals, fulfilling nearly the theoretical requirements for the
common ancestral type of all placental ungulates. The earliest known
artiodactyls and perissodactyls are, however, too much specialized to be
immediately derived from the known Condylarthra. Condylarths first
appear in the Paleocene of North America and Europe and in South
America in the Notosiylops fauna, here regarded as Eocene. In North
America, they develop through the Taligrada into the Amblypoda, culmiFor dlstrlbutlon of manateea durlng Tertlary ufde Hay, Blbl. Foss. Vert. N. A., U. 8.
Bull. 179, P. 683.1. 1902: of Old World Slrenlans, Abel. 1904. Abh. Oeol. Relchsanst. xlx Bd., 8. 214; 1906, heoes Jahrb. Bd. 11, 8. 60-60: 1912, Palleontographlea,
Ilx Bd., 8. 292.

a. 9.
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nating in the highly specialized Dinocerata. In South America, they
apparently develop during the Tertiary in absence of Artiodactyla and
Perissodactyla into a great variety of hoofed mammals, the Toxodontisr
and Typotherig Litopterna, Astrapotheria, Pyrotheria. The Arsinoitheria of the Oligocene of Africa, perhaps also the Hyracoidea and Proboscidea, may also be regarded as evolved from primitive Condylarthra, in
absence of the higher ungulates of the Asiatic center of dispersal. We
have therefore direct or inferential evidence that at the beginning of the
Eocene the Condylarthra inhabited the Pallearctic, Nearctic, Neotropical
and Ethiopian regions. There is no reason to suppose that they were

FIQ.BS.--Relatfonehip of the Condylarthra to the Notoungulate and Eubungulate oroups
ot hoofed mnnrinals

In lndlcntlng the dlstrlbutfon, Egypt, Syrla etc. have been Included wlth Ethlopla, BB
the essentlal Cacta In thls m e could thus beat be represented. "Bunotherla" are the
common ancestral stock (hypothetleal) of the Creodonts-Carnlvora-Condylarthra-Amblypoda group.

absent from the Oriental reglon, but t h y evideiitly did not reach Australia or Madagascar.
The worldwide dispersal of t h L ~ ~ J y l at
~ ~the
t L~pciiiiig
~
of the Tertiary (partly hypothetical arid exduuive of Auutialasia and Madagascar)
may be regarded as due to the epoch of elevation and disturbance which
closed the Cretaceous. The subsequent development of peculiar and
highly specialized ungulates during the Eocene in the several great COUtinents is attributable partly to the isolation of these continents during
that period due to submergence of the low lying connecting regions,
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partly to the prevalence of more uniform climatic conditions dl over
the world and the consequent lack of environmental PRSSUre tending to
force a change in habitat. Towards the end of the Eocene began a
period of progressively intensified elevation and disturbance, with refrigeration of climate beginning at the poles; this culminated in the
Glacial epoch. The northern fauna successively invaded the tropical
and southern continents and swept before it nearly all their autochthonic
faunae.
In Africa, we see this invasion in progress in the Oligocene; the
anthracotheres, forerunners of the great ruminant invasion have already
appeared; to these may yet have to be added Paloomustodon as a forerunner of proboscidean invaders (although on the present record the
Proboscidea may appear an autochthonic group) ; while the hpacoids,
with Mudherlum, Arsinoilherium, BaryJtherCum and some less known
types are apparently autochthonic since Paleocene. Unfortunately, our
view stops here; we know little of the progress of this invasion until the
late Pliocene, when these invaders had themselves disappeared before a
succession of later invasions or become modified into new types.
I n South America, the isolation lasted much longer, and owing to the
great southward extension of the continent, a highly progressive independent center of dispersal was set up in Argentina. Whatever criticisms may be made of the phyletic theories of Dr. Ameghino, so far as
they affect the evolution of the mammalian races of the northern world,
I think that there can be no question that he has brought out a remarkably complete series of phyla in the autochthonic races of South America.
The closenese of these series, and the Iarge amount of progressive evolution which they involve, on lines analogous to those of the northern
mammals, are fair indices that the controlling forces were similar and
that the southern end of the continent was the chief center of dispersal.
The various types of structure which were developed in northern mammals during the Tertiary, in adaptation to the progressive change of
environment, are almost all paralleled, occasionally exceeded in degree
by these southern races; but they are very generally seen in different
combinations, as Professor Gaudry has so clearly shown.r1
Had the Condylarthra reached Australia, we should expect to find
there a group of placental ungulate orders peculiar to the region, like
those of Tertiary flouth America, persisting to the present day. But we
find, instead, that the marsupials evolved into the herbivorous fauna
In Madagascar the lemurs may be regarded a8 filling the place which

--TI
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primitive ungulates would have takeii, if they had reached the islend;
but the case is not so clear.
BDENTATA

?’tie edentate orders afford among the uuguiculates a broad parallel in
their distribution a i d history to the Condylarthrct and their successor8
aniong the ungulates. Their extiiictioll has been somewhat less complete;
a few highly specialized survivors remain in the Neotropicol, Ethiopian
and Oriental regions.

Flo. 19.-Dbfrlbutlon

of the Edentate orders

The New World edentatev or Xenarthra may have orlglnated In Cretaeeoua North
Amerlca, but thelr Tertlnry dlspersal centers were South Amerlcan. apparently In or
nenr to Patagonla. The dispersal centers of the I’holldota and Tuhulldentata would
appear to have been I’alrPnrctlc. but very llttle Is kuown o l thelr fossll record.
I ,

1 he supcr-order Edentata is 811 81-tificial twserriblagu Jiduding the
three surviving orders Xenarthl-a, k’holidota and Tubulidenta and the
extinct order Taeniodonta (= Ganodoiita). The Taeniodonta of the Eocene of North America may perhaps he regarded in a broad way as representing the primary type of the Xenarthra, but even this is doubtful.
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Thej are far more primitive and nearer to the generalized entberian
type; but the! show certain unique Yenarthrao peculiarities in foot
construction and in the pelris, and the dentition in the two known phyla
proem+ielv e w l t h tm lines leading towards, although not into, the

PHYLOGENY

.
610.

-

--

1

30.-D(dMbutInn

O f THE

EDENTATES

- _ --

I

-_I

L-----I

I

UnrCnowrc

...

and phuiogenu or Xenarthra and Tsnfodmta

Ibe aberrant North Amerfean groups appear to be rellcta lndlcatlng a northern orlglo 01
the Senarthra. but the evldenee Is not cooclnslve.
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specialized edentate types. The Tleniodoiita range from Paleocene to
Upper Eocene in North America and are doubtfully recorded in the
early Eocene of Europe. They may be hypothetically regarded as a
Cretaceous-Eocene ancestral group in the northern world, from whose
early members budded off the ancestral Xenarthra in the Nearctic, possibly also the Pholidota and Tubulidentata in the Pahearctic, the whole
group being driven southward at the beginning of the Tertiary, except
for a few lingering remnants, rare and little known. Of these lingerers,
we may instance in the (Rridger) mid-Eocene of Wyoming Metacheiromys, whose affinities are distinctly armadilloid ancl an unnamed but
more primitive genus in the Lower Eocene of Wyoming approximately
anctstral to it ; “Lutra” frunconicu of the Oligocene of Germany, shown
by Schlosser to be related to the Aardvark, Pulconzanis and Orycteropus
of the Miocene of Samos, and more doubtfully Yalmorycteropus and
N e c r o d m y p (in part) of the Oligocene of France.
Whether the rare ground-sloth remains from the ( ? ) Middle Miocene’?
and Lower Pliocene of the western United States are to be regarded 89
surviving Northern edentates or as immigrants from the south is not
certain, but the latter explanation is more probable.
The Old World edentate groups, although still surviving in Ethiopia
(Jhnzk, Orycteropus) and the East Indies (Manis), are not k n o m to
have undergone any considerable expansion during the isolation-period
of the early Tertiary.7s The Xenarthra, on the other hand, are first
represented in the early Tertiary of South America by armadilloid forms
and they blossomed out in the isolated continental conditions that prevailed during the Tertiary in that continent i.nto a wide range and
diver8ity of type, just as the Condylarthra appear to have done under
the same conditions there and the marsupials in Australia. Of the five
principal groups-tree-sloths, ground-sloths, anteaters, armadillos and
glyptodonts-only the second, fourth and fifth are known as fossils, and
only the first, third and fourth have survived. The foefiil groups reached
their maximum of Rize and specialization in the Pleistocene, and reinvaded North America in the Pliocene and Pleistocene (possibly earlier,
”There Is some qneatlon ns to the true horlzoo of the ground-sloth claw found by
SlnCklr In the Mnscail formatlon (hflddle Mlocene) of Oregon. The apeclmen DRY have
Wasbed down from the orerlylnji Rnttlesonke Reds, Lotier Plloccne [oral communlcatlon
from J. C. Merrlnrn].
” n u t thls mny be due only to the Imperfectlou of the gwloglc record. We know
nothlng of the early Tertlary faun* of the Ethloplan and Orlental replons. save for the
Ollgocene of Egypt. The Rocme frtunrp oe South Afrlcn, Indln nnd the Baat Indles may
have InClUded a Conslderable expansion of pholldnte or tubulldentnte mammale. corn+
apondfng to the xenarthral expansion of the New World, but earller ertlngulehed be~aUSe
Of the earller lnvaslon of those replong from the north
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vide supra), but only the armadillos have maintained any foothold in
the northern world until modern times and these only in the southwest
corner of the Sonoran region. The anteaters and tree-sloths might be
expected to have originated in Pategonia and to have been driven northward to tropical South America in accord with the theory of climate and
evolution here advocated. The geological record, however, has failed to
show any certain evidence of this, and, a8 the Patagonian record is a cornparatively full one, this fact should be counted as evidence that climatic
change is not the only causal factor of evolution. We must 8uppose, if
the record be adequate, that these groups originated and evolved in tropical South America. The armadillos are an extremely persistent group,
and the record gives no really convincing evidence of a Patagonian dispersal center, although it might be so interpreted.
Glyptodonts and ground-sloths appear in the Pliocene and Pleistocene
of Worth America. The I’leistocene genera except MegaZoiiyx are closely
allied to the genera of the I’unipean formation, in part identical therewith ( Bracii yost racon, ? Glyptodon, Cli la m y dot ii eriu i n , 111eqat Ii eriu m,
Jlegaloryr, N o t ~ ~ r o l l i e i i ~ uMylodon).
m,
These, or allied genera equivalent in specialization, inhabited South America from Ecuador to Patagonia in the late Pliocene and I’leistocene. The only genera found in the
Pliocene of Xorth America are Megalonyx and Glyptotherium, decidedly
more primitive and arc best interpreted as earlier forerunners of the main
invasion which appeared a t the beginning of the Pleistocene. Mylodon
has been recorded from the Blanco t d s of Texas, but this is an error.
MIRSL‘I’I.\LI.I

Marsupials are at present almost limited to the .411stralian and Austromnlayan region, where, in the absence of placental mammals, they have
diversified into a wide rariety of size, habits and adaptation, paralleling
the adaptive radiation of the higher mammals in the northern continents.
A single unspecialized group, the opossums, representing quite nearly the
primitive type from which all marsupials are derivable, survives in the
Neotropical region, one or two of its species ranging northward into the
Sonoran suhrcgion of IIolarctica. Another primitive survivor in the Neotropical region is the rare little Clenolestes, formerly regarded m a primi
tive member of the diprotodont marsupials, but now considered to be of
polyprotodont affinities, its diprotodont resemblances being due to pard
lelism.
What we koow of the paleontology of the order 18 in complete accord
wlth the theory of their being primarily of northern origin, their dispeml
preceding that of the early placentals.
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The fragmentary and little known mammals from the Meeozoic formations of Europe and North America were in large part marsupials, so
far as we cm judge from what is known of them.
The most distinctive group among them were Jiultituberculata or
Allotheria. Gidley'' has recently ( 1909) brought forward strong evidence for the view that these animuls were an archaic, early specialized
branch of the marsupials paralleling the later diprotodont~.'~They
occur (doubtfully) in the Rhietic of Germany, certainly in the Upper

d"AL,9
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Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous of England ( P l a g i a ~ l and
~ ~ ~Wy~)
oming (Ctenacodon). They again appear in the uppermost Cretaceous
and Paleocene of North America (Lance formation of Wyoming, Fort
Union of Montana, Puerco and Torrejon of New Mexico) and Europe
(Cernaysian) in the genera Ptilodus, Neoplagiaulax, Polymastodon and
Meniscoessus. They are questionably recorded in the Eocene A"otosty1ops
beds of Patagonia, in the genera Propolymastodon, Polydolops etc. (which
more probably belong to the same group as Coxolesstes). They are not
known elsewhere except for part of a jaw from the middle Cretaceous
(Belly River) of Canada and a jaw (Karroomys) from the Jurassic
(Karroo beds) of South Africa. The front half of a skull long ago found
in the Rarroo beds and described as Tritylodon is probably to be referred
to thie group, although its mammalian nature has been questioned."
In addition to the Multituberculata, there are in the Jurassic and basal
Cretaceous of England and Wyoming a number of mammals with simpler
and more numerous teeth whose affinities are very uncertain. Whether
they are ancestral to mamupials, to placentals, to both or to neither is,
in the writer's opinion, an unsettled question. Its definite solution must
probably await the discovery of more complete material.
In the uppermost Cretaceous (Lance formation) of Wyoming are found
in addition to teeth and jaw fragments of Multituberculata, a variety of
tritubercular teeth, some associated with fragments of the jaw. These
appear to be more definitely referable to the polyprotodont marsupials;
some of them may be quite near to the opossum. I have seen no evidence among them of placental mammals, although most of them are too
fragmentary to exclude the possibility of the presence of Eutheria.
The Paleocene fauna of New Mexico, Montana and France contains
numerous placentals and a few Multituberculata, but no polyprotodont or
true diprodont marsupials have yet been positively recognized in it. It is
evidently not derived (except for certain of the Multituberculata) from
the fauna of the Lance formation. Yet it is almost, perhaps quite, contemporaneous with it and must be supposed to represent a distinct facies
of the fauna, differing in habitat from that of the Lance formation (the
Fort Union is partly intermctliatc) . Polyprotodont marsupials certainly
persisted in North America and Europe, for we find the remains of
species llearly related to the existing opossums in the Lower and Middle
" ~ o l o d w 1I s n wnonym of ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ afide
r r cldiey
~ a r .
nnroorn hns recentis mnde n'careful rrntudy of the nfflnltles of Tril#lodOn, and conelodes that I t IS n mnmnlnl. but not closelv related to the mnrsuplalg, and represents an

archnlc speclxllzntlon with many prlrnltlvc chnrnctrrs Inherited .froin the cynodont
n. Bnoolf : Trans. 8. A!. Phll. SUC.. roI. X V I , pp. 73-77. 1906. pro&~ 0 6 1 .
8oc. Idndon* Inlo* PP. 760-768. Inlo. R a l l . Am. )Ins. Sat. Hist., TO]. ~ x x l l l ,pp. 116
134.
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Eocene of Wyoming, in the Oligocene of Colorado and in the Upper
Eocene to lower Miocene of France and Germany. They are not known
from any later formation in any of the northern continents.
In the Southern continents, they assumed a much more important
position. In South America, in the absence of placental carnivora, the
polyprotodont marsupials developed into a number of large and small
predaceous mammals (Borhyatnidat) , so closely paralleling some of the
predaceous marsupials of Australia that they have been referred to the
same family (Thylacinids). Pseudo-diprotodont marsupials were also
fairly common, taking the place in the fauna held by Insectivora in the
North, this group of placentals (except for a fiingle type) not having
reached South America. The marsupials of South America did not develop into groups taking the place of northern ungulates, rodents or
primates, since primitive placentals of these groups (Condylarthra,
? Hystricomorpha, ? Lemuroidea) had penetrated into South America
before it was separated from the Northern world, and there developed
along lines sub-parallel to the development of the higher placental groups
in the North, but distinct and less progressive.
In Australia, the marsupials assumed a still more important position,
as the only mammals of that continent. The placental mammals of the
northern Tertiary did not reach Australia, except for a few strays-bats
and mice and the dingo-mhich were too few in numbers and of too recent introduction to affect seriously the course of mammalian evolution
on that continent. In the absence of placentals, the marsupials developed
into a wide variety in size, form and habits of life, partially paralleling
the higher mammals.
The near resemblance between the modern Australian Thylacinus and
the Borhysnidz of Tertiary South America has been used as an argument for an Antarctic connection between the two. Such a hypothesis
will not bear close examination. The resemblance is not closer than
between parallel adaptations in distinct families of true Carnivora, whose
genealogy has been more or less completely traced back through independent lines of descent from unspecializcd common ancestors. I t is
not closer, for instance, than that between the Oligocene Feljdat and
the modern Cryptopocta of Madagascar, wdiose common descent from
an unspecialized placental carnivore (Viverrid or Xiacid), analogous to
the marsupial didelphyids, is generally admitted. The common characters distinguishing thylacinids and borhysnids from the didelphyids'
are, without exception, such a3 mould naturally be assumed independently
in adaptation to predaceous terrestrial life and have been so assumed in
numerous independent parallel adaptations of the m n e sort among
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placental Carnivora. On the other hand, Thylacinus has retained certsin adelphyid characters which are already lost by the most primitive
of the BorhyEnids (palatal vacuities, posterior position of the orbits,'8
an external lachrymal duct, double perforation of the basisphenoid) ,
while in other features (brain development, cursorial specialization, etc.)
it is more progressive. The Borhyenide are more progressive in the
reduction of the last molar, in the differentiation of enamel from dentine,
less so in the cursorial adaptation of the limbs and feet.
Descent from a common ancestral type.is undoubtedly shown, but some
at least of the above differences point back to Didelphyidae as this common
type. The characters ~vluchSinclair uies to separate the thylacines are
the reduced number of incisors, the carnassial specialization of the molars
and especially the loss of the metaconid. Every one of these features,
besides numerous other common characters which he doe8 not specify,
may be paralleled in two or more distinct lines of Carnivora whose conimon ancestors are not more predamously specialized than Didelplrys.
The loss of the metaconid occurs in Cyon, Zschpcyon, S h c y o n and
Enhydrocyon among the Canidae, in all the post-Oligocene Felidae, in
Gulo, Hegalictis, Alustelu, etc., among the Nustelidae, in the later Hyaenidac, in Hycenodon and Pterodon among the Hycnodontidae, in Pulriofelis among the Oxymid;e, in all the later hlesonychidae. Each one of
these genera is independently descended from genera in wliich tlic
mctaconid is well developed. I n every case, it is simply a stage in
predaceous adaptation of the molars, nor can it be assigned any other
significance in the marsupial carnivores. There is, in short, no evidence
for assuming a closer affinity between thylacines and borhyaenids than
common descent from didelphyid ancestors, and there is strong evidence
against such an assumption. But if this be true, these animals afford
no evidence for Antarctic connections between the southern continents;
for me have seen that Didelphyid marsupials were certainly present in
the Nesozoic and early Tertiary of Holarctica and of South America,
and NC have no reason to believe that they would have had greater difficulty in reaching Australia in the Mesozoic or early Tertiary than the
murine rodents found at a later date.
The supposed prescnce of Diprotodont marsupials in the South American Tertiary and in modern Australia has also been used in support of
Antarctic connections between the two continents. The recent morphologic studies of Dederer'O and Broom80 have shown that Ccenolesles
Interpreted by RInclnlr us a progeaslve character In 'l'hylor~nss,but certalnly the
reverse lo unalogoun plncental adaptatlona.
O' PAULINE
H. DEDEIIER
: Amer. Nat.. vol. xllll, p. 614. lnoo.
R. Baooii: Proc. Llon. SOC. S. 9. W..001. xrxvl. p. 216. Inil.
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is not a true diprotodont, but in fact belongs to the polyprotodont division of the Marsupialia, and with this genus must be associated all of the
Epanorthids and probably all of the so-called Paucituberculata of the
South American Tertiaries. If then the Diprotodonta, so dominant and
80 widely varied in Australia, were wholly absent from South America,
while parallel adaptations were developed there from the Polyprotodonts,
the distribution of these marsupials affords a valid argument against
instead of for any Antarctic connection during the Tertiary.
I n view of the great amount of adaptive divergence seen in the various
Pleistocene and modern genera of Australian Diprotodonta, the origin
of the suborder in Australasia or its earliest iiivasion of that zoological
region, must be dated fnr back in the Tertiary. On our present evidence
it may well be regarded as wholly autochthonic, derived from early Tertiary or possibly from late Mesozoic polyprotodonts. Nevertheless, in
view of the defectiveness of the Mesozoic record, where we should chiefly
expect to find this group, if anywhere in the Xorth, and the presumable
rarity of Tertiary ~urvivom,there is nothing unlikely in the view that
they originated primarily in the North like their polyprotodont and
allotherian relatives and were driven southward with the former group
and somewhat more thoroughly extinguished in the north, while in Australia they blossomed out into a great adaptive expansion paralleling the
absent ungulate mammals.
It is probable that the opossums survived in North America throughout
the Tertiary, although there is no clear record of them in our Miocene
and Pliocene."' But we know only a small part of our Pliocene fauna
as yet, and the Miocene, although better known, represents chiefly the
animals of the open plains, the forest fauna being very incompletely represented. On the other hand, it seems probable that the apparent disappearance of marsupials from Western Europe after the Lower Miocene
was real, and it is probable that they had disppeared even earlier from
Asia. They have not been found in the later Tertiaries of Tndia or
China, so that they must have been rare i f not absent at that time. The
Eocene Tertiary of Asia, where they might be expectcd to be common,
is altogether unknown."*
n A very badly preserved Rkull from the Colorndo Mloceoe and a Jow fragment from
the Bonth Dakota Mlocene In the Amerlcan Jluseum collectlone are perhape marsuplals ;
but I have never been able to eee in elther speclmm sntlsiactory proof that tbey were
80. nod have consequently never recorded them.
"The enrllest Aslatlc Tertlarp fauna le that of the Rugti h d s of India lower Burdkallan or uppcr Aqultnnlan nccordlng to Pllgrlm. Rec. Owl. Sur. Indln. vol. xl111, pt. 4,
PP. 284-320. I t 18 therefore elther late Ollgocene or early Mlocene.
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ANNALK NBW Y O R K A O A D E Y Y OF KOIlNOE8
MONOTREMATA

The monotremes are the lowest group of mammals, far removed structurally from any others. Their connection with the main stock must
date back to the end of the Paleozoic era. Nothing is known of their
evolutionary history. The Multituberculata of the Mesozoic and Basal
Eocene are regarded by Broom as ancatral to them, but this view is not
supported by additional evidence since obtained. Xenotheriumaoof the
North American Oligocene, referred by its describer to the monotrenies,
is an Insectivore related to the Chrysochloridae; Scot@opsg'of the South
American Tertiary is an S r m a d i l 1 0 ~and
~ other genera referred by
Ameghino to the Monotremes probably also pertain to other groups.
We find them today limited to the Australian region, and surviving
even there only by virtue of unusual specializations of habit; Echidna
protected by its coat of spines, Ornithorhynchus by its amphibious habitat,
both genera burrowing and nocturnal. Presumably, these genera represent the lest relic of the early Mesozoic dispersal movements of the
Mammalia.
SUXMARY OF THE EVIDENCE FROM DISPERSAL OF LAND M A M M I I ~ S

*

The foregoing review of the several groups of land mammals shows
that the more recently evolved and dominant races of Mammalia are today mainly Holarctic, and many of them have not yet reached the more
peripheral regions; that the ancestry of all these dominant races has been
found in the Holarctic Tertiary formations, sometimes in Europe, sometimes North America, more generally a series in each country of equivalent approximately ancestral stages. Where the geological record is adequate, these races are shown to be newcomers in the peripheral contincnta
which they have invaded, and any anceetral series is absent. Their representatives in the peripheral continents are to a varying degree primitive
and allied to earlier stages in the evolution of the race as represented in
the Tertiary record of Bolarctica, but they have specialized more or less
along parallel or divergent lines from the direct line of descent of the
northern representatives.
When the parallel series in Europe and North America are sufficiently
complete they are seen to be not parallel phyla of independent local evolution, but periodically recruited by more progressive new stages, apparEARLDOUGLASE.
1006. (The name la preoecupled by Xenolherhn Ameghlno, 1004.
genus of typotheres.)
FL. AhlMHIno, 1887.
O1W. B. S c m : Rep. Prln. NIP. Patng.. vol. 6, p. 12. 1008.
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ently from a common center of dlpersal. The relations are like those of
one side and the other of a branching tree whose trunk region is unknown
to us.
The more ancient and primitive groups of the Mammalia have mostly
disappeared, or are in process of disappearance, from Holarctica. In the
peripheral continents, they have undergone in many cases a notable local
adaptive radiation and expansion, extensive in proportion to the isolation
of these continents from the northern realm, more complete during the
early and middle Tertiary than now. When the reunion to Holarctica
permitted the northern fauna to invade the peripheral continents, these
autochthonous groups were in general unable to maintain themselves
ngainst the competition of the more progressive northern races, and have
either wholly disappeared or left a few scattered survivors, mostly aberrant specializations whidh did not come directly into competition with the
invading races. The survival of the major part of the marsupial radiation in Australia is attributable to its continued isolation. The apparent
fact that Neotropical races of Edentata were able to invade North America during+he Pliocene and Pleistocene may be ascribed to two factors:
1) No Nearctic groups of closely analogous specialization existed at
that time.
2 ) Owing to the far southerly extensiou of South America, the evolution of mammals in that region was, so far as controlled by climatic
change, more progressive and more nearly equivalent to the Holarctic
evolution than in Australia or Africa. Its products therefore were better
able to maintain themselves against their northern. competitors.
If me regard the Proboscidea as of Ethiopian origin, we must suppose
that they too conetitute an exception to the general rule that the races
evolved in the peripheral regions hare been unable to invade Holarctica.
But the recent discoveries of Pilgrim and Cooper in the Oligocene of
Tndia tend strongly to show that thc Proboscidea were from the first, as
they certainly were in the later Tertiary, a group of Asiatic, not African,
dispersal.
l'he dominant influence of climate in controlling the range of modern
mammals has been emphasized by C. 11. Merriam. The mammals adapted
to north temperate or even bored climate are the most specialized and
last evolved members of their respective races. The most primitive survivors of northern races, arid surviving members of races formerly abundant in the north, are met with chiefly in tropical regions. Similar relations are seen in the faun2 of thc antarctic as compared with the southern
tropical regions, although less obvious. This is especially seen in South
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America. It is displayed there quite as clearly in races, such a8 the trimtine rodents, CervidE, etc., which are admittedly of Northern origin, 88 it
is in any autochthonous groups. Hence, it cannot be attributed to a general Bntarctic dispersal center, but muit be explained as a parallel evolution under similar climatic stimulus.
The general distribution of Mammalia on these lines is almost universally accepted; but many writers have pointed out certain supposed exceptions and found it necessary to account for them by various hypothetical continental bridges. A careful consideration of these supposed
exceptions shows that, if due allowance be made for parallelism and for
the imperfection of the record, each one can be more satisfactorily interpreted in accordance with the general law. And the acceptance of any
such continental bridges would entail migrations of other groups which
assuredly have not occurred. The hystricomorph rodentr, of South America afford a single exceptional instance, in which over-sea transportation
from Africa appears to be the only reasonable interpretation of the evidence at hand.
I place much greater weight on the evidence from mammalian distribution than on that of any other terrestrial group for several rmons, as
follows :
1) Their past history, the time, place and method of evolution of the vnrious rnces, is better known thnn in any other group of land animals or plants.
2) "he complexity of structure In the hard parts which nre preserved a8

fossils is grenter, affording n larger amount of evidence by which we may distinguish parollel or analogous races and determine the closeness of thelr real
at8ntties. As StehlW has recently observed, a single tooth of a mammnl
affords as much structural evidence whereby to determine its relntionshlps as
the entire skeleton. of most invertebrates. Where our evidence is thus limited (to a single tooth, for example), we may, nnd frequently do, Bnd difRculty
in deciding the exact afnnities of n fossil mammal. But where we have the
skull or the skeleton or eveu the entire dentition, the results are correspondingly sure nnd preclse a8 the datn are more extensive.
3) Owing to their nearness to ourselves, their large size and other causes.
we nre better able to understand their adaptation nnd observe and appreciate
the factors which may nll'ect their evolution and migration.

I n dealing with the evidence furnished by the lower vertebrates s l i d
invertebrates, we are hampered by the wider limits of time within which
the migration may hare taken place, by the relative simplicity of the
structure of the hard parts, which makes it less easy to distingnish para]'*

"Wm die Sfiuuethlere der Sehwelzerlache Bohnerzformatlon." Verh. Schwa.xnturr
93 Jahresvers. 1910, Rasel. P. 11 of separate.
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]elism from immediate afEnity,aLby the relative scarcity of fossils &B compared with living species (among land animals), and by our less certain
knowledge of the causes which may control their evolution, their means
of migration, and their true evolutionary history and affinities.
IXTEItPRETATION OF NEQATIVE EVIDENCE IS FOSSIL M A M M A L F A U N E

In considering a Tertiary mammal fauna, we must keep in mind the
facts that there may be large facies of it that are represented imperfectly,
I f at all, in our records, and that there-may be important parts of it
which have left little or no record, owing to their habitat, small size or
c~tliercircumstances. We may, with fiome reserve, conclude that the entire absence from the record of a group which is abundant in other faunae
indicates its real absence from the fauna. But we are not justified in so
concluding in the case of rare or inconspicuous races. I t is fair to assume thyt the absence of Perissodactyln from the Oligoccne fauna of
Egypt or the hliocene fauna of Patagonia was real, and not a matter of
tlefcctivc record. The same assumption would be uii justitied in the case
of ditlelphid marsupials and dilambdotlont Iiisectivora respectively. But
the most conclusive evidence of the absence of a certain group from a
given fauna is that while it is not found fossil, another group is found to
hare become adapted on parallel lines, taking its place in the fauna. The
absence of Perissodactyla and Artiodactyla from the Miocene of South
America is confirmed by our finding Litoptcrna, Toxodontia and Astrapotheria, which parallel in atlaptatioii the horses, rhinoceroses, tapirs,
camels, etc., of the Xorth ;the absence of Carnivora by the parallel adaptation of marsupials to take their place. The evolution of lemuroid primates in Iladagascar in to large quadrupedal forms apparently paralleling
certain groups of T-ngulatcs,OGaffords some evidencc that the Tertiary
hoofed mammals were unable to invade Madagascar.
The absence of, fissiped Carnivora from the recorded Oligocene fauna
of Egypt would not be conclusive in itself; but, coupled with the exceptional vuiety and abundance of the more archaic creodonts of the family
" I t may be noted In lllubtratlon of tbln polnt that a natural cast of Ihc entlre c a r c a ~ s
a mammal would afPord far less 6ecure lnformatlon a s to Its real atBnltles than would
a fossll skull. nnd less even than a lower jaw wlth reasonably perfect teeth. The parallel
adaptatlons 60 frequently recognlzed among mammals lead to superflclal resemblance of
distantly related types whose true amnltles are readlly recopolzed by the Internal RtruC.
ture. If, as among most Invertebrates. we had only an external skeleton to gulde us,
the real afflnltles would not be no securely recognlzed.
"The skull and the short llmbs of diegaladapfa are very suggestlve of such types 88
Prmervcochffrita. The feet do not, however, lndlcate a terrestrlal habltat. nor a r e the
teeth emclent In grlndlng. The resemblance In teeth and akull of ArcheoknnJr to the
Anthropoldea 1s very rnnrkrd.
uf
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it is very strong evidence that fissiped Carnivora had not

yeb invaded the Ethiopian region, a t least in any considerable numbers.

DISPEESALOF

REPTILIA

The essential adaptive feature which distinguisheR mammals and birds
from the reptiles out of which they arose lies in the non-conducting covering to the skin,--of hair or fur among mammals, of feathers among
birds. The mumption of this covering enabled the body to be kept at a
uniformly high temperature, thus favoring the maximum of bodily activity, and making it practicable to develop the circulation and the entire
organization to a much higher standard. It also made these classes of
animals independent of the temperature of their environment. It enabled them to withstand cold or variable climate and to take full advantage
of the conditions of the colder regions, which appear to favor a higher
development than can be attained in moist tropical countries.
The initial development of mammals and birds took place, SO far as we
are able to judge, during the great arid period of the Permian-Triassic.
They appear to have been derived from unknown groups allied respectively to the theromorphous reptiles and to the ornithischian dinosaurs.
We know almost nothing of their .Mesozoic evolution, because the upland
epicontinental formations of the Mesozoic, in which this record should be
chiefly preserved, have been totally swept away, or if any remnants remain, they have not been recognized and sufficiently explored to recover
it. The formations of the swamps and coastal marshes, river-deltas, littoral regions and shallow seas of the Mesozoic are extensively preserved
and their inhabitants well known to us. But of the upland fauna, we get
only an occasional glimpse in such deposits as those of Solcnhofen, where
a few remnants of the fauna of the adjoining uplands have been preserved in great perfection. We have, indeed, indirect evidence as to the
nature of the upland fauna of the Mesozoic, for the successive groups of
Hwamp dinosaurs, the marine birds and pterodactyls of the later Mesozoic
and the abundant and varied mammalian fauna which appears at the
heginning of the Tertiary are not derivable, any of them, ,from their
predecessors i n the swamp or marine faun%, but must be traced back to
ancestors distinctly adapted to dry-land life, which reinvaded the coastswamp, littoral or marine provinces. This will appear more in detail in
the discussion of the several orders. The point here to be emphasized is
that the dry-land vertebrate fauna has been throughout the dominant
facies and ha8 repeatedly reinvaded the swamp and sea-coast provinces,
the higher activity and hetter organization acquired on land giving i$
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members, when readapted to the marsh or littoral conditions, an advanhge which enabled them to supersede the autochthonous dwellers in those
conditions. Per C O ~ T U there
,
have not been a succession of invasions of
the dry land by the vertebrate inhabitants of swamp and sea-coast. Once
established on dry land, the primary groups of dry-land reptiles held
their own and evolved and expanded into higher types and greater variety,
but they were not recruited, so far as the evidence shows, by new invasions
from the swamp and aquatic fauna.
DISOSAUIIIA

The dinosaurs appear to be primarily B dry-leiitl adaptation (properly
speaking, two distinct but parallel adaptations) of the priniitive reptiles.OO Their most obvious adaptive characters lie in the long limbs and
swift-running gait and the general parallelism to the ratite birds. As
such, the conditions of life would tend to greater activity and higher development and enable them, when they reinvaded the swamps during the
epochs of great swamp-extension, to reach greater size and dominance.
It is these readaptions that are chiefly known to w and are apt to give
the idea that the dinosaurs were distinguished by gigantic size and massive proportions. In fact, these are no more typical of the order as such
than the whale, hippopotamus and elephant are fairly typical of the
mammals &B such. There must have been multitudes of small dinosaurs,
mostly inhabiting the upland, a smaller number living among the swamps
and marshes, but we know comparatively little about them. Some notion
of their numbers and variety in the Triassic is gained from the innumerable footprints spread over the Triassic shore-deposits of the Connecticut
River. But of all this multitude, we have actual remains of only two or
three types. The Compsopalhiis skeleton of Soleiiliofen is, perhaps, an
example of the smnll Ii~ht-liml)ctluptaiiil tliiiosaurs of the Jurassic;
IIallopus and Podokesaurus are perhaps fairly representative of their
Triassic ancestors. The Jurassic sauropods, while highly specialized for
aquatic life and river-bottom wading, yet rctain a few features indicative
of former land life, One of these is tlic long limlis, which it would. seem
must have been acquired on land. Anotlicr is thc fact that the knee bends
forward as it does in all other dinosaurs, whilc in reptiles primarily amphibious the knee bends outward and the limbs are Rhort. The elbow of
the Sauropoda, on the other hand, bends outward, as ill reptiles generally,
not backward, as it does in primarily quadrupedal land animals, and this
‘F.
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I take to be an indication that their quadrupedal gait is partly secondary
and that they are derivable from long-limbed, partly bipedal ancestry.
1'he shortening of the feet and pillar-like construction of the limbs is an
obvious parallelism with the specialization of these parts seen in all large
]ant1 niammals and is aIi adaptation to their great size. No near parallel
can be found to this group amoiig living aiiimals; the hippopotamus
affords some suggestions, but diverges widely in many respects."'
I have already referred to the primary adaptation of the dinosaurs
as a dry-land adaptation of the Reptilia. 'Po a limited extent? thc moderll lizards represent a corresponding adaptation but not rarried so far
or occupyi;lg so important a place in the fauna. The lizardfi have to
compete with the large and varied dry-land fauna of mammals, and relatively to these, they occupy but an unimportant niche in the terrestrial
life. They suggest, however, the sort of animal which in the abseiice
of a higher competing type evolwd into the dinosaurs, and their more
specialized types ( e . g., C1llatn~dosuuru.s) mimic them in proportions i n
a most instructive manner.
Dinosaurs are first recorded from the 'l'riassic; those which we actually
knowo8 are of moderate to large size, slender and long limbed as compared with other reptiles, not highly specialized in dentition, unarmored
and some but not all bipedal in gait. Indirect evidence in the multitudes
m See IV. D. MATTIIEIV: "The Pose of the Sniiropodous Dlnosaurs." Amer. Nat., vol.
xllv, pp. 547460. 1010.
MThe prlnclpnl references on Trlnsalc dlnosnurs nrc the following :
R. Dnooii : "On r h r Rolltb Afrlcnn 1)lnornur IIortnlotnrsus," Trans. S. A h . Phll. Soc..
vol. xvl, pp. 201-20.1. 1006.
E. Fiih\ s : "1Nr neowten Dlnosaurlerfunde In der schanblschen Trlas." Dle Nntnrwlssenschnften. Bd. I. Heft 45. pp. 1097-1100. 1013.
F. vox AI:IS?IE
: "Dle Dlnnsnurler der europtilschen Trlasformatlon." Geol. n. Pal.
Abh.. Supplem. Bd. 1. 1908.
__:
"Eln prlmltlver Dlnosnurler nus Elgln." Geol. u. 1'111. .\bh.. Bd. xlv (N. 9..
Bd. 1) Ilpft. 1. 1010.
: "Beltrilge zur Geschlchte der .lrchosaurler," fbld., Bd. ~ v l l(N. S., Bd. xlll)
Heft. I. 1014.
-.
: "Urber dle Zwelstilmmlgkelt der Dlnosnurler." Seues Jahrb. Bell.. Bd. xxxvll,

_-

8.

577.589.

1914.

F. vos I I U E ~ Eund H. 9. LI'LL: "Neubschrelbang des Orlglnnls yon Sunoeotrrus agflle
Ynrsh." News Jnhrb.. Bd. 1. 8. 134-144. 1008.
~
.
_
: _"On the TrlnRRfC Heptllr Iiaitopue vlctw Marsh," Amer. Jonr. Scl..
VOI. xxv. pp. 113-118.
1808.
0. JAEKRI.
: "Ueber dle Wlrbethlerfunde In der Oberen Trlas voo IInlberstadt," I'alleont. Zeltsch.. Bd. I. 8. 165. 1913.
R. 8. 1.i:i.r. : "l'ossll Footprlnts Of the .Iura-Trlas of North Amcrlcn." \Iem. Boston
SOC.Nnt. Hht.. vol. v. pp. 461-667. 1004.
- .- : "Dlnosaurlnn Dlstrlhutlon." Am. Jour. ScI., vol. axlx. pp. 1-30.
1910.
: "The LIfe of the Conaectfcut Trlas." Bid., vol. xxxill. pp. 307-422. 1912.
0. C. MAnsrc : "Notes on l'rlaERlC Dlnosnurla." ibfd.,vol. xiill, pp. 643-646. 1892.
. "IleRtorntlon of Anch~sauros." ibid.. POI.xlv. pp. 1C9-170. 1893.
-- : "Dlnosnurs of North Amerlcn." I:. 9. Geol. Sur.. 16th Annual Report, pp. 143
244. p i ~ . i s m
--
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of footprinL9 of the Connecticut Valley sandstones shoes that there must
have been also a great number and variety of small bipedal three-toed
forms all presunittbly diiiosaurs, ant1 other reptiles with shorter feet and
more numerous toes which may also have been dinosaurs, although not
generally 60 referred. Lulle0 states in regard to the latter : “These f o m
seem to represent survivors of the ancient stem from which the dinosaurs
arose; they may, however, represent primitive quadrupedal dinosaurs
which had not yet acquired the erect gait.’’ He calls attention to their
possible relationship to Protorosawrus and Kdaliosaurus.
From these and other fragments of evidence, we may reconstruct a
concept of the dinosaurs as a land adaptation developed during the arid
I’ermo-‘l’riassic cliniatic phase, corresponding to the later deployments of
the mammals along the same lines of adaptation and under a similar
impelling cause of progressive aridity and continental expansion. During the base-leveling .and submergence and moist tropical climate of the
Jura, these dry-land adaptations reinvaded the swamps and coastmarshes, the least specialized types (cf. Protorosaurus), more quadrupedal and some of them long-necked, reverting farthest towards an
aquatic life and specializing into the peculiar Sauropoda, while the higher
bipedal types retained more of their terrestrial habitat but evolved into
huge, massive armored and bizarre creatures, to be paralleled in habit
and type at a later date by the bizarre specializations of the Eocene Mammalia. These are the familiar dinosaur fauna of the Upper Jura and
basal Cretweous. The drier uplands of that time must have been tcnanted by lighter, smaller dinosaurs, but of these, in my opinion, we have
little direct evidence. But that they continued to exist and carry forward their primary lines of adaptation is shown by the subsequent history
of the order.100
I n the Lower Cretaceous occurred a swing towards emergence and arid
conditions, not extreme, but sufficient to wipe out the sauropod dinosaun
in the northern world. They survived, however, in the southern continents until, in the middle and later cretaceous, the pendulum swung back
to a marked extreme of submergence and moist-tropica1 climate, and
their remains are found in late Cretaceous beds in South America, East
Africa, Madagascar mid Aiistralia. The correlation of these beds is in
need of revision, however; they niay be C‘omanchean. In the Northern
R. 8. LOLL: 1. c.. p. 482. 1904.
9. LU1.L (“Dlnosaurlnn nlstriblttlou:’ Aiiirr. .lour act.. wl. nxlx. pp. 1-30, 1910)
baa admlrably aummed up the dato regnrrllna the arnlorrlciil occurrence of dlnosaurs.
Whlle not agreelng In all respects wlth hls InterprPtntlon. 1 take plrasure In notlng the
accuracy and clear presentatloa of the evldence RR worthy of the hlgh remrd In whtch
It4 author le held by hla confr8res.
9o
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world, at all events, they did not reappear after the early Cornanthean.
A dinosaur fauna largely similar to that of the Jurassic in habib and
adaptation in other respects, developed during the late Cretaceous
the North. It contains no Sauropoda, but it includes amphibious types
(Trachodontib) with marked aquatic adaptation, gigantic terrestrial
swamp and forest dwellers, like the ceratopsians, tyrannosaurs and ankylosaum, and many smaller more agile forms. These CretaceouB giants,
however, appear to have evolved, not from amphibious or aquatic dinosaurs of the Jum, but, in part at least, from small and little known forms,
of more upland adaptation, which had been much more highly specialized
for dry-land life than any of the Jurassic swamp dwellem, and had readapted themselves to the forest and swamp environment of the later
Cretaceous. The trachodonts and cemtopsians, for instance, while related to the earlier iguanodonts, cannot be directly derived from them
but must be traced back to some unknown contemporary which was highly
progressive in developing efficient grinding dentition, compact feet with
flattened hoofs, etc.--chantcters which in a survey of mammalian adaptation we find to be especially associated with upland habitat. The evidences of former dry-land adaptation are not so clearly shown in the
other swamp-giants of the late Cretaceous, but they may perhaps be
shown by further study.Io1
In sum, we may find in the hypothesis of recurxent climatic change,
and in the primary adaptation of the dinosaurs as a dry-land adaptation
of Reptilia arid their secondary readaptations to forest and swamp life,
a fairly satisfactory solution of their distribution and phylogeny. Lull,
in his able discussion of the subject (1910), explains their adaptation
along these lines. Rut at present our data, both of correlation and
identification, are too uncertain to allow of positive and detailed conclusions in regard to the centers of dispersal and course of migration of
the dil~osaurs. That the sauropods survived in the southern continents
long after their extinction in the north appears proven, if we accept the
stated geological correlations of the southern formations where thcy are
found and set aside as an erroneous identification the reported occurrence
of a sauropod in the Danian of France.Io2 That the Theropoda survived
into the h c e n e i i i South America ant1 Thcropoda and l'redentata into
the I'aleocene in Korth America is not improbable on a priori grounds,

--___-

ImL.D O L L(Bull.
~
S0c. Belt?. Qbl..
X I ~ . P. 441. 1906) has shown tbat the quadrupedal
@It Of
Of the ['redentate dlnosaure la a secondary ndaptatlon from bipedal ancesI bel'eve thlR to be true. to a less extent, of the Sauropodn as well.
ImF. M P R C A (Rep. Qeol. Mag.. vol. vtl. p. 201. 1n10) states that the femur on
which this recorded occurrence IS based 18 not a eauroDod but a trnchodont dlnosanr,
allled to Or 'dentlC81 d t h Telmatosaurus o! the Gosau beds of Austria,
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but the evidence that they actually did so survive is open to serious
question. So far as they go, the facts accord with the dispersal of the
dinosaurs from the northern land mass. And so far as I have been able
to review the data, the migrations of the order could be made to conform
with the present distribution of continental and abyssal area8 (Madagaycar exceptedIo3) about aa well as with the different distribution upon
which they a.re plotted by Dr. Lull.
I t is significant in this connection to note that young individuals are
very rarely found in the dinosaur foi.rnations. Thousands of individuals
are found together in some of the great quarries, pertaining to a great
number and variety of genera and with a wide range in size, but it is
very rare to find young individuals among them. This fact is well known
to collectors, but has not, as far as I know, been commented upon in
print. It is true that young individuals are less clearly distinguished
from adult among reptiles tltilti among mammals, the chief difference
being the imperfect ossification of the bone stnicture, a t i d that such imperfectly ossified bonee are likely to be poorly preserved awl might often
be rejected by collectors on t1ii.q iiccouiit. But titaking all reasonable
allowance for these consitlerations, tlirre remains a very notable contrast
with fossil mammal quarrics iltitl fwsiliferous formatioils, in which young
individuals are always to he fourid among any considerable number of
adult specinletis and ofteii are more iiiimilrous thati mature individuals.
This ma! bc interpreted i n conformity with tltc above theories us to
the habitat of dinosaurs. by ~rrppo.~ing
that the young dinosaurs were
more dry land or upland animals. retaitiitig the ancestral habitat, and
coming down iiito the s\vanips vttl> wheii they reached maturity nnd
their larger size made an amphibious or aquatic habitat more suitable.
The young animals woiild rarely or never visit the swamps and deltau,
whose formations have alone been ptwerwd, and their fossil remains
would be correspondingly scarce.
Young crocodiles, so far as I can gather from various descriptions, are
somewhat more terrestrial i n Iiabit than the full-grown animal, but the
difference is evidently riot considernlile. Analogoua cafies among fish,
marine types breeding in fredi water ant1 vice versa, are well known.
The migration of birds has alw .Gorile analogy, if, as may ofteii have been
the case, the swamp dinosaur8 resorted to dry land for breeding and egglaying purposes. I n either case the hreetling or eg:r-layiiig place would
be presumptively the ancestral hahitat of the raw.
*The Cretaceous aauropoda of Madngnsenr mny have renched that laland In the same
manner na the hlppopotnmus dld at n Inter perlod. nnmely by s\vlmmlng.
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The publication of Dr. Hay's splendid m~nograph'~'upon the extinct
Chelonia of North America has added a great deal to the available data
for explaining the distribution of this group. So far as the Tertiary
and modern distribution goes, it conforms to the same lines of dispersal
as do the various orders of mammals. The pre-Tertiary history of the
order is mostly too fragmentary to afford any important data bearing,
pro or con, upon the theories here presented. The whole order is in
general conservative and persistent to a high degree, like the Crocodilia.
The occurrence of giant tortoises (Testudo) on several oceanic islands
and in Australia and Patagonia (MeioZunia) has been adduced as evidence for continental connection of these islands and for an Antarctic
connection of the two southern continents. Here, a8 in the case of the
carnivorous marsupials cited on page 265, the evidence will not bear close
examination. In the first place, we know that large tortoises of the
genera Testudo and Stylemys are among the most abundant fossils in
the Middle and later Tertiary of the Nearctic, Palaearctic, Oriental and
Ethiopian regions. So far aa we can judge, they were cosmopolitan,
except Australia and Patagonia. They occur in the Pleistocene of Cuba
and Madagascar and survive to the present day in certain islands in the
Indian Ocean and in the Galapagos Islands. So far as these oceanic
islands are concerned, if we assume that their presence in one involves
continental union, it must do so in all. If such continental union occurred, it is hardly conceivable that, in each instance, tortoises alone
would have made their way to the islands. We must infer for each and
every one of them a vertebrate and invertebrate land fauna. Where is
that land fauna, and why has it perished? The idea of selective drowning might possibly be entertained if we had to do with only a single
instance, but is too absurd for serious consideration, when we deal with
several instances of the survival of the same race. The only reasonable
method of accounting for the presence of Testudo on these island8 is
that its facilities for oceanic distribution are somewhat better than tliose
of mammals and that it arrived by over-sea transportation.
The most recent argument for land connection of the Qalapagos
Mands is by Dr. Hay.'05 He advocates a connection with Central America, via a submerged ridge which is shown in the repods of the Blake
Expedition to extend southwest from Costa Rica towards the islands.
-
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The depth of this ridge Dr. Hay omits to state, but the soundings indicate it as being upwards of ten thousand feet, so that it does not materially affect the improbability of an elevation to this estent. The Galapagos Islands are purely volcanic in origin and stand upon a platform
less than a thousand feet in depth, similar on a smaller scale to that
which surrounds the continents and. presumably open to similar interpretation. If so, the islands hare, probably, been more or less completely
united at periods of continental emergence and completely isolated at
periods of Continental submergence (if any such have occurred since
they were first upbuilt from the ocean floor by volcanic ejectamenta)
but never connected with the mainland. As the isluiid platform is less
extensive than Madagascar or Cuba, farther from the mainland and
without intervening island stepping-stones, the opportunities for successful colonization through rafts or other means of transport have been
fewer, and have not eucceeded in introducing any mammals or amphibians and but few reptiles and invertebrates. The most favorable opportunity for such colonization would be when the islands were at their
maximum elevation-towards the end of the Tertiary, if this corresponded with the elevation of the mainland-as at that time the extent
of coast and consequent probability of making a landing would be much
greater. The subsequent isolation of the islands by submergence accounts for the presence of distinct although related species on different
islands. Thus the series of “miracles of transportation,” which Dr. Hay
finds it so difficult to accept, dwindles down to a single “miracle” and
to one which he must invoke to account for the populating of the more
remote Pacific islands, and which, when considered in relation to the
time involved, does not really involve any serious improbability. On
the other hand, if a miracle be an exceptional occurrence in apparent
contravention of all probabilities, and without assignable causes in nab
~ r a llaw, I think the processes of selective drowning, or of selective
migration of sporadic elements of a fauna, involved in the alternate
hypothesis, in addition to the elevation during the late Tertiary of
ahysal depths to the surface, unwarranted by any valid evidence, does
involve a series of miracles, almost as unworthy of belief on the evidence
offered, as the special creation of the species of the Galapagos Islands
appeared to Darwin.
The present distribution of specie8 o f 7 ’ e s l t d o on the islands of the
Indian Ocean has been partly changed by man, so that there is some
uncertainty about its details. Lydekker states it as follows:
“Mndaiwcar, probably the Chnoros, North nnd South Aldnbm-smnll hlands
‘Sing to the northwest of the northern pollit of Mndngnsrar-the Ynscarenes
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or Mmarenhas, s1tuati.d to the east oP Madagascar and hclndbng RBunion,
Maurltlus and Itodrlgwez and lastly the Amirantes and the Seychellee, which
are the most uorthern of the whole assemblage and only about four depees
south oP the equator.”’*

,

Each of these groups of islands, except the Illascaren@, stands upon
a shallow platform, arid is surrounded by abyssal ocean, upwards of 6000
feet between the C‘onioros and Africa, elsewhere upwards of ten thousand
feet. The three Mascarene islands rise separately from abyssal depths.
Madagascar is about 180 miles from the African coast; the other islands
are 400 to 600 miles from Madagascar; the present normal set of current
is unfavorable to transportation from Madagascar.
It is very frequently asserted that a bank of shallow soundings connects India with Madagascar through the Amirante Seychelles group,
and that this indicates a former continental bridge of which these islands
are remnants. The facts are as above stated; the so-called bank is very
little above the general level of the floor of the Indian Ocean and is not
differentiated from it in any features of relief that would suggest its
former continental character.
The transportation of natural rafts five hundred miles against the
normal set of current-r
five times that distance if from the East
Indies-is the most improbable element in this esplanation. There is
no valid reason to suppose that the general direction of winds and currents differed materially in the later Tertiary from the present t l t i v
conditions. I do not thiiik it necessary to assume with Dr. Lydekker
that the tortoises wcre of gigantic size when they reached the islalids or
to ignore, as he does, the elements of parallelism in considering their
athities to continental species. S o r does it appear that the difficulties
which he admits in accounting, 011 the hypothesis of former continental
union, for the absence of the rest of the fauna, should be “set aside for
future consideration.” They add so greatly to ‘the improbability of the
hypothesis, that in conjunction with the physiographic difficulties it
appears wholly out of range of reasonable probability. On the other
hand, an investigation of the very variable direction of the minds and
currents in the Indian Ocean mould probably yield data to reduce tlle
improbabilities in the hypothesis of over-sea transportation as above
stated. The third possible hypothesis is that the present distribution is
due in part to human agency, not necessarily limited to the historic
period. If this factor may account for a species of Canis in Australia
distinct from the living Rpecies of Arctogza, it may perhaps help to
account for peculiar ppwim of tortoises as well.
IM
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As for Mwlanh, it occurs in the Notostylops Beds of Patagonia and in
the Pleistocene of Australia. The Notostylops Beds are Eocene, as here
advocated. The persistence of 60 highly specialized a genus for so long a
period appears surprising; if they are Lower Cretaceous, as Ameghino
asserts, it is quite unprecedented. My acquaintance with chelonian anatomy is not adequate to warrant my venturing an opinion as to how far
parallel evolution from less specialized Pleurodira might account for this
anomaly. But we certainly do not know to what extent this genus or a
less specialized pleurodiran ancestor may have been aquatic or even marine in its habits. And unless we suppose that it had some such semimarine adaptations which would enable it to cross a marine barrier impossible for terrestrial mammals, I do not see how to account for ita reaching Australia without any of the Notostylops mammalian fauna accompanying it. We cannot believe that a placental fauna ever reached Australia, for if it had we should not see the development of a marsupial
fauna on analogous adaptive lines to take its place. Miolania, then, could
cross some barrier, presumably an ocean barrier, which land mammals
could not; and it becomes merely 8 question of how wide a barrier this
extinct chelonian of unknown habits could cross. The present lines of
the continents within the continental shelf would not present materially
greater difficulties in its reaching Australia via Antareticab than Tesiudo
has managed to surmount in reaching Mnuritius and the Seychelles, and
I think we are justified in saying that the occurrence of Miolania has no
weight as evidence of former Antarctic connections of the Southern continents and, in fact, is opposed to any actual land connection.
The following notes on the distribution of the land Chelonin are summarized from nr. Hay's monograph :
Cryptodlra are the dominant group of turtles nnd compare wlth the pla-

centnls among mammals. All contlnents escept Austrnlln.
CheZfydrid@!.-Central Americn, eastern North Americn and New Guinea.
Apparently B relict-distrlbntlon, but the Pnmlly Is unknown fossil.
~e?maZent~dtdm.-Partof Centrnl Americn. Found in abundance In North
America In the Upper Cretnceow nnd In reduced numbers during the Tertlary.
Emvdidre.-Chiefly Holnrctic nntl Orlentnl. A few hnve renehed South
Amerlca, none In Ethlopia, Madngnsrnr or Austrnlln. Flrst known In Holnrctlc
Lower Eocene.
TeUtudfnidre.-Very abundnnt in Tcrttnry Holarctfcn but now mostly restricted to Its southern margin. Al)undnnt now in Ethiopia and n Pew spedes
In Neotroptcnl nnd Orientnl reglons; nlso in oceniilc Islands. Present In SUmntra. nbsent in Javn, present In Celebes but absent In Borneo. These and
other features nre very suggestive of mnn's hnvlng hnA murh to do with the
lopnl estinctfon of Tortoises. For ohvious rensons thfs f m l l p would be p e a l l a r l ~subject t.o his rnsnges.
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Pleurodfro.-Now

limited to the three southern continents, Hotarctic in the

later Mesozoic and early Tertiary, and the extinct Amphichelydia from which
they are descended were likewise a Holarctic group. The occurrence of closely
related genera in South America nnd Madagascar is used in support of a
Brazilian-Ethiopian-Malagasy land connection. It would be interpreted In
conformity with the views here advocated, as due to common descent or to
parallel evolution from Tertfary Pleurodira of Holarctica.
Trfongckf&.-The
distribution of this group is exceptional in that i t is entirely absent from the h'eotropial region and the Pnclflc const of North
Amerlcn, while common to eastern North America. the Ethiopinn, Orlental nrid
southeastern Palrearctic regions and New Guinea. Ameghino records TrdonUx
from the Notostylope Beds,of Patagonia,= indicating if the identi6catlon be
correct that the group was formerly present in South America. I t is found
abundantly in the Cretaceous and Terthry of North America and in the older
Tertiary of Europe ; absent from Australia and Madagascar.
Presumably this is a relict-distributlon of nn ancient group, whose facilities
for tramportation were relatively limited. I t should be noted that the hypothesis of over-sea transportation on rafts would be less applicable to aquatic
animals than to their terrestrial relatives, as they would be less likely to be
carried out to sea on 6011ti11gvegetation. on account of their nbility to lenve
it a t Will for the shore. But the absence of the group from the Neotropical
and Western Nenrctlc, und its presence in Sew Guinen. nre anomalous features.
CROCODILIA

The crocodiles are usually regarded as the most conservative of the
reptilian orders. This is true enough, so far as adaptive specialization
from the primitive amphibious environment into the higher plane of terrestrial habitat is concerned. Their expansional tendencies have been in
the other direction, towards invasion of the marine province.
The present geographic distribution of the group is a8 follows:
Narrow
snouted

Oaufalie,

i(

.4l/iuntov.

Broad

India.

Trmlistfnna, East Indies.

Southern United States, China.

1 Crocodilrr, Africn, southwest Asia, Oriental and northern Austra-

1

linn repiom, tropical America and West Indies.
Troplcnl America.
O e t e o h n c r , West Africa.
Cainm.

, 1

1J L I S is wry clcarlp H reinrinnt-tlistribution a n d ia explained, at least

11,

~inrt,tly the occurr~iiteof crocodiles in the Tertiary. Fossil Crocodilia
are abundant i n the early Tertiaries of Europe and North America. The

European s~iecies,accortling to Zittel,'"' belong partly to C'rocodilay.
Irn PI.. A M E O l f I h ' o : "Au? des FormatlonR Sedlmentalres de Patagonle," Anal. Soc
C h t . Argent.. tom. I . . L I \ . p. 62 of separata. 1903.
K. A. VON ZITTK~.: (:rundzllge drr Palnontologle. 2e Aufl.. II Abtell.. 8. 272. 1911
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partly to the extinct g e m Diplocynodon, in which the proportions of the
skull are like Alligator, but with a notch for the lower canine, like Crocoailus, while the armor, especially the belly armor, is like that of Caiman.
North American Tertiary Crocodilia are all with one exception referred
to C~ocodilus,but the armor is incompletely known, and,they may prove
also to include Diplocynodon. Gavialk is recorded from the late Tertiary
of India; Tornistoma and Crocodilus occur in the Oligocene of Egypt
and Tomistoma in the Miocene of sohthern Europe. The common Egyp-

Fro. t Z . - D f 8 t r f W f o n of the Croeodflfde
Orldnatlng probably In Cretaceous Holarctlca, they have been restricted to the perlpheral contlnents by lnablllty to become adapted to cold cllmates. Note dlscontlnnoos
WCurPence of crocodlles and of alllgntors. the last the most speclallzed, as Oaiman and
Oateol@mua are the moat prlmltlve of the llvlng genera.

tian Oligocene species of Tomistoma is intermediate between this genus
and Gavialis.
The Upper Cretaceous crocodiles are nearly allied to those of the early
Tertiary.
The Jurassic and Comanchic crocodiles include also long-snouted
gavial-like forms, more or less marine in habitat, and broader-snouted
crocodile or alligator-like forms of more strictly fresh-water habitat. All
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have amphicczlous vertebra?, whereas all Cenozoic and late Cretacic crocodiles have procczlow vertebra?. It is commonly believed that certain of
the narrow-snouted types (TsZPosaurw) led into the gavials, the broadsnouted ( G o n ~ o p ~ ~ ointo
Z ~ crocodiles
~~)
and alligators ; and that the
broad-snouted tvpes first appearing in the Upper Jura are derived from
the tclcosaurs which first appear in the Middle Jura. Neither of these
propositions seems to me to be probable. The narrow-snouted crocodiles
are characteristic of marine or semi-marine formations, the broad-snouted
kinds of fresh-water formations; the known formations of the Middle
Jiirassic are chiefly marine, those of the Upper Jura chiefly fresh-water.
If we turn back to the Trim, we find that in the allied Parasuchia
there were also long-snouted (Mystn'osuchus and Rutiodon) and broadersnouted (Belodon) types-both of fresh-water habitat, but apparently
less aquatic than Crocodilia; in the allied Pseudosuchia the snout was
short, and the adaptation to amphibious or fresh-water life; while the
more distantly related dinosaurs were terrestrial and short-snouted.
Upon these data, it appears to me more reasonable to suppose that the
Triassic Mystriosuehw and Rutiodon, the Jurassic Qeosanridre, Teleosauridz and Metriorhynchidae and the Tertiary Gavialid= are all independent successive adaptations to a fish-eating diet and a more or less
marine habitat and that the Jurassic Goniopholidae are the source of all
the modern Crocodilia. This will also relieve us from the necessity of
supposing that procmlous vertebrae and a number of other identical characters were independently and simultaneously acquired in two phyla of
diverging. adaptation. The accepted view involves the anomaly of associating divergent adaptation with convergent tltructural evolution.
However this may be, we are justified in assuming certain characters
as primitive among the modern Crocodilia, since they are common to all
the older types. These are the following:
1) More complete and consolidated ventral armature. Common to all the
Mesozoic genera, retnined In Dlplocvnodon of the European Tertltlry nnd the
modern Caiman and Oetco&mua.
2) A notch instead of a Pit in the upper jaw for reception of the lower
canine. Common to all the short-snouted crocodiles of the Mesozoic nnd Terttary, retained in the modern CrOCOdflU8.
3) Amphicoelous rertebrre. Common to all Crocodilia and related groups up
to the middle Cretaceous, lost in most Upper Cretaceous and all TertinrfP
and modern genera.
4 ) Large 8UPrntemPOrftl and small lateral temporal fenestrle. The upper
temporal fenestra is large in all Mesoxolc Crocodilia, eonslderably smaller in
the gavials, quite smnll in crocodilue, Alligator and Caiman,
~
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5 ) Posterior nares more nnterior in position. In the Mesozoic crocodiles,
the choanre are situated at the posterior end of the palatines in the longsnouted groups, while in the short-snouted Goniopholids, they have moved
further backward, between the palatines and pterygoids. In the modern
Crocodilia, they we still farther backward, entirely enclosed within the pterggolds. This is an adaptation to lying submerged with the nostrils only prol
jecting nbove the surfnce of the water and enables the animal to breathe
comfortably in this position. It would naturally develop in the slow, omnivorous broad-snoutedcrocodiles and not in the swift-moving flsh-catching,longsnouted types; hence its greater development in Goniopholidre than in teleosaws, etc. The fact that it is fully as much developed in gavials as in crocodiles .I another reason for derlving both from Goniopholid ancestry.

According to the above criteria, AZZigutor is the most progressive modern genu8.l'' Caiman is primitive in (1) ; Osteolemus in (1) and (2) ;
Crocodilus in (8) and to some extent in ( 4 ) ; Gavialis and Tomistoma
are primitive in (4), divergent in adaptation in other respects, so that
comparisons would be unprofitable. We may conclude, therefore, that so
far as they go, the Crocodilia accord with the general lines of distribution of other groups. They ranged much farther north during the Tertiary than they do now; the most progressive modern genus, AZZigator,
has the most northerly range, and the Neotropical Caiman, the West
African Osteolemw and the cosmopolitan tropical genus Crocodilus are
primitive in one or another respect. The gavials also had a wider and
more northerly distribution during the Tertiary.
That the present limits of range are conditioned chiefly by temperature and climate, and that the much wider range in the early Tertiary
was due to a warmer climate towards the poles, will hardly be questioned.
Of previous limitations and expansions of range in the order, due to
previous secular alternations of climate, there is no adequate evidence.
The distribution of the more primitive modern genera in widely separated parts of the tropics; the occurrence of the most progressive genus
on the northern borders of the range of the order in two widely separated
regions, and, finally, the survival in the Eocene of Patagonia of a crocodile, Notosuchw, of the Mesozoic type which had disappeared from the
Northern world by the Middle Cretaceous,-these facts point to a northern rather than a tropical or southern center of dispersal for the order;
but the evidence is slight and far from conclusive.
lloR.L. Dltmare, of the Kew Pork Zo(llogieal Park, ha8 observed that eroccdllea are
decldedly more actlve and ferocious anlmals than alllgators. I would not Interpret thle,
however, a8 meanlng that they ar0 more progresslve. Ln the 8enw here used, slncn the
adaptation ot the tpplcnl Crocodllla Is not towards an actlve Me.
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Lkards are the largest group of the Reptifia, comprising over 1800
species, mostly of small size. Most of them are active animals, and a
large proportion are adapted to rocky and desert habitat and arid climate.
They are more dependent on external warmth than mammals and birds,
and consequently are excluded from the colder regions; their means of
dispersal are perhaps less limited than with mammals, if we may judge
from their wider distribution, for they do not appear to be of more
ancient origin. Unfortunately, the rarity and fragmentary nature of
their fossil remains stands in marked contrast with those of mammals,
and our evidence as to their evolution and dispersal is chiefly indirect,
based upon the modern distribution, and is neither conclusive nor convincing. Such as it is, it compares fairly well with corresponding distribution features among the smaller Mammalia and points to the mme
conclusions. But it emphasizes the importance of occasional over-sea
transportation aa a factor in distribution. Qadow observes11L in regard
to the Qeckos, the most cosmopolitan of all lizards:
“Although not at all aquatic, they are particularly fit to be transported accidentally on or in the trunks of floating trees, to which they cling firmly, and
they can exist without food for months.’’
Other groups are somewhat less easily transported in this way, and to
quote the same authority:
“It la a most suggestive fact that most of those families of Reptiles, and
even of other vertebrates which have a wide distribution and are apparently
debarred from transgressing Wallace’s line, are also absent from Madogascur.”
The iguanas are chiefly Neotropical, but they occur also in Madagsscar,
in the Fiji and Friendly Islands and in the West Indies and Galapagos
Islands, as well as on the American continent. Fossil iguanas are recorded from the Upper Eocene and Oligocene of Europe and from the
Upper Cretaceous and Niddle Eocene of the ’western States. If these
determinations be correct, they must formerly have been more cosmopolitan. Their presence in Madagascar is most reasonably explained by
their former presence in Africa, which is rendered probable by the fact
that they occur in the early Tertiary of Holarctias, along with various
mammalian gro~pswhich certainly did reach Africa. Their disappearance from the mainland of Africa may be coupled with the invasion of
0 t h later developed groups, Zonuride, Varanidae, Lacedid=, which
BANEOAOOW : Cambrldge Natural Elstory, vol. vlll, Amphlbla and Reptlles.

1901.

The dlRtr!bUt!On data for lizards and ampbibtans nre mostly based upon this autborlty.
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were prevented from reaching the New World by the absence of any land
bridge or land approximation within their temperature limits. One
genus of Zonurids has likewise reached Madagascar.
Bearing in mind the progressive limitation of northerly range of the
hcertilia by the secular refrigeration of the polar regions during the
Cenozoic, we can 6ee that, if the distribution of land and water has not
greatly changed except within the 600 feet limit, any families arising
during the middle or later Tertiary would be limited to the old or to the
new world. While the distribution of various lizards in oceanic islands
compels us to admit that they can cross considerable bodies of water and
obtain a foothold on an imperfectly populated island area, get the probabilities of their crossing the whole width of a broad ocean and maintainipg themselves against competitors trained in the broad arenu of a great
continent appear to be very much less and almost negligible. Conversely
then, we may assume that a tlistribution, such w that of the Scincidae,
Iguanidz, Geckonidae, Anguide and Amphisbsnidz, involves the evolution and cosmopolitan distribution of these families as early as the Eocene. The Agamidai, Varanids, Lacertih, Zonuride, Chameleontida
are Old World families, and none are known from the New World. The
Zonuridae may well be regarded as of Ethiopian evolution ; if not, they
must be a remnant of a very ancient stock. The fiame may be said of the
Chamsleons, except that if Ethiopian they reached as far as India.
The Lacertidae, the highest, or at least most typical family of lizards, are
evidently the most recent development; they have not yet reached Madagascar or Australia, and their northern limit is higher than in any other
lizards. The Varanidae and Agamide have not reached Madagascar but
have spread widely through Australia. The evidence from extinct lizards
is very slight, the remains are scanty and mostly too fragmentary for
positive family identification. Of the several genera from the Eocene
and Oligocene of North America, two are positively referable to the wormlike Amphisbaenids, whose present distribution in tropical America, the
West Indies and Africa is thus partly explained as a remnant of a former
wider northerly range and presumoblv IIolarctic. Of the remaining
North American Tertiary genera, Peltosaurw and Glyptosuurw are referred to the Anguids;ll* the remaining genera are too fragmentary for
reference or have not been studied."*
na~ U DOUQLASE
L
: Ann. Cam. Mus., vol. 4. p. 278. 1908.
*The recorded presence of Iguanldoe (Ioiianavus) In the Cretaceous and Eocene. whlle
not Provnble, la not unllkely ; that of Ohameleon (0.pt(et4nus) In the Upper Cretaceous
18 Improbable and based upon lnaufeclent evldence ; the reference of Thfaosaurue (Mlddle
Eocene) to the Varanldle appears to be merely n matter of blbllographlc convenlence;
the speclmens are probably detlnltely referable. but the only expressed oplnlon a8 to
thefr amnltles Is by Boulenger (1891). who Buggesto thelr relntlonshlp to the Telldle.
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In general, so far 89 I can judge, the Lacertilia lend no support to
the theories of transoceanic bridges. Their widespread insular distribution must in some cases, and may in most others, be explained by
over-sea traneportation. They lend some support to late Tertiary elevations to the continental shelf line so aa to include the continental islands
and to a line of separation in the East Indies which some, but not all,
were able to cross; those which did succeed in crossing it spread widely
through Auetralia, indicating more continental conditions, and also indicating in these families a capacity for crossing marine barriers which
enabled some of them to reach Madagascar, New Zealand and various
Pacific ielands.
The ratio of their abundance in regional fauna is apt to be inversely
to the full development of mammalian life. Where mammals are scanty,
as in oceanic islands, lizards partly take their place; and this is true of
some continental regions as well as of oceanic islands. In the typical
continental fauna, the lizards are largely restricted to desert or rocky
habitat and are of small size. Yet these last are the most typical members of the order. They show That its primary adaptation was. Various
readaptations appear, to fossorial, to aquatic, to arboreal or to terrestrial
forest life, repeated again and again in different families and causing
frequent parallel divergencies from the primary type. This primary
type, I regard as an adaptation to a Mesozoic arid period. The moist
uniform climatic phase of the early Tertiary would tend to develop large
forest living and aquatic forms and restrict and provincialize the more
typical lizards. During the middle and later Tertiary, the typical lizards
would expand and multiply in numbers and variety, but, on account of
their lack of adaptability to cold climate, their evolution was not so
much a successive series of dispersals from a Rolarctic center, as a
provincial evolution from the arid centers of the great continents. Such
ci priold hypotheses are of little value, however, except w confirmed,
modified or refuted by detailed study of the affinities and geographic
distribution of the genera of each family, checked by a wider knowledge
and more thorough study of the fossil forms. Until the fossil Lacertilia
have been thoroughly studied and their affinities authoritatively estimated, any conclusion whatsoever as to the evolution and distribution of
the order remains highly hypothetical.
Dr. Qarlowk recent study"' of the distribution of Cnemidophorus and
ita interpretation is an excellent example both of the value of mch detailed studies and the need of carefully distinguishing between what the
u' A. QADOW : "A ContrlbuHon to the Study of lvolutlon based upon the Mexican
SPeelfs Of (Inemfdophwuap Proe. Zool. 8oc. London, POI. 1. pp. 277-376. 1006.
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data themselves indicate and what is assumed as true from other evidence.
He concludes,-1) That the species are the product of their environmental Couditiom;
2) That their dispersal ceuter was in western Mexico, whence they have
spread northeast a8 far as Texas and Florida, southwardly into South America, northwestwardly Into Lower California ;
3 ) That the primitive type was nearest the Texas aud Florida species.
He assumes--evidently on gome other grounds1) That a great land men stretched out from Mexico far Into the Paciflc
durlng the Tertiary all the way between Lower Californla and Central
America ;
2 ) That the central tableland of Mexico was a vast fresh-water lake during
most of the Tertiary;
3) That Cuba was connected with the Amerlcan mainland during the Oligocene (this assumption underlies the statement that, since the Floridian Cnatdophorus did not reach Cuba, its mlgratlon must have occurred as late as
Miocene).
Ortmann,“s reviewing this paper, takes, as proven by Gadow‘s studies,
not merely the points actually indicated but also the assumptions which
are entirely unnecessary to explain the data but which Dr. Qadow evidently feels obliged to take for granted. 111 fact, these assumptions
interfere with a reasonable interpretation rather than help it, and all
of them are questionable, to say the least. The great Tertiary lake is,
I suspect, on all fours with the vast interior “lakes” of the Plains region
of the United States, which the progress of physiographic and paleontologic studies have relegated to the domain of’myth. The connection
of Cuba with the mainland of either- North or South America involves
the same difficulties as the connection of Xadagascar with Africa. The
recent discoveries by Dr. de La Torre of a Pleistocene vertebrate fauna
in Cuba strongly confirm this analogy between the Cuban and Malagasy
faunae. The existence of extensive land west of the present Pacific coast
line is an equakly unnecessary and improbable hypothesis. On the other
hand, Dr. Qadow fails to take into account the barrier between Yorth
and South America which prevented or hindered intercommunication of
land fauna, during a large part of the Tertiary, while it permitted intercommunication of marine fauna; during the Eocene. I am not here
concerned with its nature but may venture to point out that its bearing
on the differentiation of species would be important. For, once across
that barrier, an invading species would find itself in unfamiliar environment on account of differences in the autochthonic fauna and flora, even
IvA.

HI. ORTMANN:Oeog. Jahrb., POI. rrrl.

p. 262.

1908
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though the physical environment were similar. If the rising of the
Mexican tableland conditioned the dispersal of the genus from that
center, we can see in this different biotic enyironment the reason why
the marginal species in Xorth America should be primitive, while the
marginal species in South Smerica are highly specialized. I n general,
it mould be true that the species of the dispersal center (or those nearest
to it, where, as jn this case, it has become ill adapted for the habitat of the
race) will be the most progrcissive and those of the marginal areas nearest
the primitive stock. Rut where the scattering primitive forms, in following the primitive climatic conditions, are brought into a new floral
and faunal enviroumellt, this may profountlly modify them and cause a
rapid divergence and specialization.
h 3 P E R S A L OF

BIRDS

As a elms, birds are extremely difficult in their taxonomy. They are
held closely to type in comparison with mammals, and the differences
between them are mostly directly and obviously due to adnptation.
Adaptive parallelism obscures the true affinities to such an, extent that
even at the present day the major classification is somewhat uncertuin.
This diaculty is the greater on account of their rarity as fossils. 'l'herc
is no reason to interpret this rarity as indicating any lack of abuudance
of birds in the fauna! of Tertiary and later Mesozoic time; it is presumably to be accounted for by their generally upland habit, small size and
the lightness a d fragility of the shuleton. The small minority of fossil
birds which are known from anything more than a few fra,ments are,
with two or three uotable exceptions, aherrant typeeground-birds,
marine or lacustrine types, whose habitat facilitated their preservation
as fossils. By far the most notable and instructive of these exceptions
is A r c h m p t e y s .
I t has been customary to class the greater number of the ground-birds
(Ratitz) w a more primitive sub-class. On Ci priOri grounds, this may
be correct enough, since it would appear theoretically that feathers must
have precaletl flight, the ability to fly being conditioned by high organizxtioii plus snlilll size, and this would involve a rapid circulation and
high temperature, which could hardly be attained without a nonconducting coating over the body. R u t it appears certain that most, and possible
that all of the existing ground-birds are readaptations to terrestrial
habitat from flyiug ancestors, and their resemblances are due almost
wholly to adnpti\c paralleliunl.
Owiiig to their powern of flight, the dispersal of b i d 3 is lnllch
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limited and conditioned by distribution of land and water or by mountain or desert barriers than is that of mammals. Climate and environment are much more iniportant factors. Their dispersal is accordingly
much wider, arid this is espetially true of the more migratory and strongflying t y p . The general course of their dispersal from the northern
land m m e s is in some respects much more obvious than with the Mammalia, provided we allow for the extretne imperfection of their geological
record; but on this account, it is not supported by the mass of direct
evidence which we have among mammals.
The most primitive living birds, the penguins, are Antarctic in their
distribution, and as fossih are known only from the Antarctic Tertiaries,
where they include gigantic terrestrial adaptations. I t is of interest to
note that the only actually knomii land vertebrates of the Antarctic continental area are penguins. If this continent had been united during
the late Mesozoic and early Tertiary to Australia and South America,
we should expect to find a fossil mamnial fauna, probably highly progressive and specialized before the spreading ice swept it out of existence.
We might, indeed, hope to find R few marine adaptations from this mammalian fauna still haunting tlie edges of the Antarctic pack. But in
fact, the three items which to mv mind have a bearing upon early Tertiary conditions in Antarctica all point towards continued isolation and
obviously parallel the fauna of oceaiiic islands. These are,1) Gigantic Iand-penguins in the ? Eocene deposits of Seymour Island
(also in Patagonin). Compare with the gigantic land birds of various
oceanic is1 ds, correlated with paucity or absence of land mammals.
%.
2) The living marine penguins are not readily interpreted as a primarily marine adaptation, but they are very easy to understand a8 modified survivors of a group formerly of terrestrial habits, altered to meet
the present conditions under which lone could life be maintained on
the Antarctic shores.
3 ) The occurrence of Miolaniu, as iiiterpreted on page 283, is suggestive of the former presence I J f giant land-turtles in Antarctica, a]though not explainable as t ~ i ~ ofi former
~ ~ land
n ~ coriuectione with South
America and Australia.

There may be other iLdircLt c r i c l L ~ r t . c 111 ole diatlibutluii "I uiarliie
Vertebrata. and Invcrtebrata, wlich, i f c~~iutrvnt~vely
interpreted, would
confirm or disprove these indicatioiid So far as they go, they suggest
that ground-birds and land-turtles w m the large land vertebrates of
Tertiary Antarctica as in oceanic island F ~ U I I I of to-day.
The distribution of modern land bird$ k iiniver~ally 1iiterl)roted IU
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terms of Northern derivation. Oceanic, desert or mountain barriers
have been much less efficient in limiting their range, and the efficiency
of the climatic factor is much more obvious than with mammals. Their
dispersal from a Holarctic center in successive waves of migration is
indicated by the dominantly Holarctic habitat of the highest and latest
developed groups, by the generally tropical habitat of archaic groups
often highly specialized, whose ancestors or relatives are in many cmes
known from the Holarctic Tertiary, and by the fact that the fiouthern
continents are peopled, not by a series of dominant groups corresponding
to the Holarctic groups, evolved in a common Antarctic center, but chiefly
by groups of more or less tropical d n i t i e s and by a few northern groups
which have crossed the tropic barrier. There are many groups of birds
living to-day in the widely separated tropical regions whose ancestors
have not thus far been discovered in the Holarctic Tertiary. Rut they
correspond, both in distribution and in relative position in the classification, with other groups which the geologic record proves to have originated by dispersal from Holarctica, and there is no valid reason for
assuming any other origin. The geologic record of Tertiary birds is far
more fragmentary than that of Tertiary mammals and especially in the
Nearctic region.
It should further be observed that the perching birds represent the
primary adaptation from which the various specializations-terrestrial,
wading, marine, etc.-have diverged, and that, in conseqiience, these
divergently specialized forms retain various archaic features which have
been lost by the central group.
The relations, dispersal and present distribution of birds are thus
wholly in accord with the principles here set forth. The detailed application of these principles is beyond the limits of the present discussion.
I)ISPERSAL OF AJIPIIIBIA

The modern Amphibia include a few small and for the most part
highly specialized survivors of a group whose period of dominance dates
back to the Paleozoic. Of their Mesozoic and Tertiary ancestry almost
nothing is h o r n . The Stegocephalia, the dominant Amphibia of the
Permian, were far less aberrant and much nearer to the contemporary
primitive Amphibia ; their interrelationships are still far from being precisely definahle, and, until these are better understood, it is futile to discuss the evidence which they may furnish as to former geographic connections.
The distribution of the modern Amplubia is OfteIl llot,&]y discontinu
alld i l l tlie almilce of evidence from extinct types a8 to the real
1 1 1 1 ~
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origin of these discontinuous clistribotioiis they are interpreted by many
authors as affording evidence for various transoceanic bridges. But they
are not essentially different froni various instances of discontinuous distribution among Mammalia, except that they are probably in some cases
of more ancient origin, and arc less restricted by ocean barriers.
The urodele Amphibia are Holarctic, save for one family, Plethodontide, which has spread into northern South America and has also reached
Hayti. Although thus limited in dispersal, they would seem to be an
ancient group represented as far back as the Wealden by HyZBobutruclhus,
said to be related to the modern Cryptobranchus.lle Their distribution
within Holarctica is more or less of a relict type, broken up by the unfavorable environment of so large a part of this region, especially of the
central portion. The mcilians are tropical but have not reached Australasia.
The frogs and toads have a wide dispersal, and so far as a superficial
view may show, the most primitive or archaic families are limited to the
peripheral continents and oceanic islands, while the more progressive
groups are more cosmopolitan, but have not yet reached all of the outlying regions. Some of the families, at least, would appear to be of ancient
origin; PaZmbatrachus, allied according to Gadow"' to the Aglossa of
the Ethiopian and Neotropical regions, is recorded from the Jurassic of
Spain, and is said to be common in the older Tertiary of Europe. Among
the modern families the Cpstignathitle are chiefly Australasian and Neotropical, but a few are still found in Xorth America. This distribution
parallels that of the polyprototlont marsupials, except that the latter have
not reached Kew Zealand or the Antilles, or entirely disappeared from
the East Indian islands. The Discoglossicla inhabit the East Indies and
North America but have disappeared from the intervening portiori of
Holarctica; Discoglossus and other genera are found in the Middle Tertiary of Germany. The I'elobntida! stretch across Europe and Asia and
northwestern North America. These three families represent evidently
three successive dispersals,
The other families are ~ U I cumupolitw.
C
The geiius Bufo huu failed
to reach Australasia, Madagascar or New Zealand, but is replaced in
Australia by a (more primitive:') iii(mber of the family. The IIylide
are to-day chiefly Sooth Amcriciui aiitl Australiari, but a few members
still inhabit North America. Tlic,s are not foniitl in Africa or the Oriental region, where it seems reasonable to suppose that they have been displaced by the true frogs (Ranid%). peculiarly varied arid aburitlant in
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these regions. The Ranido, like the Bufonidse, represent a less ancient
dispersal, probably from a southern Palsarctic or Oriental center, since
they have reached northern Australia 011 one side and northwestern South
America on the other, and, while they have reached Madagascar and the
Solomon Islands, they have failed to reach the Antilles.
These suggested lines of dispersal are based upon the present distribution interpreted in accord with the principles outlined in previous pages
of this article. While the past history of the Amphibia is too little known

FIO.X?..-Distrlbatfon

or threa famfllea of dnuro

TheRe may be Interpreted as due to three sncceaalve dlspersals from the north. The
other lamllles OC frogs nnd toads are more widely epread, and thelr reglonal abundance
has coodltloned certafn pecullaritlrs In the dlstrlbutlons here shorn.

to confirm them by adequate dirrct eridence, I believe that good inferential evidence might be ohtainetl from a comparison of the progressive
or archaic characters of the skeleton in the different familiee. The fossil
Amphibia afford sufficient evidence to deterrninc the broader lines of their
evolution and differeritiation, although they tell \cry little about their
past distribution. The snnie roiditions hold true with regard to the
frrsh-water fishes.
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DISPERSAL
OF FRESH-WATER
FISHES
The fresh-water fishes afford many striking illustratioiis of isolated
primitive survivals in the southern continents and especially in their
tropical parts. With marine fishes, the distribution iu wider, as we should
expect, and the dominant types are generally world-wide in their distribution. Yet, even with marine fishes, a superficial survey seems to show
the majority of primitive survivals along the southern coasts.
Fishes are, it is to be remembered, doniinantly marine. The wider
field and more varied opportunities for tlewlopmcnt afforded by the
ocean waters, in contrast with the limited and isolated fields-and uncertain tenure afforded by fresh-water rivers untl lakes, have conditioned
this. The fresh-water habitat for aquatic groups of animals stands in
somewhat the same relative position to the marine habitat as does the
insular to the continental habitat for land animals. It is the refuge for
survivors of primitive faunae. And, as in the insular land faunoe, we are
constantly confronted there with the occurrence in widely remote regions
of archaic types apparently nearly related, whose similarity is partly due
to independent adaptation to a similar environment, partly to persistent
primitivism.
Lepidd&Ten in tropical South America, Protopterw in tropical Africa,
Cerutodlls in tropical Australia are perhaps the most prominent examples
of extremely ancient survivals. These are survivors of early Mesozoic or
even Paleozoic marine and estuarine fishes of world-wide distribution,
and they have endured, in their tropical refuge, the sevexal successive
periods of zonal climate which affected the environment of temperate and
tropical regions.
More pertinent to the problem in hand are the relationships of early
Tertiary fishes of the northern continents to the modern South American,
African (and Australian?) fishes. Here, again, I am compelled to dissent from the interpretations and conclusions of so distinguished an authority as Dr. Rigenmann,"' who, HR it sceins to nic ignores certain very
important parts of the evidence.
There is a marked similarity t)ctwcclI w t m i part3 u l the fresh-water
fish f a u n s of South America tiiid of .ifrim. Eigeiiiiiaiiii a i d others
woulrl explain this by a former cuiitiricntal UIIIOII. but it i3 certain t.hat
Borne, at least, of these now tropical tJIJCS existed in the iiorthcrn continents during the early Tertiary. EigerimmnllQasserts, indeed, that no
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part of the modern South American fresh-water fish fauna is derived
from North America; but how he reconciles this with the recorded presence of several of the most typical genera in the Qreen River Eocene of
Wyoming, I do not see.
A few cases in point may be noted, aa follows:
Lelzidostew, now Central American and southern Sonoran. Abundant
in all the Eocelle formations of the northwestern States, as also in Europe.
I’hractocephalus, Arius, etc., now South American, nearly related to
Rhineastes of the Bridger and Amyzon beds of the western States.
Osteoglossus of Brazil, Borneo and New Zealand, Vastres and Heterotis, also southern types, closely related to Dupedoglossus of the Qreen
River shales (Eocene).
The characins, which form so important an element of the modern
South American fauna, are, as Eigenniann holds, largely a local expansive radiation conditioned by the immense ramifying river-systems of
that continent. But, considered in their more general relations, they are
a primitive group, the northern cyprinids being a higher and later development.
The catfish, which in the North have the characteristics of a disappearing group, are numerous and dominant in South America. Eigenmann
calls attention to the paucity of the Patagonian fauna and its’apparent
relations to that of Sew Zealand and Australia (Galaxiidae and 4plochitonida). l l e tloes not, however, attach an! great weight to this as
evidence for a former Antarctic connection, regarding it 8s “highly theoretical and precarious!’ so far as the fresh-water fish are concerned-but
“The evidence from other sources of a former land connection has become conclusi~e.” I might observe here that many students in other
g r o u p are tqually doubtful of the conclusiveness of the evidence for
Antarctic connections in the groups with which they are familiar, while
equally ready to accept as conclusive the evidence in groups with which
they are not familiar.
As regards a connection of tropical Africa with tropical South Xinerica, Eigenmann is much more positive, basing it mainly upon the char:]cins ~ i i dcichlids, common to both continente. There is no species or
genus common to the two continents. Both families are relatively primitive, as coniparc~tlwith northern related groups. .4s regards their former
presence i n the northern world (which Eigenmann does not allude to) or
their parallel adaptation from marine forms of Cretaceous or early Tertiary time, there is little satiefactory evidence. Xevertheless, the fact
that they represent an adaptive divergencc fronl an intermediate and
more primiti\r trl)rB ancestral to carp and catfish is a ,suggestive one.
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If now we compare the general relations of tropical fresh-water fishes
with those of the North, it will appear very clearly that the highest and
latest in appearance of the several groups are still limited to the northern
world, and that, in the tropics, more primitive groups exist, many of
them known to be former residents of the northern world, others much
nearer to known or inferred ancestral grpups than are any members of
the present northern fish fauna. Where the environment favors, some of
these groups have branched out into ar! immense variety and number, far
exweding what is known in the colder north. But they are distinctly
less progressive. In the southern continents, we meet with some remarkable parallelisms to the dominant types of the North, very suggestive at
first of Antarctic connections, but probably explainable (as in Galaaim)
in other ways. These groups impress one as highly progressive, although
less so than the northern groups; but they do not appear to have contributed materially to the tropical fauna.
In some respects the fresh-water fishes present nearer analogies to the
birds than to mammals i n their distribution; and this is no doubt conditioned by their less strict limitatioii to land connections for their migration, and to the greater antiquity of the class.

GENERALCOSSIDERATIOSSos

THE DISTRIBUTION
OF

ASD

INVKI~TEBRATES

PLASTS

I t would lie unwise to attempt any survey of the paleogeogaphic data
afforded by invertebrates and plants. Lacking both the special knowledge necessary for a critical consideration of the data, and the time necesmry to make even an adequate compilation, it would add nothing to the
argumqpt. While, for reasons already given (page 2 1 2 ) , placing most
weight on the evidence obtainable from mammals, I fully recognize the
importance and variety of evidence outside the Vertehrata, ant1 the force
which attaches to cumulative evidence from several independent sources.
At the same time I must express a strong conviction that the doiirces are
not really independent, and that concordant results in severnl groups
which flatly contradict the resultv obtained by a study of mammals, can
only indicate one of two things. Either the interpretation of the evidence among the Vertebrata is iricorrect or there are factors of error
common to the interpretation of the ~everalother groups which accord
in their disagreement. What these factors may be, I hare already indicated and have attempted to show that they account for discordant revulte
based upon the distribution of the lower vertebrates and interpreted a6
involving radical changes hetweeri coritineiital and abyssal regions which
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are highly improbable, to say the least, from a geological point of view,
and which are not merely unnecessary but apparently impossible when
we attempt to explain the distribution of the higher vertebrates in accordance with them.
It is true that the evidence agsinst such changes in pre-Tertiary times
is less weighty, and that it diminishes further in the older periods of
geologic time. And the antiquity of many groups of invertebrates,
mpecially of land invertebrates, makes it impossible to limit the hypothetical land bridges which their distribution is supposed to require, tu
the Tertiary or even the Mesozoic. The permanency of the ocean basins
in the older geologic epochs is beyond the limits of this discussiou.
so far as a superficial acquaintance shows, the general distributional
relations of most land invertebrata and of plants appear to me to accord
with those of the mammalia. Primitive and archaic120 types abound
chiefly in the tropics. The most progreesive and dominant types are
Holarctic. The southern continents show common g r o u p suggestive of
an Antarctic radiation, but which may, like the marsupials or the chryaochloroid insectivores, be remnants of formerly cosmopolitan groups whose
resemblance is due rather to persistence or to parallel evolution under
similar climatic stimulus than to such close affinity as would involve
Antarctic continental connections.
Where, as in the earthworms, we have no knowledge at all of their past
distribution, it is impossible to test this interpretation of their present
distribution; nor in such a group does it 'seem possible to estimate how
much and in what manner slow progressive climatic change might affect
their structural evolution, although climatic conditions are evidently
important in controlling their range.
The point that I desire to emphasize is that, if such Rn interpretation
as I have suggested be possible, it should be accepted in preference to
one which would involve such unexplainable dficulties in the distribution of the higher animals and such improbable physiographic changes.
So hypdiesis can be finally accepted that does not conform to the facts
of distribution in all groups of animals and plants. It is not a matter
of prepon(1crant evidence. Every anomaly must be explained, every distributional fact must be interpreted in accord with the rest, before we
can consider theories of paleogeography as conclusively proven. I t is
riot sufficient that the evidence in one group or in ten groups has been
interpreted on concordant lines, SO long as there remains an eleventh
group which cannot be 80 interpreted. But, pending a final agreement
Arehalc la used lo the senne of dlvergently npecldlzed but llttle progresslve
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in our deductions from the evidence afforded by the various classes, it
appears to me that we should hold to conservative views rather than
adopt hypotheses of continental relations so much at variance with generally accepted geological principles and inferences.
To illustrate the point that these discrepancies are a matter rather of
interpretation than data I may venture to discuss one or two instances
among invertebrates prominently used in paleogeography.
INTERPRBTATION OF DISTRIBUTION DATA OF CRAYFISH

I am indebted for my data on this interesting group to Dr. Ortmann’s
valuable discussion of the geographical distribution of fresh-water
Decapodn.12’ The interpretation, however, which I would place upon
the facts differs widely from his.
As Professor Huxley haa observed, the real difficulty in explaining the
distribution of the crayfish is in their occurrence in the north and south
tempernte zones, separated by a wide tropical belt in which none now
occur or are known to have occurred in the past. Two explanatinns offer
themselves :
I) Independent adaptation from marine types in the northern and
southern hemispheres. This would involve either former Antarctic connections or independent adaptation also of the several southern g r o u p
from marine types.
2) Former cosmopolitan distribution of crayfish, with subsequent disappearance from the tropical belt and differentiation of the isolated Routhern groups and of the more progressive northern groups.
The latter view is generally accepted, and seems to me more consonant
with the facts of distribution, e. g., presence of crayfish in Madagascar,
while they arc absent from South Africa. T am unable to agree with
Dr. Ortmann that crayfish on oceanic islands necessarily involve a former
land connection, since such land connections as he finds it necessary to
postulate would apparently involve the presence on these islands of continental fauna! which are not now present, and whose absence cannot be
rewonably accounted for. For the reasons already presented I see no
difficulty in supposing that the crayfish of Cuba, Madagascar, New
Zealand or Fiji have reached those islands by occidental transport of
natural “rafta” through the agency of ocean currents, or by other accidental means. The Australian and South American crayfish I should
regard as derived from the north, by way of the existing or slightly subM A . E. ORTMAW: “Oeographlcal DI8trlbulluo of Presh wnter Dewpods and Its BearIng upon Ancleot Oeogrnphy,“ Pror Amer. I‘hIi. Yoc., POI. xII. pri. 267-400. 1802.
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merged land bridges, at a time when the northern crayfish were much
more primitive than now, and when, for remom which I do not venture
suggest, the tropics were a more favorable environment than now.
The northern crayfish have since evolved into Potanobius and Cambam,
the southern specialized into the more divergent Yarastacus of South
America, Cheraps and Eugmu and Astacopsis of Australia and Tasmania,
Paranepiirops of New Zealand and ? Fiji and Astacoides of Madagascar.
Of these southern genera, Astacoides is the nearest to the northern
types. This is to be expected, if the southern genera are remnants of a
cosmopolitm distribution derived by dispersal from the north ; for the
Malsgasy genus would be a derivative from Ethiopian crayfish, which
would be less remote from the north, and would be correspondingly more
advanced than in South America or Australia. As far as the more
special distribution of the northern crayfish is concerned, Dr. Ortmann'a
paper afforda data for the following interpretations.
Two genera are concerned, Cambarus of the eastern Sonoran region,
and Potamobiw (Astams of most authors) of the Old World and western
Sonoran region.
In his discussion of the genus Cambarus Ortmann states that the
more primitive forms of the first, second and fifth groups belong chiefly
to the south towards Mexico, and interprets this as meaning that the
genus came from Mexico. But, according to the principles here adopted,
this should mean that the center of dispersal is to the north and cast;
and the discontinuity in range to the south and west is exactly what we
Ehould expect, Dr. Ortmann's attempt to find an explanation for it on
the opposite theory of migration being curiously complex and unconvincing. The most primitive species occur in such widely divergent pointa
as Mexico'and Cuba.
The more primitive genus Potamobius has a more discontinuous range,
in Europe, part of Eastern Asia and Western Sorth America, the Asiatic
species being nearest to Cambarus (i. e., highest in development) but
parallel, not truly closely related. This, I take it, is correctly interpreted
by Ortmann a~ indicating an Asiatic center of dispersal for this genus.
But in place of supposing with Ortmann that Cambarns originated from
species of Potamobius pushing down southward into Mexico and thence
northward again (as C a m b a w ) into the United States, it seems to me
that the rational explanation would be to suppose that -both genera are
the disconnected remnants of a formerly Arctic center of dispersal. This
would he first split in two by a progressively unfavorable environment,
one division passing down into America east of the Cordilleras, and
developing into Ca.niha.nis, the other part in Asia pro,mssing more
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slowly into Potarnobiu and spreading east and west from that center,
8s the American group spread southward.
DISTRIBUTION OF HELIX HOBTENSIS

Dr. Scharff122regards the distribution of Helix lrortensis as an important part of the evidence in favor of a late Cenozoic bridge connecting
Europe with eastern North America. The species is well known in
Europe and has always been regarded as indigenous there. It occurs
along the North Atlantic coast, and in Labrador, Greenland, Iceland and
the Shetland and Far% Islands. It was formerly considered as introduced on this side of the Atlantic by human agency; but it has been
found in old Indian shell-mounds arid more recently in undoubtedly
Pleistocene deposits in Maine. I t is unknown in Asia or western North
America. Hence, Dr. Scharff concludes that it must have migated from
Europe to America across a land bridge via Iceland and Greenland in
Pliocene or Pleistocene times.
The early opinion that Helix hodensis is an introduced species in this
country was founded, so far as I recall, mainly upon the peculiar local
range and habitat of the species, very different from the truly indigenous
Xew England land-snails, and my early experiences in land-snail collecting in southern New Brunswick were quite in accord with this evidence.
It is quite possible that Helix hodensis, like the genus Equus, is both
introduced and indigenous.
Granting that it is at least partially indigenous, what evidence is there
that the present distribution is not the remnant of a Tertiary circumpolar
distribution? The fact that it is not recorded in th’e Tertiary of Asia?
But what proportion of the presumably abundant XiocPne or PIiocene
land-snails of Asia is known to us? It can only be a minute fraction
at the best-less than one per cent. So the chances are a hundred to one
that if Helix iiortensis or an ancestral form of the species existed in the
Tertiary of North Asia, we should have no record of its existence at
present. We do, however, have a good deal of indirect evidence that an
environment favorable to the present habits of the species existed during
the later Tertiary in the region intervening between its present discontinuous distribution areas, and tlitlt the environment became unfavorable
in that intervening region at the close of the Tertiary. I can see no
need for assuming a transatlantic land bridge to account for the distribution of this species. And the explanation here suggested ie in harmony
with the known course of distribution of those members of the northern
R. F. ECEARFF: rroe Roy. Irlsh Bead,

vul rrvill, p. 19

1909.
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land fauns whose past history is preserved to us in the geologic record.
It involves only those minor changes of continental level (a few hundred
feet) of whose occurrence during the Pleistocene we have ample evidence.
On the other hand, if we assume such a Transatlantic land bridge
during the late Tertiary we must suppose an elevation of upwards of
five thousand feet, a huge disturbance of the isostatic balance of whose
possibility we have no real evidence; for the submerged channels so often
cited in support of these immense uplifts have been shown by Chamberlin
to be much more probably due to “continental creep,” to the slipping
down, so to speak, of marginal sediments to a lower level.123 In any
case, there could be no evidence as to the period at which these old
channels were last above water. They may have been submerged since
the Permian, for aught we know to the contrary. Furthermore, we have
to explain the non-migration of a multitude of forms which got just 80
far a8 conservative land elevations could carry them, but no farther,
DIBTRIBUTION OF P E R C I D B

Another instance upon which Dr. Scharff lays great stress is t.he distribution of the perches. Here, the false impression produced by the
use of a Mercator‘s projection map in plotting the distribution of northern forms, seems to me to be very obvious. This map does not give the
northern regions in their true proportions or relations. Transferring
the distribution of this family aa plotted by Tate Regan, to a north polar
projection map me get the real relations and proportions with approximate correctness. I t then becomes obvious that the perches are centered
around the drainage basin of the Arctic ocean. In North America they
have extended down the Atlantic coast drainage area and into that of the
Gulf of Mexico as far as the Rio Grande. In Asia they have been admitted by the old Hyrcanean Sea into the present Caspian and Aral
basins; and a glance at the late Tertiary geography of Europe will show
how they have reached the drainage baein of the northern Mediterranean.
They are not now found in the Arctic drainage area of wcstern North
America, Oreenland or Iceland, where the environment, now or in the
Pleistocene, is amply s a c i e n t to account for their extinction. What
need of a transatlantic land bridge to account for this distribution.
There Is another possible explanntfon. The progresslve bulldlng out seaward “c
barrler reefs around a number of separate centers untll they Jolned Into a platform
would naturally leave deep lntervenlng channels, especlally o(l the mouths of great rlvers
where the Influx of mud and fresh water hindered the g o w t h of the coral orgnnlsms.
The submarlne contours around the West Indlan lelands eapeclally enggeat thla explanatlon, wblch I offer tentatlvely for the conalderatlon of my better-versed confreres.
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A fourth instance cited by Dr. Scharff is the distribution of the rivermussel Mmgahtana, and 88 he well observes, niimemis other instance8
would probably show similar discontinuous distribution. But, so far aa
I have been able to find such instances, the same reasoning and the same
explanation apply to them all.
CIIITICISMOF SOMEOPPOSINQHYPOTIIEEKS
I t is not practicable to hke account here of the flood of paleogeographic discussions of recent years which have advocated all sorts of
consistent or inconsistent changes in continental outlines. They agree
for the most part in failing to take into account certain considerations
which to my mind are essential elements in any problem of distribution.
Among the geological considerations are the following :
I ) Evidence that the present distribution of the deep ocean basins is
in the main due to isostatic balance. This affords a strong presumption
in favor of its permanence.
2) Absence of abysmal deposits in the geological formations of my
continental region. Chalk deposits are not an exception, as it has been
shown that they were deposited in shallow epicontinental seas rather than
in deep oceanic basins.
3 ) Abrupt ending of an elevated line of disturbance and its continuation as a submerged line of disturbance does not necessarily indicate that
the submerged portion was formerly elevated, although it does reduce
the improbability of its former elevation by indicating a line of disturbance and hence of possible elevation.
4) The presence of marine formations of Cretaceous or Tertiary age
over large portions of the interior of the great continents does not indic a b that these continent8 first came into existence as such during the
Cretaceous or Tertiary. In the better known portions of the earth’s
surface we know well enough that these marine formations were due to
periodic temporary submergence, interrupted by periods of more or l a s
complete emergence. It is but reasonable to apply the same explanation
to the less known regions. I see no more reason to suppose, as do Von
Thering, Scharff and others, that South America first came into existence
as a united continent in the Tertiary, than to conclude on similar evidence that North America was but a group of isolated land masses until
the end of the Cretaceous. In this country, we have positive proof of
i b antiquity; but the evidence for recent origin of the South American
would apply just as well to the North American continent. A similar
presumption of antiqnity applies to Australia, Asia and Africa.
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Among zoological considerations we may mention the following:
1) The discontinuous distribution of modern species is again and
w i n taken as proof that the regions now inhabited must have been connected &crossdeep oceanic basins, without considering the possibility that
it is a remnant of a wider past distribution, or that it is due to parallel
evolution from a more primitive type of intermediate distribution, now
extinct. Yet so many instances are known where the geological record
haa furnished proof that one or other of these explanations applies to
cases of discontinuous distribution, that it mould seem that these ought
to be the first solutions of the problem to be considered, and that in view
of the known imperfection of the geologic record, mere negative evidence
is not sufficient to cause them to be set aside.
2 ) No account is taken of faunal interchanges often much more extensive, which would presumably have taken place if the land bridges
assumed had existed, but which have not taken place. It may here be
urged that this too is negative evidence. But the negative evidence derived from an appeal to the geological record is weak, not per se, but
because of the demonstrated imperfection of this record. On the other
hand, there are many instances where a land bridge is well proven, and
in these cases it is not a few scattered exceptions but an entire fauna
that has migrated, subject only to the restrictions imposed by climatic or
topographic baniera of other kinds.
I may venture upon a discussion of a few instances in order to show
the type of objections which appear to me to apply to much of the evidence cited in favor of most of these transoceanic land bridges.

ON VAIN SPECCUTIONS
According to some distinguished paleontologist^,^^' progress is to be
made only by ignoring the possibility that races have originated in or
migrated from regions of whose former lifc we have substantially no
record, and assuming that they must have evolved in one or another region where the record is more or less known, and that the actual record
must be the sole bass for any conclusions. They refuse to consider the
arguments for origin elsewhere, on the ground that such hypotheses are
“vain speculations” and “serve merely to conceal our ignorance.”
‘I’n this I mny answer tlint a fair and full consideration of the data at
hand shows that such hypotheses, of one kind or another, arc absolutely
n e w m q , unlees we are to abandon all belief in the actuality of evolution
and are to treat it aa merely a convenient arrangement of successive ape-
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cies and faunas independently created. Such a view was held by Agassiz
and most of his predecessors, but it is unnecessary to consider it in the
present state of scientific belief.
If, on the other hand, we accept the belief that the successive species
of each phylum are genetically related, how are we to explain the fact
that these phyla are usually approximate and not direct, and that where
the evidence is most complete, the fact that they are not in a direct line
of structural evolution stands out inost clearly. Take for example the
ancestry of the horse, the most striking, easily recognizable, widely known
and thoroughly studied illustration of mammalian evolution. It was
possible, when the “documents” mere few and imperfect, to trncc a supposedly direct line of ancestry through European pretlccessors. Later,
when the fossil‘fields of the western United States w r e first explored, a
much more direct line of ancestry was found i l l this country, and the
European series was recognized as not being the direct liiie. But the
further progress of exploration in America, and the discovcry of complete
skeletons of the supposed ancestral stapes k ~ ~ o w at
r i first oiilp from fragmentary specimens, has demonstrated that this line too is an indirect and
approximate series so far as the sucrcssion o l the known species is concerned. This has been rerogniaetl in recent Fears by American stutlents,
and variously phrased or interpreted. The most probable explanation of
the facts is to suppose that the kiiown phylum is approximate, not direct;
that the direct line of descent leads through unknown or imperfectly
known species, and that thosc known to us are offshoots of varying closeness. The direct line is, then, admittedly through hypothetical species,
and the only question is whether the hahitat of thesc species n’ns i i i the
regions where we have searched vainly for their remains, or in the much
greater intervening region where we have not searched. Horses are found
throughout the Tertiary in central and western Europe on the one hand,
on the Western Plains of Smerica on the other. There is every reason to
believe that they inhabited all or parts of the intervening region and we
have no right a t all, in weighing the evidence, to refuse to take this region into consideration, on the plea that it has furnished no “documents”
as yet. To place such limitation?:o t i our theories would hardly tend to
solving our proI)Ioni.~.lioivovc~r ~ t i i r ~ ~i tt i ttiiglit stein to simplify them. It
is merely to prefer a conclusion t h t we know to be false to a conclusion
that we cannot prove by direct evideiice to bc true.
What I have stated in regard to the fossil ancestry uf the horse applies
to most mammalian phyla, in greater or less degree according to the perfection and number of our “documents.” Where these are few and €ragmentary, it is still possible to build up phyla which cannot be proven to
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be inexact. But, as knowledge increases and becomes more exact, these
phyla are more and more broken and complex, and direct genetic series
become more limited in extent. This is to be expected, for the regions
which up to date have been at all thoroughly explored are but a small
fraction of the .area which the group concerned must have inhabited.
And on ci p i o r i grounds, the chances are greatly against the particular
species lvhich ~ v mto become dominant inhabiting the particular regions
which we have explored.
Professor €1. F. Osborn has very well expressed the conditions of evolutionary progress by stating that each group i s highly pol-vhyletic, consisting of nomerous subphyla evolving along more or less parallel lines.
nut we are here concerned less with the disentaglement of the subphyla
of a group than with its dominant center of dispersal as a whole. And
from this point of view it seems to me misleading and erroneoua to assume that it must have migrated only from one to others of the regions
where its remains have actually been found, instead of attempting to
locate from the indirect evidence available the true center of dispersal.
In contrast with the views here criticized, I may venture to quote from
an address in which Dr. Stehlin125has recently summarized the phylogenetic results of his monumental studies upon the Eocene fauna of Egerkingen, a work of extraordinary thoroughiiess and ability which, as a
recent reviewer observed, has involved a revision of the entire Eocene
mammal fauna of Europe: “Khere then dwelt these yet unknown herds
of mammals evolved during the Eocene, whose existence is recorded
through their influence upon Europe and North America the more clearly
as we analyze more closely the dnta obtained in these continents? We
can scarcely be wrong if we look to the huge continental mass of Asia.
still almost unexplored by the paleontologist. The future, and, it may be
hoped, the near future will show how far our present anticipations are
correct.’’

Y ~ J M M A R YO F EVIDENCE
The geologic evidence for the general permanency of the abyssal oceallii
is ovcJrwhclmingly strong. The continental and oceaxlic areas are now
maiiitained at their different levels chicfly through isostatic balance, ant1
it is difficultto believe that they could formerly have been reversed to any
extensive degree. The floor of the ocean differs notably in its relief from
the surfaces of the continents, and only in a few limited areas is the relief
suggestive of former elevation above ses-level. The continental shelf is
H. G .
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so marked, obvious and universal a feature of the earth’s surface that it
affords the strongest kind of evidence of the antiquity of the ocean basins
and the limits beyond which the continents have not extended. The
supposed evidence for greater elevation in the erosion channels across its
margin have been shown to be better interpreted as due to “continental
creep.” The marine formations now found in continental are- have all
been deposited in shallow seas. No abyssal deposits have ever been certainly recognized am6ng the geologic formations of the continental platform.
Leaving out of consideration speculative hypotheses as to a formerly
smaller amount of water on the surface of the globe, shallower ocean
basins in Paleozoic times and different land and water distribution in the
older geological periods, it is sufficient for the purposes of this discussion
to emphasize the great weight of geological and physiographic evidence
for the permanency of the continental masses as outlined by the continental shelf, during the later geological periods, and especially during the
Tertiary.
The present distribution of continents and oceans on the surface of the
globe (as outlined by the continental shelf) consist9 of a great irregular
northern mass including Europe, Asia and North America, with three
great partly isolated projections into equatorial and southern latitudes,
South America, Africa and Australasia, and a smaller Antarctic land
mass wholly isolated. The three peripheral continents are isolated from
each other and from the Antarctic land by broad and deep oceans, but
with the doubtful exception of Australasia, are united to the central mass
by shallow water or restricted lan,d connections.
A rise of 100 fathoms would unite all the continents and continental
islands, except perhaps Australia, into a single mass, but would leave
Antarctica, New Zealand, Nadagascar, Cuba and many smaller islande
separate. A further elevation of five times this amount would not alter
materially the boundaries of land and sea. A submergence of 100 fathoms would isolate the three fiouthern continents, and cause shallow seas
to spread widely over the interior of all the continental masses, reducing
some of them to ifiolnted fragments or archipelagoes.
Such cyclic alternations of emergence and overflow are recognized by
many geologists as the dominant feature of the earth’s history, corresponding to the succession of periods into which gcologic time is divided.
The greater disturbances resulting in folding, faulting and mountain
making, while involving much greater changes of level, affect more limited areas, adjacent to lines of unshble equilibrium, especially along the
borders of the continental platforms.
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Associated with these great cycles of elevation and submergence are
climatic cycles from extremes of cold or arid zonar climates culminating
in glacial epochs, to the extremes of warm humid uniform climates which
accompany or follow the extremes of submergence.
The effect upon terrestrial life of progressive elevation of the land
areas, accompanied by tt progressively cold climate at the poles and arid
climate in the interior of continents, would be to adapt the terrestrial
life to cold, arid and highly variable climatic conditions. The environment favorable to this adaptation will appear first near the poles, and the
northern and southern faunie will be more progressive and will tend to
disperse towards the equatorial regions. The wider area of emerged continentrc will tend to expansive evolution of the land fauns, and their
union into a single land mass will facilitate cosmopolitan distribution,
Owing to the conformation of the continents the dispersal will be chiefly
from the Holarctic region, the Antarctic and soutliern lands being unfavorably situated for the evolution and dispersal of dominant races and
contributing but little to the cosmopolitan fauns of the emergent phase.
These conditions are also favorable to the development of higher, more
active and more adaptable types of terrestrial life, which tend to supplant
even in moist tropical regions the less adaptable remnants of the tropical
faun% which find there their last refuge.
During the opposite phase of the cycle, the faunle become progressively
readapted to the moist tropical climatic environment. But owing to the
higher evolutionary fitage acquired during the arid phase, the higher and
dominant types of the new fauna are evolved chiefly by readaptation of
the dominant types of the arid phase and only subordinately by expansive
evolution of the tropical fauna surviving through that phase.
The paleontologic record appears to be in exact harmony with these
principles, provided due allowance be made for its imperfections. The
geographic distribution of .animals and plants affords far more complete
data, but their true significance has in my opinion been misinterpreted
by many zoogeographers. When interpreted in harmony with the principles of dispersal shown to be true among mammals, they yield fully
concordant results. The geologic record irr to-day far more incomplete
than is generally admitted, aud will always be incomplete. Negative evidence, while sometimes of high value, is more often worthless and should
never be admitted without a careful canvass of the situation in each
instance.
The population of oceanic islands is notably incomplete and cannot be
hterprcted as due to continental connection. The difficulties in the way
of over-sea transportation are best explnirietl by the hypothesis of natural
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rafts; the degree of probability that attaches to this hypothesis is estimated.
The dispersal of mammals is then cullsitlered at some length, order by
order, and it is sho~rlito accord fully and ill detail with the principles
here
lorth, and to be impossible of explanation except upon the
theory of permanence of the ocean basins during the Cenozoic era. While
the prominence of the Holarctic region as a center of dispersal is ascribed
to its central position and greater arm, some evidence is given to show
that climate is also a factor in the greater progressiveness of the northern,
since it is also noticeable in the southern as compared with tropical faunte.
The distribution of the Rcptilia appears to be in conformity with the
principles here outlined, and extends their application to the Mesozoic
era. The distribution of birds and’fishes and of invertebrates and plants
is probably in accord with the mme general principles, modified by differences in methods of dispersal. The opposing conclusions that have been
drawn from the distribution of these groups are believed to be due to an
incorrect interpretation of the evidence. A few instances, which have
been prominently used to support opposing conclusions, are analyzed and
shorn to conform ta the conclueions above set forth, if interpreted upon
similar lines as the data for mammalian distribution.
APPENDIX

Since this paper was written two very readable and instructive books
on geographic distributioii have appeared, “The Wanderings of A4nimals”
by Professor Qadow,120and “Distribution and Origin of Life in America”
by Professor Scharff.lz’ Both writers, and especially Doctor Scharff, belong to what may be called the bridge-building school of paleogeoLTaphy,
and the general criticisms expressed in the earlier part of this article
apply largely to their interpretations. It is with no intent to depreciate
their value that I observe that there are numerous erTors of fact in those
portions of the evidence with which I am best acquainted, for in a subject
of so wide a scope most of the evidence is necessarily compiled ant1 not
very well understood, and errors niore or less essential will slip in. It is
for that reason that I have avoided detailed discussion of the parts of
the evidence on the present subject rvith whirh I am not well iivquainted;
and, in spite of a good deal of checking and revision, I ha\e 110 doubt
that the foregoing discussion containr; varIoiiR iriaccufiiciea
Maoualo O < Jdeuce and
M BANEOAOOW: “The Waoderlogn of A I ~ ~ I B . cambrldfic
”
Llteratute, No. 64. 1913.
m R . p. 8CliARFF: Dlstrlbtirlurl and <!rtgtti of l . t k I0 Amrrlcn .Macrulllao CO.. pub~lsbers. New York. 1912.
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A more serious criticism is the illegitimate and often partisan me
made of negative evidence. This is doubtless due to the same cause, a
mere book kuowledge of the fossil record, and failure to examine and
weigh its evidence. But it is very obviously affected by a readiness to
rely on negative evidence that favors their theories and to ignore a vastly
greater amount of negative evidence that does not.
Dr. Gadow considers it “awkward” for the theory of Holarctic disp e d of the marsupials in the Cretaceous that no survivors have been
recorded in the Tertiary of Asia. He prefers to believe that the Australian marsupials arrived via Antarctica from South America. If it is
“awkwaTd” for the one theory, that although survivors are found in the
early Tertiary of both Europe and North America, none have been found
in Asia, then it must be equally “awkward” for the theory that Dr.
Gadow supports that none have been found in Antarctica For we know
even less about the early Tertiary of Asia than we do about the Antarctic
Tertiary. I f the absence of zalambdodont insectivores in the Eocene of
Europe is to be msigned any weight, then equal weight should be assigned
to their absence from the Oligocene and Eocene of South America and
from the Pleistocene of Cuba, of Madagascar and South Africa. We
know as much about the one fauna a9. we do about the others. The
negative evidence has no weight in any of these instances; per contra,
the fact that zalambdodonts are known to have lived in the early Tertiary
of North America (Paleocene to Oligocene) affords a presumption of
their presence in the nearly allied early Tertiary faunas of Europe, just
aa their presence in the recent faunas of Madagascar and South Africa
and in the Miocene of South America affords a presumption of their
presence in the nearly allied faunas which immediately preceded them.
Equally, the presence of marsupials in the early Tertiary of Europe on
one side of Holarctica and of 3Torth America OD the other side raises a
strong presumption of their presence in the intervening region of Asia
from which no fossils are known. They are not found in the later Tertiary of Europe and ilmerica, 80 that we should not expect to find them
in the later Tertiary of Asia. On the contrary, the small fragment of
evidence that we hare as to the Tertiary fauna of Antarctica affords a
slight presumptiou against the presence of mammals on that continent.
Doctor Cladow‘s statement that the Chiroptera did not reach America
until the Pleistocene is another curious instance of the misuse of the
fossil record, which no one familiar with the character of our Tertiary
formations and the necessaT limits of the fossil faunas would’be likely
to make; nor would anyone acquniiiteil with the variety and specialization of the New World genera be inclinrd to believe that it wm all the
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result of post-Pliocene immigration and differentiation. Most of the
treodonts, he informs US, “died out with the Eocene or rather they were
modernized into the typical Carnivora in various parts of the world.
Some, however, kept on to almost recent times as highly specialized
creodonts, e. g. the sabre-toothed tigers: Nimrauus in North American
Oligocene; Maclmrodus from Xiocene to Pleistocene in Europe and
Asia, whence in the Pleistocene it appeared as Smilodon in America.
. . .”128 It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that the machaerodonts
were not creodonts but typical Carnivora of the family Felide, and that
their evolutionary series is fully as complete and progressive in the
Nearctic aa in the Palaearctic record. I may also note that “small swine”
(meaning I suppose the primitive bunodont artiodactyles from which
both pigs and peccaries are derived) appeared in North America quite
as early aa in Europe; that the genera Procamelus and Pliauchenia do
not mark the splitting of the Camelidae into camels proper and llamas;
that Dorcatherium is not identical with “Hyom.oschus” (Hycenioschus)
and is an older name; that Arsinoitheriurn is not a pair-horned dicerathere but is a representative of a distinct order of mammals; that the
precise relations of the American Eocene tapirs have yet to be determined; that Protapirus does not first appear in the Lower Oligocene of
Europe but in the Mid-Oligocene of Europe and North America; that
there is no reason to believe that the European Paratapirus is ,more directly in line of descent of the later tapirs than is the so-called Tapiravw
of the American Miocene, and that the very fragmentary and inadequately
studied record of the evolution of the Tapiride is quite inndequate for
the positive and exact statements which Oadow makes as to their “wanderings.”
The statements as to the evolution of the horse show a surprising
amount of inaccuracy, considering that this is so widely known a story.
Apparently, it is in part the result of an attempt to criticize and modify
the conclusions of American writers on the basis of a hasty survey of
the incomplete materials available in European museume. The Eocene
ancestors are disregarded, because they “are still so very generalized that
they lead to horses, rhinos and tapirs as well as to other distinct groups.”
While this is not far from the fact as regards the Lower Eocene f l o h i p p ,
it certainly is not true of Orohippus and Epihippw of the Middle and
Upper Eocene. The relations of Miohippus to Mesokippus are hardly
to be dismissed with a “perhaps.” Desrnatippus is not an ancestor of
Parahippus but is identicnl : I l y p o h i p p is not intermediate between
Par& and Verychipp.9 but is an aberrant type descended from Miohippus
‘ S O P . cit.
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through Anchitherizlni; the American Miocene series does not come to
an end with Merychippus, but this genus gives rise through numerous
inkmediate species to Protohippus, Pliohippus and H i p p h o n . Hippidion is not a descendant of Eipparion but of Pliokippus. There is, it
is true, a considerable gap between Hipparion gracile and Equus, this
species being too specialized in tooth pattern and its lateral digits exceptionally heavy; but most of the American hipparions are simpler and
less aberrant in tooth pattern and the shafts of their lateral digits reduced
often to mere threads. The proximal splints in these forms are very
nearly as much reduced as they are in Equus; the gap which Doctor
Qadow declares has been “slurred over” lies simply in the fact that no
specimens have yet been found in which the shafts of the lateral digits
are discontinuous but the distal rudiments preserved. Anyone familiar
with the dficulty of securing proof of this condition in a fossil species,
and with the imperfection of our record of the Pliocene Equidre, will
badly consider this m a serious gap. Certainly, it is trifling in comparison with the gaps in any of the other mammalian phyla which Doctw
Qadow accepts without difficulty. As for the derivation of Equus froni
primitive species of Hipparion rather than of PTotohippus, my opinion
to that effect rests upon intensive studies of Miocene Equidre undertaken
for Professor Osborn’s monograph of the Evolution of the Horse (in
preparation) and I do not think it fitting to publish the evidence in Its
support at present.
The sirenians, Dr. Gadow tells us, afford strong support of the theory
of a transatlantic bridge, the earliest being known from the Eocene of
Jamaica and Egypt, etc. They would, undoubtedly, if there were sufficient reason to believe that they were absent from the more northerly
parts of the Xorth-Atlantic-Arctic shore8 during the early Tertiary. Rut
there is none nhatsoever; the North Atlantic coasts either extended tluring the Tertiary beyond their present limits to or towards the continental
shelf. or else their marine and littoral deposits have been destroyed by
glaciation; at all events none remain above water worth mentioning
from Sew Jersey on one eide around to the British Isles on the other.
That 110 littoral vertebrates should be known where there are no littoral
deposits is not su~prising;yet it is upon this worthless negative evidence
that the “strong support” reate.
I have limited myself in the foregoing criticism to noting a few points
in regard to fossil mammals. Dr. Scharffs book is far too extensive for
any detailed criticism here, even within these limits. I can note only
that, while highly instructive aa well as entertaining, it is far from being
either accurate or fair in its treatment of the geological aspects of the
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subject or the fossil record. The view that during the Qlacial Epoch
the glaciers mere confined in this country to the higher mountain ranges*28
is one that even a biologist is hardly excusable for upholding. Nor does
it a c m that anyone discussing the Tertiary geography of North America
should be so little informed us to suppose'80 that the eastern and western
portions of the continent were separated during the Eocene by an ocean
barrier. In his argument against the permanency of the ocean basins,
Ycharff is, on the other hand, able to quote high authority. But the
weakness of the argument is nevertheless apparent. That there have
been great changes of level along certain lines of disturbance has never
been questioned. But the conclusion that the continental platforms have
never been submerged to abyssal depths, based upon the entire lack of
abyssal deposits in their geological succemion, is not disproved but rather
confirmed by the recognition of abyssal deposits on an oceanic island
lying along a line of high disturbance. For that merely proves that
abyssal deposits are recognizable as such when they do occur, absence
from the continental platforms remains untouched. Xor does the occurrence of ancient sedimentary and metamorphic rocks on some, eqecially of the larger, oceanic islands afford any evidence that they are
remnants of former continents. The same processes of sedimentation,
regional metamorphism and orogenic upheaval must of necessity occur
in any oceanic island of considerable size and antiquity, and produce
similar results both stratigraphic and petrographic. Moreover, if such
islands lie in a line of disturbance which is continued under the ocean
to an adjacent continent the same earth-movements may well affect both
areas without raising the intervening region above the abyssal depths in
which it now lies.
Dr. ScharfE adopts bmeghino's correlations of Argentine formations,
and Von Ihering's assertion that the continent of South America did
not exist aa a Bingle land mass until late in the Tertiary. I may note
by the way that Ortmanni8' not long ago, in reriewhg Pfeffer's182 essay
on the zoogeographical relations of South America, rebuked him severely
for not being aware of this "undoubted fact," which he declared wa8 not
a theory at all. The real facb are that marine and fresh-water formations of Jurassic, Cretaceous and early Tertiary age occur extensively in
the interior of South America, indicating that the broad low-lying interior of that continent was periodically flooded by shallow was. The
conditions parallel those of the North American continent very clody,
Op. dl., pp. 46 8.
I J D I M ~ .P.
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far 88 they are known. The North American continent We know
existed 8s such throughout geological time, although extensively flooded
at times by shallow seas, especially during the Middle Cretaceous. The
same is presumably true of South America.
Like Doctor Gadow, Doctor SchariT makes a wholly unjustifiable Use
of negative evidence where it may serve to S U P P O ~his views. H e is a
much more reckless bridge-builder, and appears to be quite UncoIlscio~s
of any difference in probability between such a bridge as the AlaskaSiberia connectioil and the various trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific
bridges which he invokes. Yet the AlaskaJi bridge is in cxistence to-day,
only a few yards of its planking removed, if one may so speak, the substructure intact, and the marks of the missing planks still showing 011
the undamaged portion, while the Iiugc bridges which he “prefers” to
believe in are, except for the Icelandic ridge, scarcely indicated by SO
much as a sandbank on the flat abyssal floor of the vast intervening
oceans. That he can claim support of a kind from so high an authority
as Suess may be true, but scientific problems Rhould bc wttletl by examination of thc evidence, not by citations of opinion from selected
authorities.
Doctor Scharfl’ does not at all believe in accidental transportation by
floating vegetation or other natural means. Why, he demands, do iiot
the advocates of such views cite instances of such transportation in motlem times, and why is it only the more ancient animals that are so transported? The argument is curiously parallel to the favorite anti-evolulionist demand. Why, if man has evolved from a monkey, do not the
scientists take a monkey and turn him into a man? Of course, the proof
demanded is an impossibility. If any instances of such transportation
were noted during the last few centuries, they would be ascribed to
human agency; but the probabilities within that time are slight except
in islands near the coast, such as Krakataaa; for more distant island3
they are made probable only by the vast length of geological periods, nntl
it is a matter of course tljat the more ancient the type, the longer time
and consequently better chance there has been for its transportation b!
accidental agencies.
Like all authors who advocate union of the Qalapgos islands with the
mainland, Dr. Scharff does not distinguish between a union of the islands
with each other, which is geologically probable and is a n almost unavoidable conclusion from a study of the fauna, and their union with the
mainland, which is highly improbable on geolo&cal and physiogaphica]
P u n d s , and is not merely unnecessary to explain the fauna but impossible to reconcile with its peculiarities by any reasonable theories
Which take into account all of the consequences of such union.
80
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While Doctor Scharffs interpretation of the data is based upon fundamentally different principles above noted, and his statements as to fossil
distribution arc often inaccurate or incomplete, yet the numerous distributional data which he presents of modern invertebrates are of great
interest, and, if interpreted along the lines which I have used, they fall
completely into line with the vertebrate evidence. We cannot ueually
indeed check the conclusions drawn from modern distributional relationships by the fossil record. Many groups are altogether unknown, and
the record in others is very scanty, but the same general relations clearly
apply. The survival in Westei-n Europe on one side, in southeastern
North America on the other side, of a somewhat primitive cycle of Holarctic distribution ; the survival in the Mediterranean region on one side,
in Central America and the Antilles on the other, of a more primitive
cycle; of a still more primitive cycle in Africa and South America; and
the progressively greater amount of divergent or parallel specialization
i l l the survivors of the earlier cycles; the antique and fragmentary character of the faunc of the oceanic islands, progressively more 80 in proportion to their smallness and isolation-all these conform to the vertebrate distribution. And with invertebrates a8 with vertebrates, every
year adds to the number of the types which, while now limited to the
pcripheral continents and oceanic islands and highly discontinuous in
their range, are shown to have inhabited formerly the central Holarctic
region. It appears that many, one might perhaps say most, invertebrates
iire more readily transported across ocean barriers than vertebrates, espec i ~ l l ymammals, even making due allowance for their greater antiquity.
This also we should expect.
I do not think it necessary to catalogue the errors or inaccuracies in
presenting the evidence afforded by fossil vertebrates. Such errors are
unavoidable in a subject of so broad a scope, and excusable enough, if
they do not lean too much to onc side. I shall cite but one instance,
iittd this i n justice to my distinguished confrhe Professor Dep6ret.
Doctor ScharfT concludes his summary of the North American records
of the Evolution of the Horse with the following remarks:‘aS “And yet
not a single transition from one genus to the other Beems to be known.
So wonder that one of our foremost paleontologists exclaims, ‘The supposed pedigree of the home is a deceitful delusion, which simply gives
11s the general process by which the tridactyl foot of an ungulate can be
transformed in various groups into a monodactyl foot in view of an
adaptation for speed, but this i n 1 1 0 IVH! enlightens us on the paleontological origin of the horse.’” Such u. statement, coming from so excellent
1s
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an authority, seenis startliiig until one verifies the quotation and finds
that it refers, riot to the American records, but to the ancestry of the
horse a8 preseiitcd in G a ~ d r y ’ s ~Eiichainemeats,
~’
to the European series
I’aleotherizitti, . I trchitheriutn, Hipparion yracile and Equus. Uepbret
takes care to premise that he is speaking only of this European seriee,
and while I think the criticism goes too f a r 4 should at least be modified by changing “ungulate” to “perissodactyl” in view of what we know
about the Litopterrla-yet the criticism is largely justified in its proper
context. A s applied to thc Americuii series it itr altogether unwarranted.
1s
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